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ABSTRACT 

This study used qualitative and quantitative methods to explore the impact of 

foreign students on the education of undergraduate students in four classes at Queen's 

University in Kingston. Ontario. It was conducted to answer three questions about the 

impact of foreign students in the host institution: (a) Does the presence of foreign 

students enriçh the education of domestic students? (b) What are the characteristics of 

that enrichment. and what accounts tOr it? (c) What factors account for cases in which a 

domestic student does not perceive his or her education as being enriched or othenvise 

enhanced tiom the presencc of foreign students? Data for the study were based on the 

results of 94 questionnaires completed by Canadinn undergraduate students in the 

Cornputer Science. Economics. Sociology. and Education programs at Queen's 

University in the winter of 200 1. Follow-up interviews were conducted with 1 O of these 

students. Interviews were also conducted with seven faculty and administrative members 

of the university for background information. 

Results show that the enriching effect of foreign students on domestic students' 

education is highly variable. a characteristic that is not previously accounted for in the 

literature. The largest single poup of respondents neither agreed nor disagreed about 

whether their education had been eruîched by the presence of foreign students. Where an 

rnriching effect fiom foreign students was reported. iis strength ranged fiom very weak 

to very strong. Social interaction between domestic and foreign students was a factor that 

was strongly associated with the educational enriching impact of foreign snidents. Lûck 



of social interaction was commonly cited where no impact was reported. Participants in 

eeneral reported a stronger e ~ c h i n g  impact from foreign students through non- 
C 

classroom activities. Recommendations are made for future research on foreign student 

impact on the education of domestic studrnts. 
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CHAPTER 1 

INTRODUCTION 

This study used qualitative and quantitative methods to investigate the impact of 

foreign students on the education of domestic undergraduate students in the host country 

institution. I t  was an exploratory study that focused on Canadian undergraduates in the 

Cornputer Science. Economics. Sociology. and Education prograrns at Queen's 

University in Kingston. Ontario. Canada. It also included Queen's faculty members. 

administrators. and staff. The study considered ancillary factors associated with the lives 

of domestic students that might affect the impact that forcign students have on their 

education. such as time spent in a foreign country. arnount of contact with forcign 

students. cultural background. and ability in a second language. 

Enrolling foreign students has been one of the most visible institutional stntegies 

used to help intemationalize campuses in North Amerka. Ellingboe ( 19%) defines 

intemationalization as "the process of inte*mting an international perspective into 3 

çollege or university system [and]. . .. A vision to change the intmal dynarnics of an 

institution to respond and adapt appropriately to an increasingly diverse. globally 

foçused. ever-chmging extemal environment" (p. 199). 

Purpose of the Study 

This study was conducted as part of the requirements for the Master of Education 

degree progarn at Queen's University. There were two underlying purposes for 

conducting this study. The first was to assess presurnptions in the literature about the 



e ~ c h i n g  educational effects that accrue to domestic students fiom the presence of 

foreign students in a university. The second was to establish directions fcr future research 

on this largely uncharteci topic. 

Specifically, this study was carried out to investigate the degree to which. and 

how. the education of Canadian undergraduate students at Queen's University i s  enriched 

by the presence of foreign students. Research on foreign students has tended to focus on 

the adjusmient and acculturation experiences that foreign students undergo in their host 

institution (Altbach. 199 1 ). Even though the educational benefits associated with 

enrolling foreign students. and the e ~ c h i n g  effect of their presence on the leming 

environment. are common justifications for international student progams. these topics 

are not adequately represented in the literature. This study is a critical approach to 

questions about the educational impact of foreign students in the university. 

The study was conducted with the forward view that the results would be useful to 

researchers. administrators. instructors. and govemment policy makers in terms of: 

1. Understanding the degree to which. and how, the undergraduate education 

of domestic students in the host country institution is being enriched fi-om 

the presence of. and contact with. foreign students on campus. 

2.  Providing data that give preliminary indications about the impact of 

foreign students as an educational resource. 

3. IdentiQing factors that influence the educational benefit that domestic 

students denve from the presence of foreign students on campus. 



Background 

1 lived in Japan fiom 1992 to 1997. One of the thing that smick me most when I 

tirst amved there was the arnount that so many Japanese people knew about the way of 

life in North Amenca. yet how linle I had been taught about theia. 

The traditions. customs. values. etiquette. etc.. that make a foreign country 

different are exaggerated in the eyes of any expatriate. But this awareness of the world 

outside that I expenenced in Japan faded somewhat after 1 retumed to Canada. The 

contrast was particulariy noticeable in the gaduate education courses that 1 took 

alongside forrign students at Queen's University. where the opportunity to draw on their 

unique experiences and perspectives and learn about schooling in their home countries 

was never. in m y prescnçr. pursued by prokssors or fellow students. A fier çompleting 

courses with foreign students tiom China and the Caribbean. without any discussion 

about eduçation in their home countries. I was le% questioning the scope of these courses 

and why 1 was never encouraged to considcr subjects studied uutside of western 

perspectives. It struck me that the Canadian students in my classes. most of whom wcre 

educators. were implicitly being tau& to leam. and teach. tiom a nmow perspective. 

The Association of International Education Administrators ( 1995) hints at this 

notion of self-involvement in descnbing the United States as a society that has "emerged 

out of stnking insularity" (p. 1). Reflecting on the contrast that I experienced in retuming 

to life in North Amenca. 1 would suggest that this erneqence has yet to reach its full 

potential. and that Canada is sirnilar to the United States in this regard. Weiler (1981) 

refers to this insularity in our education institutions when he observes the North 



American academic subculture's tendency to "adhere to a particular €rame of reference to 

the exclusion or neglect of other. alternative paradigms" (p. 178). 

üniversities and government agencies commonly refer to the enriching 

educational etTect that foreign students have on local students to advocate enrolling them 

(e.g.. Queen's University. 1985). Despite the plausibility of these daims. they were not 

supported by my own observations and expenences as a university student. A seatch of 

the litenture did not respond to my questions about if. and how. foreign students 

in tluence domestic students' education. and whether or not the impact of foreip students 

could only be described gennrilly as positive and e ~ c h i n g .  Subsequent conversations 

with international education researchers and practitionen. and responses to a query that 1 

posted on the National Association of Foreign Student Advisors (NAFSA) Intemet 

discussion group çonfirmed for me that only a very limited arnount of research was 

available on foreign student impact. and it did not directly ask or answer such questions. 

Given the numerous references throughout the literature to the paucity of research on the 

foreign student phenornenon. the opportunity and need presented itself for a study on the 

impact of foreign students on the education of domestic students. 

Rat ionaie 

There is a strong supposition across the litenture that the presence of foreign 

students on univenity campuses has 3n enriching effect on the education of the domestic 

students in the host university (e.g.. Holdaway. Bryan. & Allan. 1988: Canadian Bureau 

of International Education. 1986: Symons 8: Page. 1984: Veriesi. 1999). Many authors 

also refer to potential educational benefits associated with foreign students on campus. 



Use of the word "potential" suggests that these clairns are based more on supposition than 

fact. The basis For these claims is that foreign students bring with them perspectives 

shaped by different cultures. laws. politics. economies. and natunl environments. and 

that enposing domestic students to these perspectives and experiences will foster. among 

many other things. a greater awareness of world affain, global issues. and greater 

sensitivity of domestic students' cultural awareness. Recniitment of foreign students by 

universities in Canada and around the world' is at least partly predicated upon this belief 

(e.g.. Canadian Bureau of Intemntional Education. 1986). 

Two problems emerge. The first one is that claims espousing the real and 

potential educational benetits assoçiated with the presence of foreign students on campus 

are not gounded in research. No study was found to have investigated whether foreipi 

students are üçtually haking the ameliorativr effects on the rduçation of dornestiç 

students in the host institution as presurned. The second problem is that the term 

edi<curional bericfirs. as it relates to the presence of foreign students. has not been 

defined. This increases the possibility that the assuniptions underpinning the term 

'benetits' are highly variable. Mestenhauser ( 1998) alludes to this problem in suggesting 

that claims that universities are becoming more intemationalized "tiequently lack 

conceptual and theoretical foundations" (p. 106). 

Without a grounded taxonomy of the educational benefits associated with the 

presence of foreign students on campus. and reseiirch that is only indirectly related to the 

impact they have on domestic students' education. claims about foreign students' value as 

a rich educational resource are somewhat speculative and premanire. Holdaway. Bryan. 

' Universities in Australia. Britain. Germany. France. and che United States have strong international 
student recruimrrnt prograrns ( Peterson. Briggs. Dreasher. Horner. Lk Nelson. 1999). 



and Allan ( 1988) drew attention to the fact that foreign student policies are developed and 

approved by various federal, provincial. and institutional bodies "large1 y in the absence 

of cornprehensive. relevant data" (p. 15). In acknowledging the need for further research 

in the area of foreign student policy in 1986. the Council of Ministers of Education, 

Canada. made an observation that retlects the central rationale for this study: "Without 

accurate up-to-date information on a range of factors, policy makers run the risk of 

reaching decisions that are based more on opinion than on facts" (Council of Ministns of 

Education. Canada, 1986). 

S tatement of the Research Questions 

Three central questions pided the snidy, as follows: 

I . Does the presence of foreign students on campus enrich the education of 

undergûduate domestic students? 

This question represents the backbone of the study. One of the shoncomings of 

the literanire is that it takes for ganted the educational impact of foreign students on 

domestic students. Moreover. this question has not been addressed fiom students' 

perspectives. Given the exploratory nature of this study. the fint task is to investigate the 

basic presumption in the literature that the presence of foreign students enriches domestic 

students' education. The results of this question are of centrai importance because they 

speak. in part. to the foundations upon which many institutions r m i t  foreign students. 



manage (or fail to manage) their international programs. and Our present understanding of 

the role and value of foreign students in the university. 

The next two questions follow from Question 1. but each one was explorai 

conditionally for each participant. 

7. Where a domestic student perceives his or her education as being enriched or 

othenvise positively impactcd by foreign students. what are the characteristics 

of that impact and what factors account for them? 

The purpose of this question is to distil the concept of 'benetits' as it relates to 

foreign student impact in the literature. No study has yet systematically defined the 

ameliorative eltments that foreign students are perceived to contnbute to domestic 

snidcnts' education. As a result. the institutional and pedagogical factors that contribute 

to this positive impact have not yet been detïned in the literature. The role of Question 2 

is to account for the value added to the education of domestic students related to the 

presence of foreign snidents on campus. and to identiti factors or institutional pnctices 

that promote this type of learning. This will be a usehl addition to the literature. 

3 What factors account for cases in which a domestic student perceives his or 

her education as not being enriched or othenuise intluenced by foreign 

students'? 



The purpose of this question is to consider alternative ways in which to 

characterize the educational impact of foreign students on domestic students. An 

additional shortcoming of the literature is that it only represents the educational benefits 

of foreign students as being positive and uniform across the institution. This question 

considen alternatives to describing the educational impact of foreign students on 

domestic students as 'ennching.' An additional reason for employing this question is to 

uncover factors at various levels in the university that rnight be responsible for inhibiting 

the ennching effect of foreign students on the education of domestic students. 

The terms "foreign students" and "international students" are used 

i nterchangeabl y throughout the literanire (Al tbach. 1 99 1 ). 1 have chosen to use the 

former. The Oxford Diction- defines "foreign" as "coming From another district or 

socirty. or is not of one's own land." and "international" 3s "existing, or cmied on. 

between nations. or agreed on by al1 or many nations" (Sykes. 1982). In my view. 

"foreign" more accurately describes a person who enters a country on a temporary ba i s  

with no intention of assuming that country's nationality or making it his or her permanent 

residence. Irrespective of terminology. a foreign student in this study is operationally 

defined using Statistics Canada's definition: a non-Canadian student who does not have 

'permanent resident' status and. as such. has had to receive permission tiom the Canadian 

eovemment to enter Canada for the purposes of study (Statistics Canada. 1998). 
C 

Detinitions for "education" are wide and varied. I operationally define education 

by borrowing concepts fiom John Dewey's pragmatist interpretation of education. To 

Dewey. ducation "represents growth in the individual's çapacity to deai with situations: 

is a continuous process and c m o t  be tmninated by the completion of course 



requirernents. promotion, or graduation; and demands self-direction as O Q ~ O S ~  to 

authontarian imposition" (Wyen. 1998). An impact on an undergnduate's education. 

which this study seeks to examine. draws mainly on the fint point. and is considered here 

as any alteration to a student's ability to deai with situations that results fiorn the 

presence oE or interaction with. foreign students in connection to the university. 

In the early stages of this study. these research questions were focused on the 

secondary school level. 1 was interested in examining why certain school boards are 

active1 y recruiting students fiom oveneas for year-round study (e.g.. Champion. 1997). 

However. since no litcrature was available on foreign student impact at the hi& school 

level. my advisor and 1 decided for various reasons it would be too difficult to pursue an 

areri for which there was no foundation in the iiterature. 1 then shifted the tocus of this 

question to the university Ievel. as universiticj in Canada also rxruit students riom 

werseas. 

Importance of the Study 

The aim of this study is to explore untested presumptions in the litaature about 

the educational impact of foreign students on domestic students in the host institution. 

The study is important beçause it is one of only a few studies to critically evaluate the 

rhetoric that rypicaily justities foreign student recruitment. Although one of the most 

commonly cited reasons for enrolling foreign students is the educational value to the host 

institution's domestic student body (e.g.. Queen's University. 1 996). the paucity of 

research on this topic suggests that the educational impact of foreign students on 



domestic students might not receive much attention in practice. Results of this study will 

rnove us toward either confirming the suppositions in the literature or exposing their 

weaknesses and identi @mg areas for improvement. 

Universities and colleges typicaliy allocate both human and material resources to 

support their foreign studmt initiatives. Some resources include a liaison or recruiting 

office whose role is to promote the institution to prospective students overseas. the 

provision of special counselling staft and a foreign student centre on campus. I t  is hoped 

that simply asking the question. as much as the findings. will encourage universities and 

coliqes to more closely examine the ducational outcomes of their foreign student 

initiatives vis-&vis the presumptions upon which they are based. 

Ovenriew of the Method 

This study was camed out at Queen's University in Kingston. Ontario. The study 

used qualitative and quantitative techniques to gather data. A sunrey of 196 upper-year 

under~nduate students in the Computer Science. Economics. Sociology. and Education 

p r o p m s  wûs conducted between February and March 700 1. Ninety-six cornpleted 

suneys w a r  returned. of which 94 could be used. 1 surveyed different departments in 

order to compare the responses from d i f f m t  departments. The survey included 

questions to which students gave yes-no and Likert scale-~pe agree-disagree responses. 

In addition. the suwey questions provided space where students could elabonte their 

responses. 1 au+mented the data by interviewing undergraduate students. faculty 

members. university administrators. and relevant staff mmbers. A small number of 



faculty members. administrators. and university staff whose responsibilities were related 

to foreign students were also intewiewed in order to provide context. 

Summary and Overview of the Thesis 

This chapter gave an introduction to the study. 1 t began by descnbing the purpose 

of the study and then offered a brief overview of the factors that led me to punue these 

questions about the educationnl impact of foreign students on domestic students in the 

host institution. The research questions and rationale for the study were drawn out of the 

1 i terature. 

This thesis is organized into six chaptcrs. Chapter 2 provides a review of the 

literature and the theoreticsl tiamework. Chapter 3 describes the participants and gives û 

detailrd account of the mahods used for collecting and malysing the data. The results of 

the data collection arc presented in chapter 4. A discussion and analysis of the results 

appem in chapter 5 .  Finaily. conclusions. recommendations. and implications for tùrther 

resrarch are prcsented in chapter 6. 



CHAPTER 2 

REVIEW OF THE LITERATURE 

This chapter provides an overview of the literature on foreign student impact in 

univenities. Overall. the literature approaches the notion of foreign student impact îiom 

various points of view: economic. organizational. administrative. and acadernic. This 

section will review only literature related to the academic nature of foreign student 

impact. 

This chapter 1s presented in seven sections. The fint section introduccs the topic 

of intemationalization in higher education. The second section then describes the 

emergence of foreign students as a topic of academic inqui- in order to provide context 

io the litçraturr review. The third section traces the development of the dominant themç 

in the literature on foreign student impact: the education of domestic students is enricheci 

tiom the presence of foreign students in the institution. The aim of this section is to 

illustrate the momentum that has been genrrated in the literature regarding the 

educational impact of foreign students on an institution's domestic student population. 

The founh section focuses on aspects of the literature that weaken the validity of these 

daims. The aim of this section is to dnw attention to a discrepancy that exists in the 

literature on foreign student impact. The fifih section reviews and critiques three studies 

on foreign student impact. the only ones that could be found on this topic. Two of these 

studies were conducted on university carnpuses in the United States while the third one 

was c h e d  out in Chile. The sixth section retiews calis that have been made for more 

research on the foreign student phenornenon and intemationalization in higher education. 



Finally, the concluding section of this chapter provides an overview of situated leaming 

theory, the theoretical hmework that guided the study. 

The Emergence of Research on Foreign Students 

Although the transnational tlow of students gained attention in the 1980's and 

1990's. it is not a recent phenomenon. The Canadian govemment. for example. first 

staned collecting data on the foreign visa student population in Canada in the 1920's 

(Chui. 1906). But it was not until the 1960's that researchers began treating this group as 

a subject of academiç inquiry (Spaulding. Flack. Tate. Mahon. & Marshall. 1976). While 

a considenble amount has been written on the topic since then. the pool of literature 

draling specifically with the impact of their prexnçe -- on the host country. rduational 

institutions. domestic students. and the community -- remains sparse (Tillman. 1990). 

Much of the available reseûrch focuses on one of three areas: (a) foreign student 

counseling issues. (b) the process of acculturation that foreign students experience in 

adjusting to life in the new country. and (c) the economic impact of hosting foreign 

students. This research eaists largely in the form of unpublished Ph.D. dissertations 

(Altbach. 199 1 ) and govemment reports. 

1 amved at the three research questions outlined in chapter I after an initiai survey 

of the foreign student literature. Subsequent and more focused reviews suggested that 

these questions are acnially subsidiaries of broader questions about foreign student 

impact thût were first posed in the 1970's. According to Jenkins (as cited in Herbert. 

198 1 ). the revelation that 45.000 Iranian students were studying on American campuses 



dunng the 1979 Iran hostage crisis suddeniy prompted people to think in new ways about 

the implications of hosting students fiom other countnes. For the fint tirne, foreign 

students in the United States became a national secunty issue. This "rraised a new 

question" (Herbert. 198 1. p. 68) about the impact of foreign students on the institution 

and the cornmunity. So. while foreign students have been a topic of general academic 

inquiry since the 1960's. the impact of their presence did not begin to anract scholarly 

attention for another decade. 

Enriching the Education of Domestic Students 

The dominant theme across the foreign student literature is that the presence of 

foreign students enhances or enriches the education of domestic students in the host 

institution. 1 wili begin the overview of this aspect of the literature with Chapter I O  of . 

Some Questions of Balance. the 1984 report of the Commission on Canadian Studies to 

the Association of Univenities and Colleps of Canada (Symons & Page. 1984). The 

report was written to address a number of issues pressing Canadian universities in the 

mid- 1980's. and in it the authors devoted considerable attention to the question of foreign 

student enrolment in Canada's univenities. Symons and Page agucd the need for a 

national policy on foreign students. and descnbed the importance of foreign students to 

Canada on various levels. The crux of their argument was that foreign students are a 

valuable educational resource. through whom Canadians leam about thernseives. their 

country. and the rest of the world. For example: 



Through the contribution they c m  make. both inside and outside the ciassroom 

and lab. and through the particular knowledge and expertise they bnng with them, 

foreign students can improve the quality of the educational experience offered by 

Canadian institutions. The presence of foreign students is probably of greater 

importance to Our own education than it is to theirs. (p. 22 1 )  

The case that S p o n s  and Page build for recriving foreign students in Canadian 

universities is based largely on the leaming that can result tiom the cultural divenity they 

bring to the university. According to Symons and Page. 

The presence of foreign students. bringing with thern their di fferent 

heritages and perspectives. provides an opportunity for Canadians to 

broaden their outlook and to enlarge their knowledge of themselves and 

others. I t  should be passible. thanks to the presence of foreign students. for 

many Canadian students to learn fiom personal contact about other 

çountnes. cultures. and other ways of doing and seeing things. (p. 2 16) 

Shonly afier Symons and Page's cal1 for a national foreign student policy in 

Canada. the Association of Universities and Colleges of Canada (AUCC). the Canadian 

.4ssociation of University Teachers (CAUT). the Canadian Bureau of International 

Education (CBIE). and the Canadian Fedention of Students (CFS) jointly issued a brief 

to the Senate House Cornmittee on International Relations on the role that foreign 

students play in Canada's international relations (CBIE. 1986). In this report, they 

characterized the value of foreign students in much the same way as did Symons and 

Page. For example. they said: 



There has been general agreement for many years on the values 

attached to receiving foreign students.. .. Their presence enhances the 

quality of education eaperienced by Canadian studnits because of the 

contact with other peoples and cultures which they represent: this 

benefit accrues as well to local cornmunities. (p. 1 ) 

Similar reasoning and sentiments can be found throughout the literature over the 

remainder of that decade. For example. Goodwin and Nacht described faculty members 

as "appreciative of the intellectual and cultural nchness" that foreign students contribute 

to a university or program through their presence on campus (as cited in Weiler. 1 98 1. p. 

169). In Canada. the Council of Ministen of Education strongly advocated the 

recruitment of foreign students to Canadian universities in the mid- 1980's based on their 

perceiveci value as a learning resourcr. The Council (Council of Ministers of Education. 

Canada. 1956) said. "No one disputes the beneficial efiects of foreip students in 

Canadian classrooms. lecture halls. and laboratones" (p. 2). And in a report on 

international students in Canada. the Secretary of State of Canada ( 1989) referred to the 

rnrichment of post-seconda- education as one of the benefits of enrolling foreign 

students when it stated. "intemationally. it is widely accepted that international students 

contribute considerable benefits to host countries" (p. 2). 

Crossing into the 1990's. these perceptions of the educational benefits associated 

with enrolling foreign students continue to be found across the literature. For example. 

the Association of International Education Administrators (AIEA. 1995) made this 

staiement in its 1995 research agenda: "Foreign student prognms are known intuitively 

to contribute in some depee to an understanding of international forces and the global 



setting" (p. 7). At about the same time. the AUCC used similar reasoning to advocate 

efforts to attract foreigners to Canadian universities. In the proceedings fiom their 1997 

conference on intemationalization in higher education (AUCC. 1997), it said. 

"International and retuming students cm serve as a rich resource in the classroom by 

offering intercultural insights. new perspectives. or fiesh approaches" (p. 2 1 ). 

The foreign student literature published towards the end of the 1990's sustains 

this perception that the education of domestic students is e ~ c h e d  or enhanced by their 

presence. For example. in reference to the activities that universities periodically organize 

to promote interaction between foreign and domestic students. Vertesi (1999) said that at 

the University of British Columbia. foreign students 'iinquestionably contributed to a 

more sophisticated worldvirw in those Canadians who came to know them" (p. 143). 

Finally. in thc most reccnt of a series of reports on the internationalization of 

higher education in Canada. a study by Knight (1000) dernonstrates ihat Canadian 

university administrators share this perception of the educationai ment of enroling 

foreip students. Knight surveyed AUCC member institutions to produce a snapshot of 

the status of internationalization rit Canadian universities and the progress they have 

achirved since a similar survey she conducted in 1993. Results of the survey showed that 

the respondents2 viewed foreign students as being the third strongest impact of 

intemûtionalization on the university. behind organizationai structures and Canadian 

student mobility (Knight. 2000. p. 19). 

The references cited up to this point lead the reader through a variety of exarnples 

in the litenture: pvernrnent documents. journal articles. and book chapters. This section 

AUCC recornmended ha< different memben of the univenity complete diffemi parts of the survey. 
including the President. Vice-President. Registnr. International Liaison Officer. Snidy Abroad Advisor. 
and Rt'cruitment Oficer. 



attempts to demonstnte that domestic students in the host institution have been portrayed 

as deriving positive educational benefits corn the presence of foreign students. Recall 

that in the introduction to this thesis 1 questioned the validity of these claims. This was 

for a number of reasons, namely: (a) despite their plausibility, these claims are not 

substantiated by research: (b) their underiying assumption is that the educationai 

outcome of al1 levels and degrees of contact between foreign and domestic students is 

unifonn across the institution: (c) the claims do not retlect. or account for, my personal 

expenence in the university: and (d) examples exist in the literature that either teinper 

these claims or outnght contndict them. Ii is to these rxamples in the literature 1 will 

now turn. 

The Potential Educational Value of Foreign Students 

4 widespread perception in the literature assumes that the presence of foreip 

students has an enhancing effect on domestic students' education. However. as 

drmonstrated above. it is important to note how. in some cases. authors qualify their 

discussion of these benefits with tems likepotcntial and what can or sliodd be possible. 

This creates a hint of uncertainty in this tield. and suggests that much is unknown about 

the actual educationai benefits that domestic students are acming fkom foreign students. 

For eaample. S y o n s  and Page ( 1984) said. "It should be possible. thanks to the presence 

of foreign students. for many Canadian students to l e m  fiom personal contact about 

other counuies. cultures. and other ways of doing and seeing things" (p. 2 16). Indeed. 

they were obliged to use these t m s  as no research had been undertaken at that point to 



suggest whether perceived benefits were actually being realized in practice. They went on 

ro Say. "But surely the most immediate and important reason for receiving foreign 

students is the tremendous potential educational value of their presence" (p. 22 1 ). 

A study of foreign student impact at Fort Hays University in Kansas (Potts. 1992). 

which will be discussed in more detail in the next section. adopted a similar tone. The 

aut hor stated: 

[foreign students] open a vital window to the world which, if properly 

utilized. c m  provide a 'living presence' of those ditierent cultural values 

that students must understand to serve the long-term interests of the 

United States and the global comrnunity as a whole. (p. 7) 

Of course. the question raised by this statemrnt is whether or not this 'window to the 

world" is being "properly.utilized" in higher education institutions. 

Proceedings from the 1997 AUCC conference on foreign students also retlect this 

tendency to focus on what is possible rather than what is actually happening in practice. 

"Cniversities should maximize the use of international students and retuming Canadians 

in the classroom. Thae students can contribute to intemationalizing the cumculum to the 

benetit of other 'non-mobile' students" (AUCC. 1997. p.22). 

Reference to the potential educational benefits of forrign students draws attention 

to the speculative nature of the educational value that the presence of foreign students is 

perceived to add to a university. Furthemore. it weakens the validity of the common 

perceptions of foreign student impact that were reviewed in the previous section. 

Curiously. the actual educational benet'ts that domestic university students are deriving 

tiom foreign students have never been put under the microscope. in the end. the 



speculative nature of these views. despite their plausibility. merits investigation. It is 

interesting to compare the staternents above by P O ~ S  and the AUCC to a comment that 

Mestenhauser made in the mid 1970's: "While it is generally recognized that a great deal 

of cultural leaming is transmitted informally through interpersonal contacts. such 

learning is leîl to chance and cannot be evaluated" (Mestenhauser. 1976. p. iii ). 

Contradictions in the Literature 

The above section demonstrates thai daims espousing the e ~ c h i n g  educational 

effects of enrolling foreign students have. in some cases. been weakened b y being 

çouched in the notion of potential: that it can or should be possible for domestic students 

to benetit tiom their presencr as long as people recognize and capitalize on thesr 

opportuniiies for academic e~chmen t .  While the previous section outlined aspects of the 

literature that weaken these claims. this section draws together references that would 

suggest domestic students are not deriving such rich educational beneîits frorn foreign 

students. This section dnws attention to the contradiçtory aspect of the literature. The 

rnriching effect portrayed in the literaturt: cm be more accurately described as anecdotal 

and lacking foundation. 

A study conducted at Fon Hays University (Pons. 1991) found that foreign 

students there have a tendency to "cluster into their national groups" as their numbers 

increase (p. 15). An assumption is that the leaming transfer between the foreign and 

domestic srudent populations is likely being impeded in these cases. While the study only 

bneîly noted this bbclustering" phenornenon. the inference drawn here is that Fon Hays is 



not necessarily an isolated case. The CBIE. for exarnple. also touched on the notion of 

foreign student isolation in a documentary tilm that it commissioned on foreign students 

in Canada (Barde & Button. 1988). In it. foreign students described a number of factors 

that support the findings of the Fort Hays study. One foreign student who was 

interviewed for the video described the workload at Canadian universities as much 

heavier than what he was accustomed to in his home country. and that the struggle for 

him to survive in his xademic program immersed him almost completely in his snidies. 

Another foreign student. studying in Canada with financial support from the government 

in her home country. descnbed the pressure that she was under to finish her prognm 

within a shon time limit and with high standing. making it difficult for her to socialize 

with other students. It was the view of ri third foreign student in the video that foreign 

students do have a strong tendency to cluster rimongst themselves on campus. Shc 

personally found fellow expatriates rasier to relate to because they were olso 

exprriencing challenges in adjusting to li  fe in Canada and the new university. 

Observations noting the marginalization of foreign students in the university are 

found widely throughout the iiterature. A suney of faculty and interviews with foreign 

students by Tompson and Tompson ( 1996) at two Amencan business schools noted that 

the most ditXcult adjustment for foreign students in coming to study in the United States 

was not having to function in a new language. but developing a social network. 

Loneliness and a fear of being socially rejected were the major preoccupations of the 

foreign students in this study. Similar observations are noted in the foreign student 

counselling litenture. For example. in a study of Chinese foreign students in the United 

States. Cho ( 1990) found that they experience isolation more ofien than loneliness in 



coming to study in the United States. and that these feelings are most ofien brought on by 

culture and language di fierences. 

It is particulad y instructive to note Tompson and Tompson's ( 1 996) 

characterization of foreign students as "openting in ways that secure social acceptance" 

(p. 55). Their research suggests that foreign students may hide certain aspects of their 

home culture while in their host university in order to avoid social rejection. This finding 

stands in stark contrast to aspects of the literature that assume foreign students are vibrant 

ambassadors of the culture in their home country. 

One of the insights that Tompson and Tompson ( 1 996) offered was that the liberal 

characteristics of Amencan classrooms difkr significantly from those in many areas of 

the world. Students. they said. coming fiom countrirs whose institutions are characterized 

by passive modes of leaming -- for exmple. where value is placed on listening as 

opposed to arpinp one's particular point of view -- would not easily shed their 

"ingrainrd" behaviour (p. 56). Not understanding the academic culture in the host country 

c m  put a foreign student in a position of great penonal vulnerability. The authon d n w  

on the work of Maslow. who noted that individuals will not engage in self-actualizing 

açtivities when their more fundamentai needs have not been addressed (p. 56). 

Egan ( 1996) described a role-playing exercise that she uses in her international 

management and marketing classes to c o n  the foreign students into participating in 

çlassroom activities. Her justification of the need for this activity validates foreign 

students' reclusive classroom behaviour. 

One problem encountered in teaching Amencan and international 

management students is that class memben tend to cluster by nationality 



and lanpage. rarely engaging in discussion with each other and foming 

project groups comprising single nûtionalities. Amencan-born students 

also ofien dominate class discussions. (p. 98) 

Al tbach ( 1 99 1 ) corroborates these findings saying, "Foreign students often 

interact to a considerable extent with other students fiom their own countries or with 

other foreign students" (p. 3 18). Mestenhauser :r( 1 998) adds a fùrther dimension to this 

observation by describing foreign students and foreign student programs as segregated 

and not well integrated into the fabnc of the university. Vertesi (1999) also made a useful 

observation in saying that. "It is a rnistake to assume that there will be widespread 

spontaneous socialking between Canadian and foreign students" (p. 155). 

One final enample that suggests Foreign students are not necessanly enriching the 

education of domestic students is hight 's  (2000) report of her survey of Canadian 

universities. In this survey. the reason most frequently cited by Canadian university 

administrators for enrolling foreign students was "to integrate domestic and international 

students in and out of the classroorn" (p. 53). Presumübly. this integntion would enhance 

rducational growth. The respondents also ovenvhelmingly considered that the most 

important rationale for internationalizing Canadian universities was "20 prepare gaduates 

uho are intemationally knowledgeable and intercul~nily competent" (p. 17). and 

indicated that the most widely perceived benefit to students of intemationalization was 

broadened world perspectives and values (p. 2 1 ). However. these rhetoiical perceptions 

of the rationale to internationalize higher education contradict what they. thernelves. 

supgested is happening in practice. For example. nom of the outcornes of enrolling 

foreign students mentioned by the respondents. in a later section of the report. refend to 



ways in which they enhance teaching and learning in the university (p. 20). This is a 

curious gap between principle and practice. and one which Knight said warranted further 

investigation. Furthemore. less than one out of five respondents reported that their 

institution provides support to faculty on how to use the experience and knowledge of 

international students in the classroorn (p. 45). The author descnbed this as " a  lost 

opportunity that needs to be addressed" (p. 45). Fifty-three percent of respondents said 

that their institution gives either "no or low priority" to dnwing on the experience and 

knowledge of international students in the classroorn (p. 46). 1s Paige and Mestenhauser's 

( 1999) comment true. that "cducational administration is highly resistant to 

intemationalization" (p. 500)? Knight's suwey neither proves nor disproves this claim. 

Unfonunately. Knight's study retlects only the views of university administraton 

and international progam staK md did not inciude students' perspectives on these 

questions. Regardless. the study is valuable because it illustrates the gap between the 

perceptions of those in the university who make intluential decisions and what is 

happening in practice. The AUCC study shows that the outcornes of enrolling foreigi 

students do not live up to the rhetoric. 

The purpose for drawing attention to the studies in this section is to highlight the 

contradictory nature of the literature to date. While one side of the literature recognizes 

the enriching impact of foreign students on campus (e.g.. the Amencan International 

Education Association. 1 395: the Canadian Bureau of International Education. 1 986: the 

Secretary of State of Canada. 1989: Syrnons & Page. 1984: Vertesi, 1999)- the 

observations noted in this section strongly undermine their validity. Clairns about the 

e ~ c h i n g  effect of foreign students on campus are predicated. at least in part. on the 



notion of interaction. Yet the literature descnbes many cases where interaction between 

foreign and domestic students. both inside and outside the classroom, is impeded. 

Research has also shown foreign students' tendency to withdraw in the classroom. and to 

interact more among other foreign students than those from the host country. The 

awkward CO-existence of these two positions of the literature heightens the need for more 

definitive research. It is my intention with this study to provide a basis on which to 

evaluate these two sides of the literature. 

Impact Studies 

An extensive search of the literature revealed three studies on foreign student 

impact. Two of these were intemal srudics carried out at universitics in the United States. 

while the third studied the impact of Amencan exchange students at two univenities in 

Chile. This section will prrsent an ovrrview o C these studies. 

The first study. titled International Students at Fort Hays Universitv: An Impact 

Analvsis. was laqely a statistical account of the broad impact of foreign students at Fort 

Hûys State University. Kansas (Potts. 199 1 ). It compared foreign student enrolments at 

Fort Hays to other major universities across the United States. identitied their countries of 

origin. compared the GPA scores of the foreign student cohort to domestic undergraduate 

and graduate students at Fort Hays. and described the economic impact of foreign 

students throughout the region. 

One of the study's conclusions was that foreign students "have an overall positive 

intluence on educational quality and environment of an institution" (p. 7). Part of the 



evidence that Pons offm for this is the positive impact of foreign students on academic 

standards at Fort Hays. Potts describes how foreign students there anain higher b e l s  of 

education and higher quality of advanced degrees. have higher overall average GPA 

scores (although the average GPA among undergaduate foreign students was slightly 

lower than undergraduate domestic students). and hold higher academic expectations and 

less anticipation of failure (p. 7). 

The weakness of this conclusion is that it focuses on the impact that foreign 

students have on statistics. and that the evidence to support the case for an ameliorative 

effect on the education of dornestic students is anecdotal. The study fails to establish a 

relationship between the presence of foreign students and the quality and scope of 

education at Fort Hays University. Potts goes on to acknowledge that the presence of 

foreign students in univcnities is scwing the long-terni interests of the United States. in 

that they help to prepare students for careers that might expose thern to different cultures. 

He does not punue how this is accomplished in practice. 

Pom' resexch raises important questions. For example. how do we measure 

whether or not a student's education has been enriched? What factors do we identifi and 

what type of instrument do we use to measure them? Research in this area so far has not 

precisely defined the value added to dornestic students' education fkom the presence of 

foreign students on campus. 

Pons' position that foreign students are a positive educational influence at Fon 

Hays seems to be based largely on the prestige gained by the university in attracting and 

accepting a cohort of higher achieving students (who. coincidentally. corne from abroad). 

the administrative benefits of an enlarged pool of teaching assistants. and an increased 



supply of students to fil1 excess institutional capacity. Foreign students. he said. 

"contribute to the overall stabilization of the US. system of higher educaiion" (p. 9). In 

effect. the benetits that Potts describes of enrolling foreign students could be derived 

tiom any goup of top scholars regardless of their nationality. In the end, while he does 

make a case that there are institutional benefits that cm be derived fiom enrolling foreign 

students. his study does not convincingly argue that domestic students are enriched fiom 

their presence. 

Cornpounding this w e h e s s  in Potts' report is the disproportionate attention ht: 

devotes to the economic impact of foreign students at Fon Hays. This economic impact 

seems to beûr heavily on his conclusion that they are beneficial to the university. While 

he devotes scarcely a pape to the discussion on foreign student impact on educaiional 

factors. his account of their economic impact throughout the region spans nrarl y five 

pages. This tendency for people to see foreign students as an econornic resource before a 

lraming resource cornes out in Davies' ( 1991) and Mestenhauser's ( 1998) writing. 

Dûvies ( 1 992) discusses this phenornenon in his examination of the administrative and 

organizational rami ticat ions of international ization in universit ies. He describes the 

expansion of international activities as being "rlosely linked with financial reduction and 

the rise of academic entrepreneurialism" (p. 177). and soys that universities are "being 

driven into entrepreneuriai modes of behaviour" (p. 1 78). Mestenhauser ( 1 998) has also 

made observations in this area. He described international student prograrns as becoming 

increasingly market-oriented as universities begin to see the potential of foreign students 

to generate revenue. Vertesi ( 1999) referred to international programs at Canadian 

universities as "a highiy cornpetitive environment. one in which education is dealt with as 



a commodity" (p. 113). Potts' disproportionate attention to the economic impact of 

foreign students at Fon Hays is reflected in these observations. 

Weiler ( 1 984) suggested that as foreign student enrolment increases. so will the 

ambivalence surrounding their presence. This could be a factor that explains Potts' 

attention to administrative and econornic factors over ones that are more central to the 

university's mission. P O ~ S  argues that the institution takes on new responsibilities as it 

enrols more foreign students. A question to consider at this point. one that was also raised 

by Vertesi ( 1  999) and Knight (2000). is what cm an institution do to maximize the 

learning opportuni ties presented by foreign students? Furthmore, w hat art: an 

institution's responsibilities to see that these initiatives are taken? 

The second impact study was an intemal study conducted at the University of 

Xebraskû at Lincoln (University of lriebraska Bureau of Sociological Research. 1998). In 

contrast to the Fort Hays study. this one focused more closely on educational factors. 

Researchers in this study conducted s telephone interview with 376 dornestic üNL 

students io determine the eftect that differing levels of contact with foreign students had 

on their global knowledge. future carcer plans. and perceptions and attitudes towards 

people tiom di fferent backgrounds. One hundred and forty-four domestic students (38%) 

who were known to have high contact (on a threr-point scale of low. medium, and hi& 

contact) with foreign students on campus were included in the 376-person sarnple in 

order to ensure balanced representation. 

One of the study's prirnary findings was that greater levels of contact between 

domestic and foreign students were associated with greater levels of acceptance of 

individuals from different ethnic backgrounds (UNBSR. 1998). Based on measurernents 



using the Bogardus Scale of Social Distance. 47% of domestic students with low levels of 

contact with foreign students were shown to have hi& levels of social distance fiom 

~ ~ o u p s  such as Chincse. Malaysians. French, Arabs, and Hispanic Americans (p. 2). In 

contrast. only 16% of domestic students with hi& levels of contact with foreign students 

were shown to have high social distance from these groups. 

The study's second significant finding was noting a positive correlation between 

contact with foreign students and increased global knowledge. Domestic students in this 

study who had medium or high levels of contact with their foreign counterparts scored 

higher on a test of global knowledge than those with low contact. Whereas only 12% of 

the domestic students with low foreign student contact scored in the top ihird of results 

on the test of global knowledge: 32% of those with high foreign student contact fell into 

the same catrgory. Forty-tive percent of the domrstic Nebraska students who had low 

tireign student contact failed to correctly answer even one of the five questions. yet only 

I joh of those with hi& contact fell into this category. Overall. one-third of the students 

suweyed could not correctly answer even one question on the test of global knowledge. 

and no student correct1 y answered al1 five questions. These responses led the authon to 

conclude that global knowledge among University of Nebraska students was generally 

poor. 

Unfortunately. the limitations of the five-item test of global knowledge. 

administered by telephone survey. provide little basis to conclude that increased contact 

with foreign students has a positive impact on global knowledge. This test pales in 

cornparison. for example. to the 130-item instrument that Educational Testing Services 

[ETS] employed in its test of global understanding (Barrows. 198 1). To develop that test. 



ETS assembled a panel of international studies experts fiom around the United States. 

Considering the depth of the ETS test of global understanding, little credibility can be 

given to the instrument that the University of Nebraska researchers used to conclude that 

contact with foreig students is positively correlated with domestic students' global 

knowledge. 

Discretion must be used in interpreting the results of the University of Nebraska 

study. For enample. the study also shows a strong conelation between increased contact 

w ith foreign students and positive attitudes. perceptions. and behavioun toward people of 

different ethnic backgrounds. and future plans that include an international dimension. 

From this. the reader could loosely chancterize foreign students as positive change 

agents in these areas. which the tone of the study seems to imply. But it is likely that 

these characteristics do not result h m  the Nitrodrclion of contact with foreign students 

on campus. Ar~wably. the level of contact that domestic students have with foreign 

students is iiself dependent on attitudes and an interest in world affain that they 

developed long before entering univenity. That is to say. whereas the Nebraska study 

treated attitudes. perceptions. behavioun. and future plans as a dependent variable of 

contact with foreign students. the inverse -- contact with foreign students as being 

dependent on attitudes. behavioun. etc. -- would have been a more appropriate 

relationship to explore. The Nebraska study does not conclusively show that contact with 

foreign students increased domestic students' global knowledge and instilled in them an 

increased level of acceptance tow ard people from di tkent backgrounds. Rather. the 

results of that section of the study only confimi the possibility that students with 

inc~eased levels of global knowledge and more liberal attitudes towards other cultures 



and ethnicities are more likely to associate with foreign students. Overall. the University 

of Nebraska study contributes linle substance to our ovenll understanding of the impact 

that foreign students have on various aspects of domestic students' education. 

The third study (Stephenson. 1998) is more closely related to my investigation. 

Between 199 1 and 1998. over 2.500 foreign students. mostly Amencan. studied at 

Chile's Pontificia Univenidad Catolica in short-term non-degree programs as part of an 

enchanpe agreement with universities in the United States. A further 1.860 students. 80% 

of whom ware American. studied at the Univenidad de Chile during the same period. 

The purpose of Stephenson's study was to determine the eftècts of study abroad on the 

perceptions of the opposite culture held by the American students. Chilean home stay 

families. and faculty members who were involved with the exchange program. 

Stephenson ( 1998) surveyed the Chilran host hmilies and faculty members about 

the impact that the visiiing American students had on their perceptions of various aspects 

of Chilean and American culture. and followed these up with interviews. The author 

henelf admitted to bc soniewhat sceptical about the reliability of the data provideci by the 

Chilean families. citing the possibility that they might have presented bbexcessively 

positive views of the host experiencr" in order to create a favourable. rather than factual. 

impression of the exchange program in the eyes of the organizers (Stephenson. 1998, p. 

1 7). 

Of panicular relevance to my study is Stephenson's focus on the impact that the 

Arnericans had on the Chilean classroorn. as perceived through the ryes of the faculty 

members. Stephenson distnbuted 137 questionnaires to faculty members of the two 

univenities who had regular classroom contact with the Msiting students. She did not 



indicate the total number of faculty members there were in each institution. Only 33 

professors retumed the swey ,  a response rate of Dl%. Sixty-two percent of the 

respondents said that they associated the presence of foreign students in their classes with 

"a more stirnulating audience." and 59% viewed foreign students in the univenity as 

contributing to the "broadening of intellectual horizons" for Chileans (p. 27). The most 

tiequently cited benefit (33% of faculty respondents) that the Chilean faculty members 

saw tiom having the Amencan students in their ciassroorns were the study habits. 

discipline. and punctuality they brought with them (p. 30). "Incorporation of difirent 

viewpoints" was the second most common benefit ( 19% of respondents) that faculty 

memben associated with foreign students in the classroom (p. 30). In the faculty 

mem bers' perspectives. the strongest impact of the American students on the universiiy 

was on Chilean student perspectives on international affain (p. 3 1 ). 

The pariicular circumstances of the Chilean study are important to note when 

intrrpreting the nurnbers. Only 33 of the 137 faculty mernbers that Stephenson surveyed 

retumed questionnaires. giving a response rate of 24%. Of these, three quarters had at 

some point studied or taught outside of Chile. therefore increasing the possibility that 

they were particulûrly mare of the benrtits of foreign study. The wider parameters of 

Stephenson's study are also important. She describes Chile as a country with an island 

mentality. noting how it is geographically bound by ocean and mountain ranges. 

Chileans. she says. have had "little exposure to culturally and ethnically diflerent people" 

(p. 1). So. while the results of Stephenson's study provide usefil context for the present 

study. it is ditXcult to draw any direct inference tiom it. These Amencan students in the 

Chilean cIassrooms would be much more visible in this relative1 y homogeneous nation. 



Canadian and American universities attract students tiom around the world. Furthemore. 

many of them have dornestic student populations that are culturally and ethnically 

diverse. Because of this. there is an increased chance that the impact of foreign students 

in Stephenson's study is more pronounced than it would be at a university in North 

Arnerica. 

Ernbedded in her study. Stephenson rnakes an observation that 1 believe is 

s i g i  ticant enough to encourage a shift in the way the literature approaches the concept of 

foreign student impact. She notes in passing that. ". . . the possibility of using the foreign 

students as a 'potential resource' varies from course to course depending on the subject 

and the class six.. . ." (p. 30). This is the first and only reference in the literature I have 

found that attempts to deconstmct the Foreign student phenornenon and consider it in the 

context of the immcdiate environment. Otherwise. litenture treats al1 foreign students as 

as essentially the same. and views the circumstances that they encounter in çlassroorn and 

social situations as constant across the institution. I t  is wrong to assume. for example. that 

electrical engineering students h m  China would have the same educational impact on 

the domestic students around them 3s undergraduate students fiom Britain studying 

international relations. or that these two hypothetical groups will adjust and function in 

the host institution in the s m e  manner. Huntley ( 1993) concluded that foreipn students in 

the United States coming tiom different cultural and academic environments, such as 

those in the eastem hernisphere. have more difficulty adapting to life on campus. Ease of 

adjustment could affect the degrees and ways in which foreign students interact with 

domestic students on campus. thereby increasing the possibility that students fiom 

different countries have varying levels of educational impact on domestic students. 



The studies noted above provide usehl context to my research questions. but they 

do not directly answer them. Stephenson's (1998) study on the impact of Amencan 

students in Chile came close to exploring this idea. but unfortunately it stopped short of 

examining their impact on the local students and instead focused on Chilean home stay 

farnilies and faculty members. Potts' ( 199 1 ) comments about the eduçationai impact of 

foreign students at Fort Hays State University do not really provide a substantive addition 

to the literature. In terms of educationd impact, most of the insights that he provides are 

guilty of being based on the s m e  presumptions as the literature that was reviewed in 

second section of this chapter. Enriching the Education ofDomestic Stiidenrs. The 

Nebraska study exarnined certain outcomes of interaction between foreign and domestic 

students. but these were predetermined categories in which the author had a specific 

interest. In contrast. 1 want to avoid these limitations in exploring my research questions 

by letting domestic students themselves respond to open questions about the impact they 

think foreign students have had on their university education. 

The Pûuçity of Research on Foreign Students 

An additional theme that threads through the literature is that the lack of data on 

the foreign student phenornenon continues to hinder Our ability to rnake well pounded 

policy decisions in this area. Symons and Page ( 1954) referred to this problem in Some 

Questions of Balance: "ünfortunately. f in and reliable data on which to base answers io 

rnany of the questions about foreign student policy are ofien lacking or incornpiete" (p. 

Z 19). At approximately the same time. the Council of Ministers of Education, Canzda 



( 1986) issued a similar statement on the inadequacy of research on foreign students in 

Canadian universities at that time. "Every study camed out on foreign students in Canada 

has larnented the inadequacy of information on foreign students in this country" (p. 1 ). 

While Symons and Page discussed the importance of data on foreign students in 

the context of national policy. such data might be equally usefùl to institutions that enrol 

students tiom oveneas. With approximately 72.000 non-Canadian residents studyinp in 

Canadian educational institutions2 (Statistics Canada. 1998). two-thirds of them in post- 

secondary institutions. the resources that are being allocated to toreign students are 

substantial. It is time to begin asking questions about the specific benefits that Canadians 

derive h m  providing this educational service. 

Yet the high population of foreign students. and the strengthened etforts made by 

universities and solltigrs over the las1 decade to attract them. has still not drawn 

signif cant attention tiom educational researchers. For enample. Altbach ( 199 1 ) said. 

"There has been very little research on the impact of foreign students on host univenities 

and on academic departments and propams within those univenities" (p. 310). In their 

discussion about the present gaps in research on intemationalization. the Association of 

International Education Administrators ( 1995) stated in their research agenda for 

intemationalization education. "We need studies which wiil systematically document 

impacts and accomplishments. as well as faiiures. and thus go beyond the traditional. 

highly anrcdotal [studies]. which too often have lacked in-depth anaiysis and 

cornprehensivenessw' (p. 39). In a summary of current research on the intemationalization 

of higher education. the AIEA ( 1995) said. "It is clear that we need more data and a 

- The most recent tïgures available on the foreign student population in Canada from Statistics Canada are 
for the 1995-96 academic year. in which 72.704 foreign students were studying in Canada. 



stronger research base underpinning the effort" (p. 4). Finally, as recent as 1999. Bond 

and Scott ( 1999) rernind us of the void in research that continues to limit Our 

understanding of intemationalization at universities (the field with which the foreign 

student phenornenon is associated). and also of its implications. They wrote, 

The lack of documentation continues to hinder our ability to understand 

ouneives and think critically about the changes. if any. needed in what 

and how we teach and in what and where learning can occur. Such 

research. where it exists. is ad hoc and not widely read. We have very 

limited ways in knowing the extent to which the education of students 

today is more intemationdized than it was tive years ago. There is no 

systematic body of knowiedge to draw on" (p. 70). 

Theoretical Framework 

Situated learning theory will be used to guide this study. -4s Wenger ( 1998) points 

out. a theoretical perspective does not prescribe what to do for the researcher: raiher. it 

acts as a guide that can help determine what to pay attention to. what challenges might be 

rxpected. and how to approach problems. LeCompte and Preissle ( 1 993) describe how 

theory cm benefit the seven stages of the research proçess. fiom fonnulation of the 

purpose and the research question. ihrough to the presentation. interpretation. and 

application of findings. Certain limitations of this study (see chapter 6) allow theory to 

inform only two of LeCompte and Preissle's seven stages of research. namely: a) the 

deveiopment of data analysis strategies: and b) the presentation. interpretation. and 



application of the findings. To that end, situated learning theory is used here as a means 

to conceptualize the foreign student-domestic student-university trichotomy. and to guide 

the analysis and interpretation of the data. 

The exploratory nature of this study rnakes it  dificult to select in advance a 

theoretical framework that directly applies to the research questions. Unlike certain 

research problems that have a long and developed history and a wide audience of 

researchers working toward their solution (the critical period hypothesis for second 

language acquisition is one example). there is no collection of established theories that 

directiy explains the impact of foreign students on the eduçation of domestic students. As 

such. there are strengihs and weaknesses associated with the use of situated leaming 

theory in this study. which will be outlined below. But first. I provide a bnef overview of 

situated leaming theory. 

Situated lrtaming theory is a social theory of leaming that is derived tiom the 

work of Russian psychologist Lev Vygotsky. who proposed that social interaction and 

cultural context are integral to cognition (Wolfson & Willinsky. 1998). The focus of 

situated leaming theory is on the relationship between learning and the interactive social 

conditions in which i t occurs (Lave % Wenger. 199 1 1. lt views leaming as taking place in 

a kamework of social participation. not in an individual mind. As such. knowledge is not 

considered to be autonomous. but rather an integral part of the context in which it is 

leamed. Therefore. leaming must be viewed as "the product of a collaborative 

constmction of understanding" (as cited in Billett. 1994. p.7). distributed among CO- 

panicipants ( lave & Wenger. 199 1 ). and situated in the context in which it is constructeci 

(Grifin. 1995). 



Central to the theory of situated learning is the notion of participation in a 

community of practitioners. Lave and Wenger ( 199 1 ) refer to this as legitirnate peripheral 

participation: Brown. Collins. and Duguid ( 1989) describe it as cognitive apprenticeship 

between experts and novices. Lave and Wenger ( 1 Y9 I ) describe a community of pnctice 

as "a set of relations among penons. activity. and world. over time and in relation with 

other tangential and overlapping communities of practice" (p. 98). In this view, leamers 

enter a community of practice whose membership is oganized according to degrees of 

proticiency in that domain. "bOld-timers" providr "newcomers" (Lave & Wenger, 199 1. 

p. 29) with the intellectual scaftolding (Wolfson & Willinsky. 1998) to move toward full 

participation and central roles in a comrnunity of sociocuitunl practice. Learning is 

chancterized as increasing levels of independence in these communities. 

Four vüried features of the situated learning perspective make it an appropriate 

tiamework for this study. The fint one is the way in which it considers interaction in 

social space as one of the central processes of leaming. Anemeva. Logie. and Si. Manin 

( 1999) suggest that theories of situated leaming focus on the relationship between 

leaming and the social situations in which leaming occus. In this snidy. the 

presumptions about how domestic students benefit from the presence of foreigi students 

are predicated on the notion of social interaction. Situated leaming theory directly 

engages this concept in its view that learning is a process by which an individual 

negotiates meanings with other people and the environment. as described by Hanks 

(1991): 

Learning is a process that takes place in a participation Framework. not in 

an individual mind. This means. among other things, that it is mediated by 



the difierences of perspective arnong the coparticipants. Leaming is, as it 

were. distributed among coparticipants. not a one-penon act. (p. 15) 

The second feature proposed by situated leaming theory that is compatible with 

this sîudy is the principie of encultuntion. This is the notion that people "adopt the 

behaviours and belief systerns of groups of people or cultures with which they interact" 

(Griffin. 1995. p. 65). In its strictest interpreiation. this pnnciple could be viewed as 

problematic in its application to this study. because domestic students are not expected to 

supplant their behaviours and belief systems with those of the foreign students (or vice 

versa). The principle of encultuntion is still relevant here because it  provides a 

fiamework through which to view the changes in domestic students' belief systems when 

they are exposed to the supposedly different anes that are held by foreign students. 

Funhermore. the notion of enculturation also focuses attention on the sociocultural 

practices of the institution. Brown et al. (as cited in Griffin. 1995) suggest that s school is 

a culture in itselt and that students do not recriive direct exposure to the skill areas they 

are engageci in. but rather to the culture of those skills as it is interpreted by the school. 

This view wiil direct attention in this study to internationalization and attitudes toward 

foreign students as 3 leaming resource at different levels in Queen's University. 

The third aspect of situated learning theory that makes it a compatible fnmework 

for this study is its view that leming is ubiquitous in human activity. and also occun 

outside of struciured. intentional leaming environrnents (Lave & Wenger. 199 1 ). This is 

an important consideration because this study explores the impact of foreign students on 

undergraduate domestic students' university education. to include social activities in a 

university that are outside of formal (i.e.. classroorn) leaming situations. In their 



discussion about situated learning and participation in communities of practice, Lave and 

Wenger ( 199 1 ) state that "leaming through legitimate peripheral participation takes place 

no matter which educational fom provides a context for learning. or whether there is any 

intentional educational fom at all" (p. 40). They go on to Say, "Intentional instruction is 

not the source or cause of leaming" (p. 4 1 ). 

Fourth. situated learning theory is compatible with this study because it also 

accounts for learning outcomes that are unrelated to the community of practice. This is an 

important consideration because. in this study. the leaming that is expected to occur in 

domestic students who are rxposed to foreign students is not always central to the 

community of practice. For example. an undergraduate Economics class (in which 

foreign students are present) is considered in this h e w o r k  as a community of 

cconomics practitionen. As outlined in the previous chüptrr. the literature harbours 

strong expectations about enriched leaming outcomes for domestic students in these 

situations. These would include. in this example. a broader and more comprehensive 

understanding of economics on the one hand. which is clearly in the domain of 

economics. and a greater cippreciation of international issues. broader world views. and 

increased intercultural sensitivity on the other hand. not falling under the domain of 

economics. However. the litenture also suggests that these latter outcornes are not 

rxplicitly recognized or punued as a matter of concem in many univenity classrooms 

(e.g.. M E A .  i 995: Mestenhauser. 1998). This type of leaming could be seen as an 

unintended result of participation in an "expert performance" of economics. Furthemore. 

the mentor is blurred in these situations because the leaming outcomes are beyond those 

expiicitly punued by the cornmunity of practice. and therefore are outside of mentor's 



ability to "confer legitimacy" (Lave & Wenger. 199 1. p. 92) on the learner. Lave and 

Wenger's mode1 of legitimate penpheral participation recognizes this: 

Indeed. this viewpoint makes a fundamental distinction between learning 

and intentional instruction. Such decoupling does not deny that leaming 

can take place where there is teaching. but does not take intentional 

instruction to be in itself the source or cause of leoming. and thus does 

not blunt the clûim that what sets learned is problematic with respect to 

what is taught. (p. 10) 

The weakness of the situated lcaming kamework in this study is in its proposition 

that leaming follows from teaching and an intentional pursoit of a recopizable body of 

knowledge. Leamers are charactenzed in this mode1 as consciously entering a community 

o t' practicr in which the subjeci rnûttrr is expliçit and Ieming is somewhat linear. The 

context of my study is such that the community of pnctice (i.e.. the university 

population. a faculty department. a classroom) is not in all cases aware of the domain 

(intemationaiized education). despite clear expectations of learning outcornes. An 

enriched education would serm to be a by-product of the leming that is intended to take 

place. Regardless. it will be easier to explore this issue in the context of the study. 

Summary 

This chapter gives a review of the Iiterature on foreign student impact. Questions 

about the impact of foreign students are part of the wider focus on the intemationalization 

of higher education. Research on foreign students in Canada c m  be traced back to the 

1910's. but it was not until the Iate 1970's that interest in foreign students began to take 



hold as a research domain. Since then, most research in this area has tended to focus on 

the adjustments that foreign students undergo in their new university in trying t 

determine how host universities can best meet their personal needs. Absent in the 

research is a focus on how the host universities c m  maximize the educational benefits 

that they derive tiom enrolling foreign students. This section rcviewed three studies that 

have explored the impact of foreign students on universities in the United States and 

Chile. Yet. there have been wide ranping calls for more research on foreign students. and 

on the intemationalization of higher education. Finally. this section outlined situated 

leaming thmry. the tiamework that was used to guide the study. 

The next chapter outlines the method that was used to collect the data. 



CHAPTER 3 

METHOD 

This chapter presents the methodology used to collect the data. It is dividd into 

six sections. The fint section reviews the research questions. The second section 

describes the reseûrch site. The third section outlines how the participants were selected 

for this study. The founh section outlines the development of the data collection 

instruments. The tifth section descnbes the procedures I followed to collect the data. 

Finally. the concluding section discusses the approach I used to malyse the data. 

Rsview of the Research Questions 

Three research questions guided the study. outlined below. A more detailai 

account of these questions. along with a discussion of the objectives of the study. appears 

in chapter 1 .  

1 .  Does the prescnçe of foreign students on campus e ~ c h  the education of 

undergraduate domestic students? 

2. Where a domestic student perceives his or her education as being enriched 

or otherwise positively impacted by toreip students. what are the 

characteristics of that impact and what factors account for hem? 



3. What factors account for cases in which a domestic student perceives his 

or her education as not being enriched or othenvise influenced by foreign 

students? 

Research Site 

The description of the research site will begin with a bnef statement about foreign 

student programs in Canadian univenities in order to establish the broader context of this 

study. In Canada. the perceived benefits of foreign students on campus are marked by an 

interesting paradox. Between 1957 and 1994. the number of foreign students enrolled in 

Cmadian univmities increased h m  approximately 50.000 to 87.000 (Chui. 1996). yet 

thtiir presencr nt that time attraçtrd hardly an. attention (Bond 8: Scott. 1999). It was not 

until the 1990's. when their numbers started io faIl (see Chui. 1096. p. 19). and funding 

for higher education across the country simul taneousl y began to erode. that universities 

started to demonstnte an increased interest in foreign students' role in enriçhing and 

diversi-ing the campus. Knight ( 1999) suggested that the impetus in Canada for 

recmiting foreign students has become increasingly oriented toward economics. 

overshadowing the academic. political. ruid social-cultural rationales. She questions 

whether international income-generation activities. such as offshore programs and 

customized training and research contracts. are indeed contributing to the 

intemationalization of the major functions of Canadian higher education (Knight. 1999. 

p. ' 22 ) .  



1 chose Queen's University as the research site. This decision was based on a 

retlection of the objectives of the study as a master's level research project. Queen's 

representing a relevant sarnple. and the convenient access to participants it otrered me as 

a resident Queen's graduate student. Combined. these factors made Queen's an obvious 

choice as a research site. 

Queen's University is a mid-size doctoral and professional degree ganting 

institution in eastem Ontario. ln the 1000-100 1 academic year. it enrolled 15.185 full- 

and part-tirne undergraduate students (Queen's University Office of Institutional 

Planning and Research. ZOO 1 a). Detining a foreign student the same way as the 

operational definition used for this study. described in Chapter 1. Queen's University 

reported 1 .O69 foreign undergraduate students that year. or 746 of the total undergraduate 

student population (Queen's University Office of Insiitutional Research and Planning. 

2001 b). Overall. there were 1.535 hll-time foreign students in al1 programs acrass the 

university (includins the graduate and professional schools) in 2000-1001. or S.6Oh of the 

total h11- and part-time population of Queen's University. A breakdown of the Foreign 

student population at Queen's University in 2000-200 1 is illustrated below in Table 1. 

In terms of its roreign student population. Queen's University's rank among other 

Canadian universities depends on the basis of cornparison. Unfortunatel y. the most recent 

comparative data available tiom Statistics Canada is for 1995 (Statistics Canada. 1998). 

That yrar. Queen's University had the third highest proportion of foreign students arnong 

universities in Ontario. Only the Ontario Theological Seminruy in Toronto. with 15.9% 

foreign students. and Collège Dominicain de Philosophie et de Théologie in Ottawa. with 

6.796. had higher proportions of foreign students rhan Queen's, which had 4.5% foreign 



students that year. However. comparing Queen's to other similar universities across 

Canada. its foreign student population in 1995 was at the lower end of the scale. McGill 

University had I 1 .1  Oh foreign student enrolment. The University of British Columbia had 

7.1%. The University of Toronto had 1.1%. and The University of Western Ontario had 

2.3?6 (Statistics Canada. 1998b. pp. 74-75). 

There is a strong focus on intemationalization at Queen's at the administrative 

level. A number of reports published by the Scnate and the Principal's [President's] 

Office over the last decade refer to the ways in which intemationalization can enrich the 

quality of education offered by the univenity (e.g.. Queen's University. 1996: Smith. 

1 990). Queen's is active1 y expanding international stud y and collaboration opportunities 

for its students and faculty. as seen in the pannership it recently established with Fudan 

University (Shanghai. China) and through the International Studies Centre at 

Hentrnonceux Castle in East Sussex. England. descnbed as Queen's 'major focus" 

(Queen's University. 1996. p. 5 )  on international activities. The university also operates 

the International Propams Office. providing counselling to Ans and Science students on 

overseas study opportunities. 

Queen's University has long perceived the presence of foreign students on 

campus as a positive educational in tluence on the learning environment. In 1 985. the 

interim Report of the .4d Hoc Senate Committee on Admissions stated. "The Committee 

is of no doubt that Our student body would profit if [the number of foreign students] were 

to be increased. especiail y at the undergraduate level" (Queen's University. 1 985. p. 2). 

This sentiment toward the value of foreign students on campus has been sustained. Ten 

years later. the 1996 Senate Report on Pnnciples and Prionties stated, "The presence 



Table 1 

Foreign Student Population at Queen's University, 2000-2001 

Faculty Number of Foreign Students 

Arts and Science (undergraduate) 

Engineering (undergraduate) 

Business (undergraduate) 

Business (graduate) 

Education (undergraduate) 

School of Graduate Studies (Master's and Ph.D.) 

Law 

Medicine 

Nursing (undergraduate) 

Rehabilitation Science 

Total No. of foreign students 1,535 (8.6% of total enrotment) 

Source: Queen's University Office of Institutional Research and Planning (2001b) 

of international students at Queen's is crucial to increûsing Our awareness of a changing 

world" (Queen's üniversi ty. 1 996). 

Attractinp students from other countnes has evolved into a cornpetition among 

universities worldwide (e.g.. Petenon. Briggs. Dreasher. Horner. & Neison. 1999). and 

Queen's University has invested in resources to compete in this race. For example. the 

univenity employs four people in its OtXce of Student Remiitment and International 

Initiatives. the department responsible for recruiting foreign students and promoting the 

university at overseas education faim The International Centre. which celebrates its 40Ih 

annivenary in 700 1. "supports the academic and personal development of international 



students.. ..[and] promotes an intemationally inforrned and cross-culturally sensitive 

university community" (Queen's University International Centre, 200 1). Queen's also 

pays membership fees to the Canadian Education Centre network. a network that 

promotes Canadian universities through specially designated Canadian embassies around 

the world. 

The above exarnples suggest that Queens' etiort to rnake itself a more 

international institution is largely aimed at offshore activities. Other than numben of 

foreign students on campus. there is linle public evidence to suggest that 

internationalization is regarded at Queen's University as an intemal process. Despite the 

çonsidenble amount of attention and resources for staff salaries that Queen's devotes to 

international activities. their impact on the average Queen's student who does not go 

abroad is less clear. According to a Queen's ridministrator 1 intewiewed for this study. the 

only study that the university has conducted on internationalization was an informai 

survey of faculty members on their international activities. a survey that relied on 

voluntary responses (personal communication. Febniary 26. 2001 ). As a result. the only 

data the university has on the outcornes of its intemationalization strategy is rather 

haphzard. 

While Queen's presents itself as an institution that strongly S U ~ ~ O ~ S  and promotes 

an intemationalized leaming environment. there presently seems to be a lack of evidence 

to substantiate this perception. In the course of data collection. 1 conducted interviews 

with seven Queen's ûdministraton. faculty. and staff members to gather background 

information on foreign student initiatives at Queen's. While each of these people readily 

subsaibed to the presumptions in the literanire about the value of enrolling foreign 



students. nobody was able to answer my questions about the actual impact of foreign 

students on the education of domestic students at Queen's. As one of the administrators 

(FS-9) interviewed for this study said. "No hard data is available." 

Participants 

The litenture could not provide any guidance about how the participants should 

be chosen for this study. I t  does not specit'y the conditions under which foreign students 

enrich the education of domestic students. or whether the effect. if any. varies with year. 

program of study. gender. or age. Accordingly. 1 decided to sample undergaduate 

Queen's students to explore the reseûrch questions. In addition. 1 also talked with seven 

members of Queen's hculty and staff to add context to the data. 

Undergraduate Students 

1 chose io focus on undergaduate students at Queen's University. Even though 

the litenture does not speci- a particuiar student froup or level of study as derivinç any 

particular benetit fiom foreign students. the ubiquity of the d a i m s  about their 

ameliorative impact implies that undergraduates. the largest segment of the university 

student population." would be obvious beneficianes of this effect. 

-- - 

In 1998. there were 507.195 unde~raduate studenü enrolled in Canadian universities and 76.596 graduate 
snidents. a ratio of 6.6: 1 .  The ratio of undergraduate to graduate students at Queen's in the 2000-2001 
acridemic year was 7.0: 1. which was similar to the national average. Sources: Statistics Canada. (1998). 
The Dailv. [On-linel. Avsilable: http:.1t'www.statcan.caDaîlyiEngiishi98 1 1 1 O/d98 1 1 1 O.han#ART:!: and 
Queen's University Office of the Registnr. 



The goal of this study is to determine if the education of domestic students is 

emiched by the presence of foreign students on campus. and identiQ as many 

characteristics of that effect as possible. To do this. 1 assumed it would be important for 

the domestic students in the sarnple to have had many opportunities while at Queen's to 

be exposed to, and interact with. foreign students. The most emcient way of gaining 

access to a stratified sample of university students is through individual courses. 

Accordingly. I began selecting a purposetùl sarnple by identifjhg the five undergraduate 

programs at Queen's with the highest number of foreign students. My initial choice to 

focus specitically on third-year undergraduates was based on the assumption thai by their 

third year. students are more likely to have established their patterns of social interaction 

in the university. 

Data from the Otlïce of the Lniversity Rrgistrür revealed that Economics and 

Computer Science are two of the five departments at Queen's with the highest absoiute 

numbers of foreign students registered. Additional data provided by the Registrar's 

Otlke disaggregated the data by academic concentration and the numbers of foreign 

studrnts enrolled in each Queen's coune for the 2000-200 1 academic year. 1 used this 

data to select the individual classes that 1 would sample. 

Atier malyzing this information. 1 narrowed the choice of sarnple population 

down to two third-year classes. one in Economics (ECON). the other in Computer and 

Information Science (CISC). Each of these had a comparatively hi& proportion of 

foreign students compared to other undergraduate classes. and was being taught in the 

winter term of the ZOO1 academic year. which was the only available time for data 

coIlection. The fint class was ECON 31 1. a third-year Economics course (n=48) with six 



foreign students enrolled ( 1 2.5%); the second was CISC 365. a third-year Computer and 

Information Science course (n=61) with four foreign students enrolled (6.5%). The total 

sample size was therefore 109 students. Data tiom the Office of the Registrar showed that 

an average of 1.53 foreign students were enrolled in al1 third-year courses at Queen's 

during the 200 1 -200 1 academic year. So. ECON 3 5 1 and CISC 365 satistied the criteria 

of being a sample of domestic students who. based on enrolment numbers. had had a 

higher than average likelihood of interacting with foreign students in the university. 

ECON 3 3 1 and CISC 365 were required courses within their respective degree programs. 

meaning that al1 students in those two classes who were punuing Economics and 

Computer Science degrees would have proceeded together as a group through other 

required courses in their fint and second years of study. 

htier I rcceived permission from the Gencral Research Ethics Revirw Board (see 

Appendix D )  1 surveyed al1 of the students in these two classes in February 7001 (the 

mahod is described below in the Procedures section). Unfortunately, the response rate 

was very low. Only eight of the 48 surveys distributed in ECON 35 1. and four of the 61 

surveys distnbuted in CISC 365 were retumed. a aesponse nte of only 1 l?6. One of the 

Eçonomics students identified himself as a foreign student. so his survey was discarded. 

Moreover. only six of these srven rernaining respondents were willing to be interviewed. 

But as final exams and the end of the school year were rapidly approaching. 1 was forced 

to increase the size of the sample inside a very narrow window of time. 

Retlecting on the time it took to gain access to the tint two classes. 1 wanted to 

get quick access to approximately 100 additional students before the end of the academic 

year. Time constraints required a new sampling strategy different fiom the one that was 



used for the Econornics and Cornputer Science classes. Two of my former Queen's 

professors gave me permission to survey two more undergraduate classes. One was a 

third-year Sociology class. SOCY 314 (n=38) in which one foreign student was enrolled 

(2%). and the other was a Concurrent Education class. EDUC 255 (n=49), in which no 

foreign students were enrolled. There was no evidence that the Education students had 

previously shared classes with foreign students. The response rate in each of these two 

classes was over 9j0Io. very h i a .  1 believe. because the pmkssors allowed them to 

complete and return the surveys to me in class. One student ti-om the Sociology class 

identified herself as a foreign student. 1 discarded her sunley. which lefi a total of 94 

surveys for analysis. A detailed account of the method 1 followed to survey these four 

classes appears below in the section on procedures. 

The students were asked on the survey to indicate if they would participate in a 

follow-up interview. A total of 13 of the 94 domestic Canadian undergaduates tiom 

thrse four classes ( 1 4%) who retumed the survey indicated a w illingness to be 

interviewed. 1 attempted to interview each one. In the end. I intervieweâ 10 of these 13 

undergaduates. The remaining three people did not reply to my repeated attempts to 

arrange an interview. 

in s u m m q .  a total of 196 undergraduate students in four classes were surveyed. 

A total of 96 surveys were retumed. for an overall response rate of 48?6. Two of these 

surveys w r e  discarded because they were completed by forcign students. which lefi 94 

usable surveys. Thirteen of these 94 students ( 14%) indicated a willingness to be 

inteniewed. and 1 was able to intewiew 10 of them. 



Facultv and Staff 

1 considered it important to explore the university's perception of the value of 

foreign students on campus. and to learn more about the context of Queen's University as 

the research site. So. to supplement the undergraduate student data. 1 interviewed seven 

staff and faculty members who either had an interest in foreign student issues or whose 

role in the university involved foreign students. 

Faculty and staffcould provide information that was only indirectly related to the 

research questions. so I did not purposefully target them in the way 1 did the 

undergraduates. 1 began selecting the faculty and staff sample by interviewing one person 

in the Planning Oftice. who suggested the names of two administrators with an interest in 

the role of foreign students at Queen's. One of those people. in tum. suggested the narnes 

of two people in the School of Business. Lastly. 1 interviewed one prrson in the Office of 

Recruitment and International Initiatives. and one faculty member in the Department of 

Computer and Information Sciences. 

Drvelopment of the Data Collection Instruments 

As described above. two methods were used to gather data for this sîudy: a 

questionnaire (see Appendix A) and key informant interviews of students. and faculty 

and staff members (see Appendix C for a list of the questions). This section describes the 

development of these data collection instruments. 

Owing to the explontory nature of this study. and to the lack of literature. there 

was no previously estabiished instrument available that would fit my research questions. 



The studies conducted at Fort Hays State University. the University of Nebraska, and the 

two Chilean universities al1 investigated the impact of foreign students on domestic 

students. but each one explored notions of impact as preconceived by their authors, not 

tiom a student's point of view. In addition. each of these studies began with the working 

assumption that foreign students did rnake an impact on domestic students in somc way. 

This 1 considered to be an ill-founded leap of inference. These studies made no 

provisions in their methodologies to açcount for. or explore. cases in which domestic 

students denved no impact tiom the presence of foreign students in the univenity. This is 

an important aspect of my research questions. 

Only one known testing instrument. Educational Testing Service's Test of Global 

Understanding (Barrows et al.. 198 1 ) retlects some of the objectives of this shidy. but is 

too narrow in iis focus. Despite its comprehensiveness. the ETS instrument limits foreign 

student impact strictly to the notion of global understanding. My intention in this study is 

to cxpand on current conceptions of foreign student impact and explore any form of 

impact -- enriching, neutral. or othenvise -- that foreign students are making on the 

education of domestic students. rspecially forms of impact that have not been previously 

recopized in the literature. 

Survev 

1 tlnt developed a dnf l  version of the survey. As described in the previous 

chapter. situated learning theory suggests that learning is a hnction of the interactive 

social situations in which it occun. Retlecting on this. 1 focused on (a) the formal (i.e., 



classroom) learning environment at Queen's University. an area of the domestic students' 

lives in which 1 knew each participant had been exposed to foreign students: (b) the non- 

forma1 learning environment everywhere outside of the classroom ai Queen's University, 

where these students likely had been exposed to foreign students: and (c) their personal 

lives outside of Queen's University. where it  was less likely they had been exposed to 

foreip students. but possibly to other factors that might influence the effect of foreign 

students on thcir education. Using the concept of social interaction in these three areas. 1 

developed a series of questions for the survey !Appendix A) and interviews (Appendix C) 

that seemed relevant to the three central research questions. 

Time did not allow me to pilot test the drati. so in order to identiQ its weaknesses 

1 asked two of my peers (one a rrcrnt graduate of the Queen's M.Ed. program. the other a 

Political Science graduate wlio ivorks in private industry) to çoinplrte it  and to pay close 

attention to the wording. content. and format. These two people were chosen because of 

the immediate tèedback they could provide. and because they were both reccnit university 

graduates with experience that directly related to the research questions. They provided 

tèedback on which 1 based the revisions. My thesis supervisor then reviewed the dnft  

survey for accuracy. clûnty. thoroughness. and relevance to the research questions. 1 

made a senes of revisions to the draft survey based on their collective feedback. 

The final working version of the survey (see Appendix A) was four double-sided 

pages in Iength and consisted of two sections. The first section included nine 

drmoipphic questions about the participant's background. such as age. citizenship. 

second language ability. and shared living amngements. This information was used to 



determine a respondent's suitability for an interview. and to explore whether any of these 

factors are associated with the perceived educational impact of foreign students. 

The second section indudeci a series of 14 statemsnts to which students would 

agree or disagree. using a ti~e-point Likert-like scale. about the impact they considered 

foreign students to have made on their education at Queen's. These questions were 

derived h m  gaps in the literature. previously discussed in chapter 2. and covered the 

following four themes: (a) the educational impact of foreign students. (b) the presence of 

foreign students on campus. (c) the perceived importance of enrolling foreign students at 

Queen's. and (d) the use of foreign students as a leaming resource on campus. Three 

additional items in the second section. bringing the total number of items in the second 

section to 17. asked respondents to describe the amount of interaction they had had with 

forcign students on campus through course and non-course relatcd activitirs. and to 

describe in their own words the impact they prrceived foreign students to have made on 

their educrition at Queen's University. 

The survey served three hnctions. One. it sought to asceriain the presence. 

strength. and characteristics of the impact. if any. that domestic undergraduate Quecn's 

students think foreign studrnts have made on their educational experience at Queen's 

tinivenity. Two. the space after each survey item for students to elaborate on their 

response provided an efficient means of gathering qualitative data fiom a large number of 

people. Three. the survey was used to identi- candidates for interviews. Le.. domestic 

Cmadian students who could provide important insights into the research questions. 



Interviews 

.4s with the surveys. I desiped the interview questions to explore the three 

research questions for "insights to process variables not evident to the investigator" 

(LeCompte 8; Preissle. 1993. p. 167). and to pursue the overall objectives of the study. 

The development of the interview portion of the data collection was informed by methods 

presented by LeCompte and Preissle ( 1993). First. 1 determined the exact information that 

1 wanted to élicit h m  the respondents. mainiy tiorn scnitinizing the three research 

questions and the objectives of the study. and from reflecting on the heuristic daims and 

yaps in the litenture. A%er clxi fying these broad parameters. 1 formulated the core 

interview qurstions (.4ppendin C) noting Patton's recommendation to be copizant of 

lrading questions. questions that enwmpass mort: than one idea. and questions that have 

assumptions or overstatements built in to them (as cited in Lecompte and Preissle. 1993. 

p. 174). For the underg-aduate interviews. the core questions were centred on the 

following f ve thems: (a) the impact of foreign students on the education of 

undergraduate Queen's students. (b) foreign student pmicipation in the classroom. (c) 

identi%ing foreign studcnts on campus. (d) the interaction between foreign and domestic 

students on campus. and (e) faculty members dnwing on foreign students as learning 

resources. For the staff and hculty interviews. the core questions surrounded just three 

themes: (a) the enriching effect of enrolling foreign snidents in the univmity. (b) the 

reasons for enrolling and, or recruiting foreign students. and (c) the degree to which 

faculty use foreign students as leaming resources in the classroorn. 



1 used semi-structureci questions to explore these themes in each interview in 

order to increase the consistency of the interviews as a data collection instrument. At the 

outset 1 considered that non-scheduled standardized interviews. recommended by Demin 

(as cited in LeCompte 8r Preissle. 1993. p. 169). would provide the optimum balance of 

tlexibility and systematic structure. This approach to interviewing allows the investigator 

to Vary the order in which the questions are presented. Examples of semi-structured 

questions 1 used in these non-scheduled standardized interviews were. "Have foreign 

students made an impact on your education at Queen's University." and "Can you 

recogiize who the foreign students are in your classes'?" 1 also introduced unstructured 

questions spontaneously throuçhout the interviews to probe emergent themes. An 

example of an unstructured interview question 1 used was. "Why do you think foreign 

students in your ( S  class) made a stronger impact than they did in your (Y class)?' 

Procedures 

The aitical t i n t  step was to ensure that: (a) the interviews and survey would 

produce data that would address the research questions. and (b) the confidentiality and 

protection of participants' identities. The process to receive ethical approval for research 

on human subjects requires an application to two research ethics boards at Queen's. one 

at the unit level (Facdty of Education) followed by the second at the central level (the 

General Research Ethics Board of Queen's University). After making a series of 

revisions to rny survey procedures. the Genenl Research Ethics Board ganted approval 

to conduct this study (see Appendix D). 



1 then took the necessary steps to gain acccss to the two initial target classes. 

ECON 35 1 and ClSC 365. First. 1 contacted the two respective professon by e-mail and 

amnged to meet them in person to (a) desnibe the study. (b) seek their approval for 

distnbuting the survey in their classes. and (c) respond to my of their concerns or 

suggestions. In both cases. they granted me permission to take a few minutes dunng one 

of their classes to descnbe my study to the students and distribute the surveys. 

For CISC 365. 1 made a brief presentation at the beginning of one class in the 

second week of February 2001. During this presentation 1 described the ntionale and 

goals of the study to the students. invited them to participate. and described their rights as 

participants in a study sanctioned by Queen's University. I then distributrd the survrys. 

dong with a separate consent form (see Appendices A and B). and a self-addressed 

envelope. 1 made it clear to the students that they should complete the survey outside of 

class and scnd it to me at the Faculty of Eduçation through the campus mail system. 

Aitematively. 1 gave them the option to contact me if this was not convenient and 1 would 

make arrangements to pick up the compieted survey. 1 followed the same procedure for 

ECON 35 1 the next week. The only difference in my approach to this class was that my 

presentation was at the end of the class rather than the begiming. 

With the next group of students. the one used to increase the response rate by 

approaching students in SOCY 314 and EDUC 255. I followed the exact sarne procedures 

used in the previous round of data collection. However. this phase was marked by one 

difference. Both professors in this round provided 15 minutes for the students to complete 



the survey in class. allowing me to collect them on the spot. 1 did not have to rely on the 

students to complete it outside of class and make a special effort to deliver it to me. Not 

surprisingly. there was a trernendous increase in the response rate of these two classes. 

Interviews 

1 camed out a total of 17 interviews between February and March 1001: 10 with 

dornestic Canadian undergraduate students and seven with Queen's faculty and staff 

members. Each undergraduate student indicated on the survey his or her willinyness to 

participate in an interview. The only criterion for selccting an undergraduate for an 

interview was that he or she was not a foreign student according to Statistics Canada's 

definition (sec Chaptcr 1 ). as determined from the first section of the sunJey. Ail of the 13 

students who agreed to be interviewed met this cnterion. 

In m n g i n g  the interviews with the participants. 1 suggested locations that would 

hclp encourage them to speak tieely about the impact that foreign students have made on 

their education. e.g.. serninar or other rooms in the univenity that offered privacy. Each 

interview took place at a tirne and location that was chosen by the interviewee. The 

longest interview was 65 minutes in length: the shonest one was 20 minutes in length. 

Each penon was interviewed once. Nine of the 10 undergraduate interviews were 

recorded on audio tape: one undergraduate requested that the inteniew not be recorded. 

In the latter case. extensive field notes were taken. Four of the seven faculty/staff 

interviews were tape-recorded. Three of these interviews were not tape recorded for 



reasons that included (a) one professor's reluctance to be tape recorded. and (b) two 

instances where the interview topic was not central to the research questions 

Each interview began with a description of the background and purpose of the 

study. and by asking again if it was acceptable for me to tape-record the interview. 1 

reminded each interviewee that he or she would have the opportunity to review the 

transcripts and designate any portions that should be struck fiom the transcripts. My bnef 

introduction was ofien punctuated with a personal anecdote in order to help create an 

atmosphere in which the interviewee felt comfortable to speak tieely. This was another 

reason that 1 used open. semi-structured. non-scheduled questions in each interview. 

The interviews were transcribed within one week afier being conducted. 1 

çontacted three people to clarify parts of their recording that were indecipherable. Any 

seLments that çould not be intrrpreted were marked "indecipherable" on the transcripts 

dong with the length of that segment. 1 delivered a copy of the transcript to each 

respective participant to give him or her the opportunity to edit it for otficial use. Nobody 

requested any changes be made to thrir transcnpt. In order to code and analyze the 

interview data. the transcnpts were marked with line numben. 

Anal ysis 

Since 1 used two different methods to select a sample of participants for the fint 

round (ECON 351 and CISC 365) and second round (SOCY 324 and FOC1 3 5 )  of 

suneys. the tint task of the data analysis was to determine whether this resuited in a 

significant difference mong these four classes in tenns of the participants' responses to 



survey item 2.1. which was. "The presence of foreign students at Queen's University has 

enriched the education that I have received at this university." An ANOVA perfomed 

with SPPS v. IO sofiware (the results of which are presented in chapter 4) found that there 

was no significant difference in responses to this question arnong the four classes. This 

tinding made it possible to amalgamate al1 four classes into one single group for analysis. 

Employing more than one technique provided the oppominity to assess the results 

from more than one vantage point. The methods for qualitative data analysis descnbed by 

McMillan and Schumacher ( 1997) guided my work. As they recommended. 1 began the 

data anaiysis while collecting the data. After transcribing each interview. I reviewed each 

transcript and set of field notes to identi@ any recuning patterns that were emergining from 

the interviews. and ciny topics that were contained in the data. This step also helped me to 

bcus each subscqunt interview. 

When the data collection stage !vas complete. i used the three primary research 

questions to fotm the initial framework of the data analysis. Again. those questions were: 

1. Does the presence of foreign students on campus enrich the education of 

undergraduate domestic students? 

2. Where a domestic student perceives his or her education as being enriched 

or othenvise positively impacted by foreign students. what are the 

charricteristics of that impact and what factors account for them? 

3. W b t  factors account for cases in which a domestic student perceives his 

or her education as not being enriched or othenvise influenced by foreign 

students? 



I began the data analysis begm by listing al1 of the raw data generated by each 

survey and interview question. First. 1 summarized the results of each individual survey 

question. Then. through continuous analysis and cross-validation between the interview 

transaipts and survey results. 1 grouped the data into topics. 1 looked for consistency 

within each topic as well as clear distinctions between each topic. Five distinct categories 

emerged from the topics: (a) academic program. (b) social interaction. (c) language. (d) 

cducational impact. and (e) factors üssociated with Queen's University. These five 

categories provided the basis tiom which 1 further analyzed the data. The findings are 

presented in the next chapter. 

This chapter outlined the method 1 used to gaiher data for the study. The study 

was conducted at Quecn's University to answer three questions about the impact of 

foreign students in the host institution: (a) Does the presence of foreign students enrich 

the education of domestîc students'? (b) What are the characteristics of that impact. and 

what accounts for it? ( c )  What factors account for cases in which a domestic student does 

not perceive his or her education as being enriched or otherwise enhanced tiom the 

presence of foreign students'? 

One hundred and ninety-six undergraduate students in the Cornputer Science. 

Economics. Sociology. and Education propams at Queen's were surveyed in the winter 

of 100 1.  Follow-up interviews were conducted with 10 of these students. who were born 



and raised in Canada. Interviews were also conducted with seven faculty and staff 

members of the university to provide context from which to interpret the data. 

The next chapter reports the results of the data collection. 



CHAPTER 4 

RESULTS 

This chapter is divided into sections that report the results of each item on the 

survey. A summary of the demographic protile of the sarnple (section 1 of the suney) is 

presented first. The results of each survey item are then presented in separate sections, 

dong with the supporting interview data. in the following pattern: quantitative survey 

data are presented fint using bar graphs. followed by the qualitative survey data and 

supporting interview excerpts. 

It is important to note that. while the response rate to the scale questions was 

almost 100%. there were rnany c a s a  where respondents did not take advmtage of the 

opponunity to provide a written explanation to a partiçular survey item. For that reason. 

the nurnber of qualitative responses in a certain category does not always corroborate the 

scale results in that catrgory. 

References tto the surveys and interviews are coded. Survey item 2.1. for exarnple. 

refers to section 2. item 1.  The qualitative survey responses are cited with a code. ranging 

h m  A to CS. to reference the particular survey fiom which if came. Rekrences to 

interviews with domestic students are cited using a code starting with "DS" (e.g.. "DS-2. 

p. 3" refers to the transcript of the second dornestic student interviewed). while 

interviews with faculty and staff members are marked "FS" ( e g o  "FS-2. p. 1 "). 



Demographic Profile of the Sample 

This section presents the demographic characteristics of the student participants. 

The data in this section were gathered through survey items 1.1 to 1.9, and items 1.15 and 

2.16. The results are summarized below in Tables 2, 3, and 4. 

One hundred and ninety-six surveys were distributed between four classes. and 96 

were returned. a response rate of 18%. The rnajonty of the respondents were between 

their second and fourth year of undergraduate study. Four students were in their first year, 

ruid three students were in their tifth or higher year of undergraduate study. These figures 

are illustrated in Table 2 below. 

Table 3 provides a sumrnary of the results of Section 1 of the survey. Seventy-five 

percent of the respondents were fernale: 1596 were male. A strong majority of the 

respondents were bom in Canada and were not foreip students according to the 

definition of a foreign student being used for this study. Approximately one-third of the 

respondents had iived or attend4 school outside of Canada in the past. Almost half spoke 

another language when growing up. 

Table 4 pments the result of survey items 2.15 and 2.16. which üsked 

respondents to indicate the amount of contact they had with foreign students at Queen's 

Cnivenity through course relatecl activities. and through activities outside of the 

classroom. They did this on a Cpoint scale that allowed thern to indicate no contact with 

foreign students. or Iow. medium. or hi& levels of contact. This was a persona1 judgment 

on the respondents' part. No critena were provided to define low. medium. or high levels 

of contact. 



Table 2 

Tarset Ctasses, Res~onse Rate, and Years of Undergraduate Studv 

No. of 
Suweys No. Year of Study Not 

sent Returned 1 2 3 4 5 + Reported 

ECON 
351 48 8 

CISC 
365 61 4 

SOCY 
324 38 37 4 26 7 

EDUC 
255 49 47 5 34 2 6 

Total: 
NO. 1 96 96 4 35 13 35 3 6 
( % 1 100% 48% 2% 18% 7% 18% 1% 3% 

Results of Item 2.1 

Survey item 2.1 asked students to respond to the staternent. "The presence of 

fortign studrnts at Queen's has enriched the education that 1 have received at this 

univenity." This was the central question of the study. 

Sçale Responses 

The quantitative results of item 2.1 resembied a normal c m e .  Thirty-nine percent 

of participants. the largest single group. neither agreed nor disagreed that the presence of 



Table 3 

Summarv of Survey Section 1, Items 1.2 - 1.9 

Survey Item 

1.2 Gender 

1.3 Born in Canada? 

1.4 Canadian citizen? 

1.5 Foreign student? 

1.6 Lived outside of Canada? 

Response No. 1 (Oh) 
(n=96) 

Male = 24 (25%) Female = 72 (75%) 

1.7 Attended school outside Canada 33 (34.4%)O 63 (65.6%) 

1.8 Spoke another ianguage growing up? 47 (49%) 49 (51 %) 

1.9 Shared accommodation with a foreign 
student? 

a Median = 3 years, Mean = 1.53 years (SD=3.55) 
' Median = 3 years. Mean = 96 years (SD=2.79) 

foreign students had enriched their educstion at Queen's University. The second largest 

croup was studrnts who agreed with the item. There were no blank scale responses to this 
C 

question. The results are summarized in Figure 1 below. 



Table 4 

Summarv of Items 2.1 5 and 2.16 (n=96) 

None Low Medium High Missinc) 

2.1 5 
Contact with foreign 
students througti 
course related 
activities 

2.16 
Contact with foreign 15 37 19 22 1 

students outside of (1 6%) (39.4%) (20.2%) (23.4%) (1.1%) 

the classroom 

Res~onses to item 2.1 

Fimire 1. Surnmruy of responses to survey item 1.1. "The presence of foreign students at 
Queen's University has enriched the education that 1 have received at this university." 



Ouali tative Responses 

Evidence of An Enriching Impact Eorn F0rei.m Students 

Perspectives. Forty-five out of the 80 (56%) open-ended written responses to this 

survey item supponed the view that foreign students have an ennching impact on the 

eduçation of domestic students. Five of these were fiom students who neither agreed nor 

disagreed with the statement in thcir scale response. Among them. leaming new 

perspectives was the most common response. with 1 8 people (23%) specificall y refemng 

to this as the impact that foreign students had made on their ducation. For example. CS 

wrote that foreign students provide "different perspectives on educational issues." CB 

wrote. "A variety of perspectives is cnriçhing." AL describtrd the presence of Foreign 

students as "expandiny [his] horizons." N wrote. "It is always valuable to hear their 

points of view on topics discussed in the classroom." 

Thrre interview excerpts provide additional insight into the way domestic 

studrnts value the different perspectives that foreign students bring to the classroom. In 

the fint example. DS-5 describes the foreign doctoral students she had corne to know 

through her father. a professor. When 1 asked her how she had benefited from foreign 

students. she said: 

Basically what I've leamed from foreign students is. it's a perspective thing. 

Basically. I've leamed not to look at what I've lemed fiom just one perspective. 

1 don't know if this is just a sociology thing or if it's international students. but 



I've basically tried to look at points fiom just more than one perspective, just to 

see if somebody else would be looking at it from another view. (DS-5. p. 3). 

DS-7. a third-year Commerce student from SOCY 324. agreed that learning new 

perspectives was one of the strongest ways that foreign students had impacted her 

education. In her interview. she recounted how an Asian foreign student explained to her 

class the failure of a product marketed in Asia by an Amencan company. because Asians 

associated the product symbol - a bird - with a dirty Pest rather than with the purity and 

tieedom that it symbolized in Amenca. She indicates in the excerpt below that foreign 

students are an important resource for teaching students about di fferent penpect ives: 

Different opinions. 1 think. are very important. If you have everyone sitting in a 

room thinking exactiy the same way, you're not going to leam anything. And. 1 

think it it's just a given that people Iiom different countries are o i n g  to have 

difterent viewpoints on different things. 1 think it's just a really important pan of 

education. (DS-7. p. 5 )  

The following excerpt is tiom my interview with DS-8. an Education student. In 

response to my question about whether the presence of foreign students at Queen's had 

enriched his education. he said. 

Oh yeah. deiinitely. One of my teachables is geography so 1 took some pgraphy  

courses. Yeah. it's actuall y phenomenal . . . .The intmational students in the class - 

th- would contribute perspectives.. .. like students tiom Ecuador talking about 

what it was like at their home and outside of the country. It brings it to life. You 

cm only listen to so many lectures fiorn the same prof until somebody tells you. 

what it smells like for example. (DS-8. p. 1). 



Facts about foreign countries. Fifieen of the 45 written responses (33%) indicated 

that learning about countries outside of Canada was the way foreign students had 

r ~ c h e d  the educaiion of domestic students. For exarnple. "Learned about issues in their 

home country." wrote M. who agreed with item 2.1. AT also agreed with the item. and 

explained, "I've met people tiom all over the world and had the opportunity to learn 

about their country. thus expanding my knowledp of the world." 

How Enrichment Occurs 

Three students wrote how foreipi students had made an impact on their 

education. As examples. a student who agreed with item 2.1 said that her involvement 

with the Queen's School of English ovrr the last two years çould be attributcd to the 

enriching impact that foreign students had made on her education (AU). BR. who 

strongly ageed with item Z.I. said that. in her case. leaming about other cultures came 

from working in groups with foreign students. BM indicated that the impact of foreign 

students on her education came fiom maintaining contact ai Queen's with foreign 

students from Japan and Scotland. 

The following excerpt tiom my interview with DS-8 suggests that domestic 

students' education might be enriched by the simple presence of foreign students on 

campus. 

Even if you d o i t  talk with any international students. they're still seen on 

campus: the Asian Studrnt's Society. the AtncaniCaribbean Student's Society. 

And they're a voice. and they're heard. and o u  see thern around. It kind of gives 



you a feel that this isn't Canadian space. this is like Queen's University, a 

multicultural society. (DS-S. p. 3) 

Weak Impact 

Two people indicated that foreign students had made an enriching impact on their 

education. but the effect was a weak one. "Only affected my education in a rninor way." 

wrote CF. who neither agreed nor disagreed with item 2.1. "1 suppose this is mie. I have 

ieamed more [about] othrr cultures (but not much)." wrote U. who agrecâ with item 2.1. 

Excerpts fiom three interviews tiirther illustrate this view. For example. in the 

following excerpt 1 asked DS- 1 to clan@ a point that he had made about the impact of 

forcign students. and visible minority students whom he pcrceived as second-generation 

Canadians. in tutorials: 

CAL: From your experience in that class and in those tutonals. on a scale of 1 to 

10. to what degree did those students - second-grneration. foreign students. or 

othrnvise -- enhance the scope of those tutonals'? What impact did they make? 

DS-i : 1 would say probably 3 or 4. probably around 3 to tell you the truth.. .. 

maybe a little bit of an effect. but generally weak. 

Later in the interview. he described the degree of impact that leaming about life in 

a different country has had on his education: "You get a little bit of the sense. .... lt did 

have an effect. 1 wouldn't say it had an astronomical effect. but it did have a positive 

ettect" (DS- 1. p. 5 ) .  



A Computer Science student responded the following way to the e ~ c h m e n t  

question: T m  not actually going to Say 'enriched' necessarily at all; maybe slightly. but 

it wasn't really anything noticeable. at least in the cornputer science department" (DS-3. 

p. 1). Later. 1 tned to clan@ a point he was making about the e ~ c h i n g  e&t of foreign 

students and he said. "Ycah. 1 would consider it a birly weak enriching effect" (DS-3. p. 

3). 

Impact on Students' Non-Classroom Education 

Three people in their written responses indicûted that foreign students had 

impacted their informal education outside of the classroom more than their forma1 

education. For example. BK. a student who agred with item 2.1. wrotr. "More socially 

than academically." X also agreed wi th 7.1. and wrote. "They have enriched my 

education in their cultures. not really my academic education." 

One encerpt tiom the interview data illustnted the impact foreign students had 

had on one participant's thinking. The following e x c q t  is taken tiom the interview with 

DS-S. 3 student fkom EDUC 255. 

CAL: How do you think your education at tbis university. inside the classroom. 

outside the classroom. would have been di fferent if there were no foreign students 

on campus'? 

DS-8: 1 think my academics would be.. .well. I donTt think 1 would be driven as 

much to expaience the world. When somebody talks about . . . . . . their home. what 



it's like. and what it feels like when you're there. you're just driven to experience 

it. (DS-8. p. 3) 

Forei-gn Students Do kot Impact Domestic S tudents' Education 

Twenty-three of the 80 written responses (29% indicated that foreign students 

had not enriched or made an impact on domestic students' education. This number does 

not exactly corroborate the survey findings brcause tive people who said that they had 

not been affected neither agreed nor disagreed with item 2.1 in their scale response. 

However. eight people stated their disagreement in very simple. clear terms. For example. 

"No impact" (CN): "No. because they don't speak out in class" (AX): ".4 non factor" 

(BE!): and "Not somcthing 1 obsrrvrd" (BF) were typical responses. 

Fi fieen of these 23 responses did not direct1 y state that foreign students had not 

enriched their education. but 1 inferred that this was the case by looking at the 

accompanying scale response. For example. "Haven't met foreign students in class." 

wrote AZ. who disagreed with item 2.1. "lnteresting ideas. but not enough contact to be 

enriching." was BC's explancition for disageeing with item 2.1. "1 have not corne into 

contact with toreign studsnts at Queen's." wrote BE. a student who neithw agreed nor 

disagreed with the item. Seven other students responded in a similar way to BE. "1 

haven't noticed toreip students." wrote AW. who also neither agreed nor disagreed. 

"No. because Queen's is too white/North hmerican." wrote R. who disagreed with 2.1. 

An additional two people. H and (3. virwed foreip students as being no different from 

anybody else in the univenity. 



Two people indicated in their interview that foreign students had had no impact 

on their education. For exarnple. DS-3 said. "1 haven't found that [the presence of foreign 

students] takes anything away or really adds anyihing.. ..there's nothing thrt really affects 

my education" (DS-3, p. 3). 

Not a Negative Impact. Two people emphasized in their interview that the 

presence of foreign students did not negatively impact the univenity or their educational 

expenence. For exarnple. DS-6 was a computer science major. In Our interview. 1 asked a 

rhetoncal question about why Queen's and so mmy other universities are making such a 

concertcd effort to remit students from other countries. She responded by saying. "1 

don't think it will ever be a negative impact. if one penon l ems  more about another 

culture. that's enough. 1 don't really see that we're a lot more aware of evrryone else in 

the world now than we would have been I O  years agoW (DS-6. p. 7 ) .  

Results of Item 2.2 

Item 2.2 asked studrnts to respond to the statement. "Foreign snidenis have made 

no noticeable impact on my formai classroorn education at Queen's University." The 

purpose of this item was to explore one facet of a student's education that foreign 

students could impact. Item 2.2 was also a way of evaluating the reliability of item 2.1. 

Scale Responses 

Forty-seven percent of respondents agreed that foreign students had made no 

noticeable impact on their formal classroom education at Queen's University. while 3 1 



percent disagreed. The mode of survey item 2.1 was bbagee." with 27 percent of 

responses. A summary o f  the scale results o f  survey item 2.2 is prcsented in Figure 7 

below. 

Response to survey item 2.2 

Figure 2. S u m m q  of responses to survey item 7.1. "Foreign students have made no 
noticeable impact on rny formal classroom education at Queen's University. 

Fi--one percent of the people (1148) did not provide a written response to this 



item. Many of them referred to their written response to item 2.1. However. the themes 

that ernerged from item 2.2 mirrored those of the previous item. 

Foreim Students Do Make an Impact on Classroom Education 

Seventeen of the 46 wntten responses (37%) described the e ~ c h i n g  impact that 

foreign students had made on their classroom education. As with item 2.1. impact on 

domestic students' perspectives or points of view was the most common response in this 

çategory. with 13 references. Many of these responses dupiicated the ones outlined sbove 

for item 2.1. and therefore are not presented here. New written responses generated by 

item 2.2 include the one by M. who disagreed with the suggestion that foreign students 

had madr no impact on her çiassroom education: "Foreign students have madr me realize 

how forninate 1 am that Canada is such a peaceful country." Two people. AC and AL. 

rnentioned that meeting people fiom different countnes had had an impact on their 

education. 

Item 1.2 generated the fint response that showed that the presmce of foreign 

snidents negatively impacts the classroom. F. a student who disagreed with item 2.2. 

wrote. "Although foreign students have made few impacts. 1 have found foreign TA'S 

dificult to understand at times and therefore dit'ficult to leam fiom." Another CISC 365 

student expressed hstration in her interview with the same problem (DS-6. p. 2 ) :  

Cal: M a t  was the impact thai you felt? 

DS-6: For me. it's probably in the way that they're asking questions. which a lot 

of other students aren't willing to do just because they don't want to speak up. 



Because of that. especially in the Computer Science department. a lot of the TA'S 

are foreip. And where it  becomes negative for me is when 1 go to a TA and they 

don't speak English. 

Foreim Students Do Not Make an Impact in the Classroom 

Twelve of the 48 written responses (2506) to item 2.2 indicated that foreign 

students do not make an impact on the classroom education of domestiç students. Most of 

these responses were duplicates of ones in item 7.1 and therefore are not presented here. 

Two responses. however. provided important new insights. J. who neither agreed nor 

disagreed with item 7.2 wotc. "Foreign students rarely add more than what the test 

presents in ternis of thciory. but thry con providr good examples." B neither a g m d  nor 

disagreed with item 2.2. and explained. "My Scottish lab pûnner made physics labs fun. 

but did not change what 1 leamed." 

ResuIts of Item 2.3 

Item 7.3 asked students to respond to the statement. "Foreign students have made 

no noticeable impact on my broader education outside of the classroom at Queen's 

University." The purpose of this item was to explore one facet of education on which 

forei~m students could makr an impact. as well as to authenticate the reliability of item 

2.1. 



Scale Responses 

There was a noticeable shifi in the responses to item 2.3 in companson to item 

2.2. Fifty-eight percent of the respondents disagreed that foreign students had not 

impacted their broader education outside of the classroom at Queen's University. while 

11 0,i agreed. The mode for survey item 2.3 was "disagree." with 3 1?b of the responses. 

The scale results to survey item 1.3 are summarized in Figure 3 bclow. 

Responses to survey item 2.3 

Fi-gure 3. S u m m q  of responses to survey item 2.3. "Foreign students have made no 
noticeable impact on rny broader education outside of the classroom at Queen's 
University. 



Qualitative Responses 

As item 2.3 was similar in nature to the previous two items. the same two 

categories emerged outside and inside the classroom. The results are presented in Figure 

4 below. 

Impact Outside of the Classroom 

Twenty-seven of the 53 open-ended responses (5 1 %) to item 2.3 supponed the 

view that the educationai impact of foreign students on domestic students occun outside 

of the classroom. In comparison to the previous two items. there was a rnuch greater 

range ofresponsrs to item 2.3. For exampie. "I never watch the news. Wihen people talk 

about what is çoing on in Croatia and Serbia. for example. 1 c m  carry a conversation as a 

result of hearing what foreign students have talked about in classes.. .." (M). K strongly 

disagreed with 2.3. She wrote. "1 have travelled overseas to visit ex-foreign students and 

leamed more about their culture." BE disagreed with item 2.3 and explained. "1 have 

been tutorinç some Iraqi students in ESL outside of Queen's. 1 have leamed about their 

culture and the types of difiiculties they have." A2 strongl y disagreed and wote. 

"Friends that were fiom abroad.. ..have increased my desire to travel and leam more 

about the world." CH disagreed with the statement and explained. "1 live with 

international students and they have opened my eyes to leaming new things in a foreign 

place." 



Foreign Students Make No Impact Outside of the Ciassroom 

Seven of the 53 written responses (1  3%) suggested that foreign students have no 

impact on domestic students' informa1 education outside of the classroorn. Five of these 

seven responses noted that having no contact with foreign students outside the classroom 

was a strong contributing factor. AA. for example. agreed with item 2.3. She explained. 

"1 have very little interaction with foreign students." AV. who agreed with 2.3. was very 

clear in her reasoning: "1 d o i t  know any [foreign students]." Howcver. BF's response 

provides an interesting contrast to AV's response. She wrote. "While 1 have met and 

know a few foreign students. 1 do not believe they have impacted my broader education." 

BF agreed with item 2.3. 

Results of ltem 2.3 

ltem 2.4 asked students to respond to the statement. ''The presence of foreign 

studenis enhances the depth and scope of lectures." The purpose of this survey item was 

to explore the impact of foreign students on one panicular aspect of domestic students' 

classroom education. 

Scale Responses 

By a strong margin. the most common scale response to survey item 2.4 was 

"neither agree not disagee." with W?/o of the responses. Thirty-one percent of 



respondents agreed with the suggestion that foreign students enhance the depth and scope 

of lectures. while 24% disagreed. One person did not provide a scale response to this 

question. A summary of the scale results of survey item 2.4 is presented in Figure 4 

below . 

Responses to survey item 2.4 

Figure 4. Summary of re~ponses to survey item 2.4. "The presence of foreign students 
enhances the depth and scope of lectures." 



Qualitative Responses 

Foreign Students Do Not Impact Lectures 

Although 27 of the 60 written responses (45%) to item 2.4 indicated that the 

presence of foreign students had no bearing on the depth and scope of lectures. three of 

these people neither agreed nor disagreed to the statement in their scale response. More 

people supponed the view in their written responses that foreign students do not impact 

classes any other therne in item 2.1. While many of these responses were similar to those 

illustrated above. thrre w a e  some different ones. For example. F disagreed with item 2.4 

and wrote. "Foreign students don't add or take away fiom lectures." M. who ncither 

agreed nor disagreed with 2.4. indicated that foreign students should not be viewed any 

differently tiom domestic students. She also wrote that al1 students in general "are quite 

passive in lectures. There is little opportunity to add much tu lectures." Six other students 

expressed the same view. "Lectures do not usually permit much participation," explained 

W. who neither agreed nor disagreed. "Lectures aren't meant to have audience 

participation." wrote BC. who strongly disagreed. AA. who also neither ageed nor 

disagreed in her scaie response explained. "My lectures tend to be very Canadian 

sentred." 

Two people described the (unrealized) potential for foreign students to enrich the 

content of lectures. For example. BK wrote. "[They] could.. . Queen's should take 

advantage of t h a e  students. and profs should know them" [emphasis added by the 

respondent]. 



Foreign Students Enrich Lectures 

Fourteen of the 60 students (23%) who gave a written response indicated that the 

presence of foreign students had enriched or enhanced the depth and scope of lectures at 

Queen's. Most of the examples retlected those already mentioned in the results of items 

1.1 to 2.3. Le.. the different points of view (nine responses). Iife experiences (three 

responses). and cultures (2 responses ) t hat foreign students bring into the classroom are 

enriching. 

Weak impact. Two people indicated that foreign students do have an enriching 

impact on lectures. but it is not constant or strong. "This could be true depending on the 

topic. but 1 have rarely noticed a difference." wrote CB. who neither agreed nor disagreed 

with item 2.4. 5ometimes yes. someiirnes no." w3s CA'S responsr. anoiher studrnt who 

neither agrerd nor disagreed with the statement. 

It depends. Six people indicated that the large numba of factors affecting the 

impact that foreign students have on lectures made it difficult for them to gcneralize 

about this statement. "It depends on which course I'm taking." w-rote K. who neither 

agreed nor disagreed with item 2.4. A2 also neither agreed nor disagreed with 2.1. She 

enplained. "Depends on if you have any [foreign students] in a class and if they decide to 

contribute." Three people suggested in their witten responses that the impact foreign 

students have in lectures depends on the professor. 

DS-7. the commerce student tiom SOCY 321, made a comment in her interview 

that supported the contingent nature of foreign student impact in lectures. Asked what the 

impact of foreign students was in her lectures. she responded. 



I think it depends on what program you're in. or what concentration of commerce 

you're in. Certain concentrations really bring it out. such as marketing, whereas 

other concenations. like my [Management Information Systems] concentration, 

not really.. ..I think marketing is a much more discussion-based course. (DS-7, 

p.1) 

Presumptions. it was interesting to note the responses of three people who could 

not say wi th cenainty if foreign students e ~ c h e d  lectures. but assumed that they did. 

.4ssumptions in the litenture were similar to these assumptions held by participants. 0. 

for example. agreed with item 2.4 and wrote. "1 would presume it does fiom the valuable 

enperiences they could raise." AY did not provide a scale response. but wrote. "Probably. 

but 1 don't know." 

Results of hem 2.5 

Item 2.5 a s k d  students to respond to the statement. "The presence of foreign 

students enhances the depth and scope of serninars and tutorials. The purpose of this item 

was to explore the impact of foreign students on another patticular aspect of dornestic 

students' formal education. 

Scale Results 

The scale results of survey item 1.5 were bimodal. Thitty-four percent of 

respondents neither agreed nor disagreed that the presence of foreign siudents enhanceci 



the depth and scope of lectures or tutorials, and an additional thirty-four percent agreed 

thai foreign .students had this effect. The scale results of survey item 2.5 are summan'zed 

in Figure 5 below. 

"1 

Responses to survey item 2.5 

Figure 5 .  Summary of responses to survey item 7.5. "The presence of Foreign students 
enhances the depth and scope of seminars and tutorials." 

Qualitative Res~onses 

There were 58 witten responses to item 7.5. For the most part. they could be 

classified into four themes: a) No impact on seminars and tutorials ( 1  7 responses) for 



reasons that inciude not having been in a course with foreign students (6 responses), 

foreign students are not identifiable in seminars (2 responses). and domestic students do 

not notice foreign students (2 responses); b) Foreign students do make an impact on 

seminars or tutorials (26 responses), mainly because of the perspectives and life 

experiences they bring; c )  It depends (5 responses): on the topic (2 responses) or the 

student (3 responses): and d) Domestic students presume that foreign students have an 

impact on tutorials. but have no Firsthand evidence (3 responses). Since each of these 

four themes has been discussed above. they will not be duplicated in this section. 

Four people. ail from CISC 365 and ECON 35 1. referred to language in their 

response to item 2.5. For example. B strongly disagreed with item 2.5. She explained. 

"Not once have 1 gone to see a TA only to find that they are helping the other students in 

another language and 1 have to ask them to speak English so 1 c m  understand as well." D. 

who disagreed wi th item 2.5. had a similar response: "Foreign TA'S who are still trying 

to pasp the English language often are hard to understand. making help difficult." F also 

disagreed with item 2.5. He explained. "If iuiy changes to seminars or tutorials can be 

attributed to foreign students. it might be the slightly slower pace required to explain 

complex ideas or topics in English." 



Finally. two people rnentioned that tutorials and seminars provide a more 

cornfortable atmosphere for interaction between foreign and domestic students. AX, for 

example. agreed with item 2.5 and wrote. "Smallcr discussion groups make it possible to 

become more persona1 and share experiences." 

Results of Item 2.6 

Item 2.6 asked students to respond to the staternent. "The depth and scope of 

courses that 1 have taken with foreign students are no different thûn courses without 

foreign students." The purpose of this item was to provide a means to mess  the 

reliability of items 2.1 and 2.2. 

ScaIe Results 

Sunrey item 2.6 was another question in which the most common response was 

"neither agree nor disagree." in this case by a wide margin. Thirty-seven percent of 

respondents neither agreed nor disageed that the depth and scope of courses they had 

taken with foreign students were any different than courses without foreign students. 

Thirty-nine percent agreed with the statement. while 130h disagreed. One scale response 

was missinç. The scale results of item 2.6 are summarized in Figure 6 below. 



Responses to survey item 2.6 

Fi-mre 6. Summary of responses to survey item 2.6. '*The depth and scope of courses that 
I have taken with foreign students are no different than courses without foreign students." 

Oualitative Responses 

The 39 written responses generated by item 1.6 had al1 been observeci previously 

in items 7.1 to 2.5. Twenty-four people indicated that the presence of foreign students did 

not enhance the depth and scope of their courses at Queen's. The reasons aven included 

not being able to distinguish foreign tiom non-foreign students (3 responses), never 

having had a class with foreign students (8 responses), and not having a means to 

compare because they had never been in a class without foreign students (3 responses). 



Ten people stated in their written response that the presence of foreign students simply 

did not make much difference to the course. 

In contrat. eight responses supported the view that foreign students do enhance 

the depth and scope of 3 course. Six of these people referred to the di fferent perspectives 

and experiences that foreign students cm share. as described by CD and M here. It was 

CD's view that ~bdiscussions are more rich" in courses with foreign students. M wrote. 

"They are more knowledgeable on world issues" to explain why she disageed with item 

Four people suggested that the impact of foreign students on a course depends on 

a studrnt's willingness to participate regardless of background. the climate within the 

class. and the nature of the course itself. 

Four important rniscellaneous responses wcrc recorded. CA. who strongly agreed 

with item 2.6. wrote. "When I was in Kenya it was stronply difirent. At Queen's I 

haven't seen a di fference." Others' comments below support their agreement with the 

statrment: "In science. where discussion is factual and not opinionated. we really don't 

have much opponunity to leam about backgrounds" (CF). AD otfered a similar response: 

"The same material is still covered." BH wrote. "Little interaction in university courses." 

Results of Item 2-7 

Item 2.7 asked students to respond to the statement. "Foreign students tend to be 

prominent participants in the classroom." The purpose of this item was to g a u g  the 

visibiiity of foreign students in the classroom in the eyes of domestic students. 



Scale Reswnses 

More than half of the respondents (559'0). the largest single group. neither agreed 

nor disagreed about whether foreign students are prominent participants in the classroom 

at Queen's University. Twenty-eight percent disagreed that foreign students were 

prominent classroom participants. while 14% agreed. The scale results of survey item 2.7 

are summarized in Figure 7 below. 

Qualitative Responses 

Foreign Students Are Prominent Participants 

Five of the 52 people ( 10%) who provided wntten responses to item 1.7 indicated 

that they perceived foreign students to be prominent participants in the classroom. "They 

tend to ask and answer a lot of questions." wrote U. Other responses inciuded. "Becsuse 

it  costs them a lot in order to be here. They therefore tend to work really hard" (E), "For 

whatever reason. they tend to make their presence known. but in my experiences. it has 

always been in a positive way" (BQ). and "Yes. but on matters relating to the course. not 

to them being international'' (J). 
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Responses to survey item 2.7 

Figure 7. Summary of responses to survey item 2.7. "Foreign students tend to be 
prominent participants in the çlassroom." 

Two excerpts tiom rny interview with DS-6. a Cornputer Science student. 

revealed her viea that foreign students are prominent participants in the classroom. She 

said. "Actually. in one of the philosophy courses thût 1 was taking. there was a foreign 

student. He was just as active and talking and. like his Ençlish was geai. 1 think he spoke 

more than the professor." (DS-6. p. 5 ) .  The second excerpt is from the same interview 

with DS-6: 

DS-6: I've always felt like a minority. being female. 1 was in a class last year. 

there were about five of us who were second-year students. Everyone else was a 

mature student. foreign mature students. They tend to talk a linle bit in class. but 

they also tend to stick together. 



Cal: Thst's really interesting .... You said they tend to talk more? 

DS-6: To the professor. Ask more questions. 1 think they're cornfortable with that. 

Cal: How many people were in that class? 

DS-6: It was. maybe, 25. 

Cal: How many of those students were foreign? 

DS-6: I would say about 10. 

Cal: And you found in that class that the foreign students tended to talk a lot? 

DS-6: Yeah. Between themselves. but they also felt more comfonable asking the 

professor questions. (DS-6, p. 1 ) 

Foreign Students Are Not Prominent Participants 

Yet. in contrat to the responses illustrated above. 1 I of the 52 responses (2 196) 

described foreign students as tending to be quiet or passive in the classroom. "They 

usually don't talk or contribute unless it affects their grades." m i e  C. a Computer 

Science student who disagreed with item 2.7. "Tend to be quiet and more reclusive." wûs 

CD's response. who strongly disagreed witb item 1.7. CN. who also strongly disagreed. 

commented that. "They don't seem to participate besides asking a lot of 'clarification' 

questions." 

One person specifically mentioned Asian students in her written response. She 

wrote. "1 am in [Computer Science]. so many of the Asian foreign students are quiet (C). 

BK pointed specifically to exchange students. and said that in her view they participated 

more than English Second Langage students. 



When I asked DS-7 in the interview if foreign students were prominent 

participants in the classroom, she replied. "No. I would Say more of thern are not, 

probably. There are some who are. but they're tiom Australia or New Zeaiand where 

there's not much of a language banier ... and it always comes down to the language 

banier. That's what makes them stay quiet and not participate in courses because that's 

the level that they're not comfortable with" (DS-7. p. 1). 

Further insight into this phenomenon is provided from DS-3. who said: 

There is not necessarily a lot of participation tiom foreign students in classes 

unless it is more rnathematically driven. If [thcre is] a large amount of English. 

most [foreign students] don2 want to ask a item if they don't know for sure that 

they are undersianding it correctly.. . A lot of the times the foreign students are 

not actually saying anything unless they 're saying something intelligent. (DS-3. 

p. 3 

No Di fferenre 

Nine of the 52 wri tten responses ( 1 796) indicated that there is no di fference in the 

mount of classroom participation between foreign and domestic students. "Foreign 

students participate no more or no less than Canadian students" (CB). She neither agreed 

nor disagreed with the item. H explained. "no more or less outspoken than domestic 

students." "Haven't noticed. students are students." wrote AJ. 



It Depends 

Fifteen of the 52 people (19%) indicated that they could not generalize about al1 

foreign students. suggesting that the participation of foreign students in the classroom 

depends on di fferent factors. including the particular class (two responses). lringuage 

ability (three responses). the individual's penonality (nine responses). and the student's 

home country (one response). For example. "lt varies. as it does with domestic students," 

wrote 1. who neither agreed nor disagreed with item 2.7. "It depends on their 

personality." wrote CC. who also neither agreed nor disagreed. Eight other people shared 

this view. Two people suggested that the atmosphere within the class has a stronger 

bearing on whether a snident participates than their status as a foreign or non-foreign 

student. 

Another student suggested that the diffcrence in classroom participation between 

foreign and non-toreign students depends on the country from which the student 

originates and the local noms that govem classroom protocol. Finally. one student 

pointed out that. "it depends on their confidence with English" (CL). 

DS-7 described a foreign student from France and two other French exchange 

studrnts in the Sçhool of Business: "He flocks nght to them because they are French and 

that's part of his culture. But [the two French exchange students] were in two of my 

classes. and never. ever did they ever Say a word unless the professor asked them for their 

opinion. ... they're not comfortable enough with English. They won? talk in class" (DS-7. 

p. 2 ) .  

DS-5 commented on the 'w hiteness' of Queen's professon: 



The only thing 1 might want to criticize is the fact that most of the profs are white. 

1 think there's only one or two non-white Sociology profs. If you get people who 

are. like. non-European descent profs. then it might be easier for international 

students who want to say sornething. (DS-5. p. 5) 

DS-L thought that the student's year in university affected their impact. She said: 

1 think ihat at this level. upper year undergrad level they participate more. ... 

beçause rit this point. you just want to leam. Whereas in the lower yean, you 

don't want to look too stupid and you have ail these reservations. (DS-2, p. 2) 

Resuits of Item 2.8 

hem 2.8 asked students to respond to the staternent. "It is easy for me to recognize 

if a student is tiom another country." This was one of the most important items on the 

survey because it challenged the hidden ûssurnption behind ail of the other survey items: 

that domestic students rire able to identifi foreign students on campus. 

Scale Results 

Fony-six percent of the respondents disagreed that it is easy for them to identiQ a 

foreign student on campus. while 32% agreed. One scale response was lefi blank. The 

scale results of survey item 2.8 are surnmarized in Figure 8 below. 



Responses to survey item 2.8 

Firure S. Sumrnary of responses to survey item 2.8. "11 is easy for me to recognizr if  a 
student is tiom another country." 

Qualitative Results 

Eight of the 58 wnttm responses ( 1 J?b) to item 7.8 referred to the multiculturai 

nature of Canadian society. which made it ditXcult or impossible to determine if another 

student came to Queen's from a foreign country. Typical responses that illustrated this 

view were. "1 have no concept of how long a penon's been living in Canada or [if he or 

she is] just visiting." wrote CM who disagreed with item 2.8. "Canada is multiculturai, so 

one doesn't know without asking," was the response of CB. who strongly disagreed with 



item 2.8. "There are a lot of Canadian-boni visible minorities." wrote CC, who neither 

agreed nor disagreed with 2.8. "Another country. no; another ethnicity. yes." wrote BD, 

who also neither agreed nor disagreed. 

Item 2.8 promptrd rnany referençes to the homogeneous nature of the Queen's 

student population as a factor in identitjing foreign students. Twelve people describeci 

Queen's as having a largely white student body. which made it easier for them to identiQ 

students who came tiom abroad. These people indicated that it was easiet to identitj. 

foreign students on campus than. for example. "outside of the Queen's bubble." as O 

phrased it. "Not in Canada. although it is easier at Queen's." wrote BM, who neither 

agreed nor disagreed with item 2.8. 

AZ's response to item 7.8. however. suggests that there is a wide range of 

perceptions arnong students of the divenity of the Queen's student population. In contrat 

to those people who viewed Queen's as being a largely white university. .4Z saw Queen's 

in the opposite way. She wrote. 'There are many ethnicities inside Queen's." and 

disagreed that it is easy to identiQ forcign students at Queen's. Her view that Queen's 

has a diverse student population was clearly among the minority in this study. Most 

people viewed Queen's as being a predominantly white university. 

One enmple fiom the interviews also reflects the theme that domestic students 

cannot easily distinguish foreign and non-foreign students. In this excerpt. an Economics 

student retlects on his experience living close to the international floor in residence 

during his tint year at Queen's. He indicated that. while he viewed foreipi students as 

"interesting" ( DS- 1. p. 1 ), the wide variety of domestic people he met in his fint year 

were no less unique to him: 



When 1 first came to Queen's. 1 really found in first yecu.. .. my main exposure 

was to a wide variety of people, especially in residence. They had a 1 think it was 

the international tloor. was right across from me.. .. So there was a wide variety of 

students that 1 met. And they came tiom different regions of the world. like fiom 

AArica. and Central America and Europe. It was kind of like. because 1 came 

From Ottawa, talking to someone %om Toronto was ditTerent than someone tiom 

Vancouver. [which] was diffèrent [than] talking to Amencans.. .. (DS- 1. p. 1 ) 

Excerpts from two other interviews support this theme. In the fint one. an 

Economics student explains how he does not view Foreign students as having a visible 

presence on campus. 

It's stnnge in that. ovenll. I'd actually say that foreign students go very 

unnoticed. Thry kind of fade into the background. 1 End. 1 tind they . . . aren't 

really outwardly participatory It just seems like they're there. but not much more. 

(DS- 1. p. 4) 

Another Eçonomics student descnbed how he does not notice the Foreign students 

in his classes. particularly lectures. He explained that in lectures. "We go and listen. and 

there's hardly any interaction. So in most cases. 1 don't even notice where the people 

corne from" (DS-I. p. 1 ). 

When DS-7 was asked if it was easy for her to recognize foreign students at 

Queen's. she replied. "No. 1 don't think so. because what is 3 Canadian? A Canadian is 

someone who has citizenship. but other than that there is no look to a Canadian" (DS-7. 

p. 4). DS-8 also provided insight when he said. "If 1 didn't know the students personally, 



it's not like they would stand up and Say. T m  from such and such a place and this is how 

you solve the Economics problerns there" (DS-8. p. 1). 

Domestic Students Can Recomize Foreign Students 

Forty of the 58 people (69%) who provided wntten responses to item 2.8 

indicated that they could recognize foreign students on campus. Eight of these people. 

however. neither agreed nor disageed with the statement in their scale responses. None 

of the responses referred to the case with which they could do this. as item 2.8 asked 

them to consider. Al1 of the written explanations described how they were able to identi- 

the foreign students. which are ouilined below. 

Languape. Twcnty students pointed tto languüge as the way they could identi @ if a 

student came from a foreign country. making it the most commonly cited response. "Yes. 

if they participate in class discussions." wrote CG. who agreed with item 2.8. AG wrote 

that it was easy for her to recognize if a student was fiom a foreign country. but only "if 

they choose to speak." Participant 1 wrote. "Impossible without conversation." "You 

won't know unless you have interaction." wrote BJ. K. a Sociology student. disagreed 

wi th item 2.8 and explained. "Difficult unless they have a distinguishable accent." 

Furthermore. two people who referred to language as a way to identiQ foreign 

students emphasized that language itself is not reliable means to judge if someone is from 

a foreipi country. "Command of English may lead me to suspect. but it's not a 

guarantee." wrote D. who disagreed with item 7.8. H said that a person's accent could 



reveal if they are tiom a foreign country, %ut sometimes that's misleading." H disagreed 

with item 2.8, 

Visible features. After language. 1 5 people çited visible features as the way they 

were able to identify foreign students on campus. For exarnple, five people mentioned 

clothing as something that distinyishes foreign fi-om non-foreign snidents. BB wrote. 

"The Kenyans on campus are visible because of their skin tone and dress during cold 

monihs." She disagreed with item 2.8. "Looks" (CE), "body language" (CD). and 

~~mametisms" (X. J)  were other ways that domestic students distinguished foreign 

studenis on campus. Other people were more general, refemng simply to 'irisible 

features" (AE. AA. V) or "appearance" (BU. AX) as explmations for their scale 

responses to item 1.8. Only one person (BX) wrote. "Can't tell by appearance." She 

disagreed with item 2.8. 

Three people said that one's fiends or acquaintances helped hem detemine if a 

student was tiom abroad. F wrote. "Lack of cultural diversity of their friends" as an 

explanation for disagreeing with item 2.8. "They speak foreign languages to their 

Fnends." was G's explanation why he neither ageed nor disapeed with item 2.8. AW's 

response was country-specific: "They hang around together speaking Japanese." 

Three responses do not fa11 easily into the above two categories. C strongly agreed 

with item 1.8. explaining. "1 am a foreigner." U agreed with 2.8 and wrote. They 0 t h  

mention it." AD wrote. "Depends on the country the student is fiorn." 



Results of Item 2.9 

Item 2.9 asked students to respond to the statement, "It is important for Queen's 

to enrol foreign students." The purpose of this item was to get a firsthand account fiom 

domestic students of the importance they attach to the presence of foreign students in the 

univmity. 

Scale Results 

The results of survey item 1.9 showed that a majority of the participants agreed 

that it is important for Queen's University to enrol foreign students. The mode for this 

survey item. by a wide rnargin. was "stronçly agree." with 48% of the responses. 

followed by "agree" with 32%. One scale response was missing. The scale results of 

survey item 2.9 are summarized in Figure 9 below. 

Qualitative Results 

Item 2.9 generated the greatest variety of wn tten responses of any item on the 

survey. They fa11 into two broad cateories: a) Reasons why Queen's should enrol foreign 

students. and b) General reactions to item 2.9. 



Whv It 1s Important to Enrol Foreign Students 

Diversitv. The most commonly cited reason ( 19 of the 66 responses, or 2846) why 

the respondents thought it was important for Queen's to enrol foreign students was to 

Responses to survey item 2.9 

Figure 9. Summmy of responses to item 2.9. "It is important for Queen's to enrol foreign 
students." 

maintain a diverse Iearning environment. For example. it was B's view that foreign 

students are important to "enhance the social and cultural atmosphere of the university." 

U also strongly agreed with 2.9. explaining that the presence of foreign students "adds to 

a multicultural environment." AH wrote. "[foreign students] add to a school's social and 

cultural capital." BA agreed with the item because. in her view. foreign students diversify 

the SES (social economic status) of the student population. R wrote, "A homogeneous 

body narrows education." "We need to enhance. broaden, enrich Our outlook," wrote CR. 



The perception among students of Queen's being a largely white university 

emerged again in item 2.9. "We need more ethnicity at this school," wrote CL, who 

agreed with the item. "[Foreign students] help Canadians feel they aren't trapped in a 

bubbls." (CD) was the response of an Education student who strongly agreed with the 

item. AA was a Sociology student who agreed with 2.9. In her view. the presence of 

foreign students "diversifies a very Euro-centric environment." BL. an Education student 

who also agreed with the item wrote that the presence of foreign students "adds vat-iety to 

a homogeneous group." 

Oooortunities. FiHeen of the 66 responses (23%) said that it is important for 

Queen's to enrol foreign students because of the opportunities that are created for foreign 

and domestic students alike. For example. five of these people indicated that it is 

important to offer overseas study opportunities to students h m  çountries outsidr of 

Canada. "To share views and aliow them the experience to attend school abroad." wrote 

AB. a student who strongly agreed with item 2.9. "It gives foreign students the 

opponunity to learn a new culture." wrote AR. who ageed with item 2.9. Another person 

suggested that receiving foreign students is a way for the university to contribute to 

international development. "Foreign students fan receive an education they might not get 

at home. and then retum home to help." wrote BU. an Education student who strongly 

agreed with item 2.9. The remaining 10 people mentioned the oppominities that foreign 

students create for domestic students as a reason why it is important for Queen's to enrol 

foreign students. "Because 1 .would like to study abroad and 1 feel my chance to do so 

might be lower if Canadian univenities didn't enrol foreign students." wrote AK. a 

S o c i o l o ~  student who strongly agreed with the item. "Not everybody has the 



opportunity to tnvel abroad." wrote N. in reference to how domestic students cm 

experience another country through foreign students on campiis. "1 have made future 

connections." was the response of 1. an Economics student who agreed with item 1.9. 

Miscellaneous Responses. A number of miscellaneous responses to item 2.9 do 

not easily fit into the above category, yet were not citrd enough to form categones of 

their own. These miscellaneous responses are outlined randomly below. 

One person viewed the enrolment of foreign students as a way for Queen's to 

strengthen its reputation outside of Canada. "lt promotes the university." wrote CA. an 

Education student who agreed with item 2.9. Two people suggested that the higher 

foreign student tuition fees benefit the univenity. For example. K wrote. "Queen's gets 

more money." as the reason she agreed with the scale item in 1.9. In addition to this. K 

wrote. "Studcnts wbo corne into contact [with foreign students] may have tlieir lives 

changed forever." "To follow overnmcnt policy." wrote AE. also a Sociology student 

who agreed with item 2.9. It was BDas view that the univenity should heip fostcr respect 

"for those who are not white Queen's students." It was Bu's view that toreign students 

"have past eaperiences to share." She didn't elaborate on this response. but it seems to 

retlect why D also thought it was important to enrol foreign students. D wrote. "To 

expand the horizons of domestic.. .and foreign students' rninds. More ideas Iead to more 

thinking. more intelligence." D was a Cornputer Science student who strongly agreed 

with item 2.9. J. an Economics student indicated that the benefits of enrolling foreign 

students are redized more outside of the ciassroom. He wrote. "Out-of-class interaction 

[with foreign students] c m  be an eye-opener if you take the time." CC. an Education 

student who agreed with item 2.9 provided a unique response: She wrote that the 



enrolment of foreip students in Canadian universities "gives Canadians a view of our 

society." Finally. AW's response seemed to epitomize al1 of the responses that supported 

the enrolment of foreign students at Queen's. In describing why she strongly agreed to 

the scale item in 7.9. she wrote that enrolling foreign students is "definitely important, 

they should enrol more." 

In the interviews. DS-3 had a unique and insightful view of the diversity that 

foreign students add to Queen's. He said: 

You know. the foreign students at Queen's. they 're upper class foreign students. 

The non- foreign students [w ho] are here. they ' re upper class non- foreign st udents. 

It's al1 upper class. You don't have a large amount of diversity when it cornes to 

socio-economic status. [By enrolling foreign students]. you're just gettiny a taste 

of richrr people. (DS-3. p. 4) 

In another encerpt. DS-6 bnnp us back to the item about the difference between 

foreign and second-generation Canadian students: 

If foreign students were not allowed. for exmple. which is horrible. but I think 

that you'd have just as multicultun1 a mosaic. It wouldn't be maybe as obvious. 

but I think it would still be very multicultunl. (DS-6. p. 6). 

Finally. DS-1 offen his views about what the university is doing to capitalize on 

foreign students as a leaming resource. "1 think ihat they're taking a very laissez-faire 

npproach to that: enrol them. let them interact. and let nature take its course" (DS-1. p. 3). 



Reactions to Item 2.9 

The above section outlined the responses to item 2.9 that described why domestic 

students considered it important for Queen's to enrol foreign students. This section 

presents participants' general reactions to the suggestion that it is important for Queen's 

to enrol foreign students. They are usehl because it provides a look into what DS think 

about the presence of foreign students on campus and the resources that Queen's devotes 

to them. 

F was a Computer Science student who neither agreed nor disagreed with item 

2.9. He wrote. "1 don? feel that we should seek students just because theyTre fiom 

another country." Four people referred to foreip students taking spots away tiom 

Canadian students. For example, "1 would be upsrt if a foreigner was accepted in my 

place." wrote BB. an Education student who agreed with the item. "We should educate 

our own tint and foremost." \vas the response of H. an Economics student who neither 

agreed nor disageed with item 2.9. Two people referred to the discrimination involved in 

rnrolling foreign students. For example. 0. a Sociology student who disagreed with the 

suggestion that it is important for Queen's to enrd foreign students. wrote. "only the rich 

[foreign students] c m  come." AG. a Sociology student who neither agreed nor disagreed 

aith the item. seemed to expressed a similar concern He wrote. "They bear the full bmnt 

of tuition." 

Two people were rather ambivalent about the importance of QueenTs enrolling 

foreign students. "Foreign students neither hinder or enhance my academic 

understanding." wrote F. a Computer Science student who neither ageed nor disagreed 



with item 1.9. "It is good, but not important." was the explanation offered by AO, a 

Sociology student who disagreed with the item. BC. an Education student who agreed 

with the item. raised a point that is of particular interest for this study. She wrote. 

"Enroiment is yeat. increasing integration is the next step." 

Three people rnentioned that it is important to focus on sending Canadian students 

abroad to study. BF. for example. disagreed with item 2.9 and wrote. "lt is more 

important to send our students overseas." BS neither agreed nor disagreed with the item. 

explaining that. "the opportunity should be reciprocal." 

Four other people viewed the enrolment of foreign students at Queen's as a means 

of promoting social justice. For example. "People should have the opportunity to study 

anywhere" (CO): "The law would prohibit exclusion based on race" (CJ); and "Equal 

opportunity is important" (CF). 

The remaining rniscell;uieous written responses are now presrnted at random. 

AU'S response suggested that the most benrficial impact of foreign students a c m e  

outside of the clûssroom. She wrote. "Without foreign students. the infomal education 

may be sacrificed. but not the forma1 education." Finally, two people suggested that there 

is no o o d  reason for Queen's not to rnrol foreign students. "Why nota?" wrote BT. 

Resuits of Item 3.10 

Item 2.10 asked students to respond to the statement. "My education would have 

been less enriched or enhanced if the university did not enml foreign students." The 

purpose of this item was to explore the contribution that foreign students make to the 



education of domestic students frorn a different angle, i.e., by asking domestic students to 

retlect on how their education at Queen's might have been different in the absence of 

foreign students. 

Scaie Results 

Forty-two percent of the respondents agreed that their education would have been 

less enriched or enhanced if Queen's University did not enrol foreign students. while 

22910 disapeed. The mode was "neither agree nor disagree." with 3896 of responses. The 

scale results of survey item 2. I O are summarized in Figure 1 O below. 

Responses to survey item 2.10 

Fi-are 10. Summary of responses to survey item 2.10. "My education at Queen's would 
have been less ennched or enhanced if the university did not enrol foreign students." 



Qualitative Results 

The qualitative results of item 2.1 O can be grouped into three categories: a) The 

absence of foreip students would not have made a difference to domestic students' 

education. b) The education of domestic students would be less enriched or enhanced 

without foreign students. and c) item 2.10 is difticuit to answer. 

The Absence of Foreign Students WouId Not Makc a Difference 

Founeen of the 43 written responses (3206) to item 1.10 indicated that the absence 

of foreign students would not have made a difference to their education. For example. 

CN. an Education student who strongly disagreed with item 2.  I O  wute. The' didn't 

enrich anything." BL wrote. "1 don't think it would have muçh impact on me with the 

courses 1 took." BL was an Education student who neither agreed nor disagreed with the 

item. BC. anothcr Education student who neither agreed nor disagreed aith the item. 

explained. "Aside tiom a few out-of-class discussions. 1 didn't fom lasting 

rriationships." "No impact on my education." was BX's response. 

Foreign Students Do Enrich the Education of Domestic Students 

Twenty of the 43 wntten responses (469'0) to item 2.1 O suggested that the 

rducation of domestic students would have been less ennched or enhanced in the absence 

of foreign students. Seven of these responses referred to the social benefits that they have 



derived fiom the presence of foreign students. For exarnple. U. a Sociology student who 

neither agreed nor disagreed with item 2.1 0. wrote. "It's enjoyable meeting other people 

and learning about other cultures." V wrote. "It's nice to have different people around." 

'-1 would never have met some of my best hennds." wrote D. a Computer Science student 

who a e e d .  "lt's good to have contact with foreign students..' wrote BY. an Education 

student who also agreed. For G. an Economics student. foreign students are "interesting 

to talk to." G w s  an Economics student. 

BQ was one of three people whose response ro this item pointed to factors outside 

of the classroorn that have been rnriched or enhanced by foreign students. "Yes. 

particulxly my extracurricular activities." she wrote. BQ was an Education snident who 

rigreed with item 2.10. "1 would not have leamed about other cultures." wrote 1. an 

Economin student who agreed. 

Four people described how their education wouid have been less enriched or 

enhanced in the absence of foreign students. "1 would not have lemed about life outside 

of Canada." wrote K. a Sociology student. C. a Computer Science student. explained that 

he would not have been exposed to "ditTerent perspectives and ideas" if Queen's did not 

e n d  foreign students. 

Three people were not specific about how their education would have been 

enhanced. CB. for example. simply stated. "1 have learned fiom them." N. a Socioloa 

student. wrote. "1 have learned many fonnal and informal things fiom foreign students." 



A Difficult Question to Answer 

Eight people did not give a detïnitive answer regarding how their education at 

Queen's might have been less enriched or enhanced in the absence of foreign students. 

For example, AK. a Sociology student who neither ageed nor disagreed with item 2.1 0 

wrote. "1 wouldn't know the difference never being in a class of foreign students." CK. 

an Education student who neither agreed nor disagreed with the item explained. "1 

haven't had any interactions with foreign students here at Queen's." AJ wrote. "1 can't 

tell because Queen's does enrol them." AJ was a Sociology student who neither agreed 

nor disagreed with the item. CC. an Education student. wrote. "lt's hard to Say because 

my program does not tend to attract foreign students." CC neither agreed nor disagreed 

with item 2.10. AW strongly disagreed that her education would have been less enriched 

or enhanced in the absence of foreign students. She explained. "1 didn't notice thern. 

They don't make themselves known." 

Resuits of Item 2.1 i 

Item 2.1 I asked students to respond to the statement. "Faculty mernbers regularly 

draw on the experiences and perspectives of foreign students to enhance course content." 

The purpose of this item was to detetmine the degree to which pmfessors provide an 

opponunity for foreign students to share their enperiences or perspectives with domestic 

students in a forma1 leming situation. 



ScaIe Results 

More people generally disagreed (39% than agreed (25%) with the suggestion 

that faculty members regularly draw on foreign students as leaming resources. The mode, 

however. was "neither agree nor disagree" with 3596 of responses. There were no blank 

scale responses to this survey item. The results are summarized in Figure 1 I below. 

Responses to survey item 2.1 1 

Fiirure I 1 .  Summary of responses to survey item 2.1 1. "Faculty regularly draw on the 
rxperiences and perspectives of foreign students to enhance course content." 



Qualitative Results 

The qualitative responses to item 2.1 1 can be divided into five categories: a) Yes. 

professon draw on foreign students as a leaming resource in the classroom. b) No, 

professon do not draw on foreign students as a learning resource in the classroom, c) 

Professon should draw on foreign students more in the classroom. d) It depends on 

certain factors. and e) Miscellaneous responses. 

Professors Draw on Foreign Students 

Twelve of the 55 people (22%) who provided a written response to item 2.1 1 

indicated that professors do dnw on the knowledge and expenences of foreign students 

in the classroom. There was a wide range of responses to this item. Seven students wrote 

that. in their experience. professors draw on foreign students in the classroom. M. for 

example. a Sociology student who agreed with item 2.1 1. wrote. "OAen a prof will ask. 

'1s it like this in your country'?"' CH. an Education student. wrote. "They look at their 

own experirnces and those of students." Z. a Sociology student who agreed. wrote, 

"Through questioning foreign students about the societies in which they are native to." 

Five people cited particular courses in which they saw professon dnwing on 

foreign students as learning resources. CS. an Education student who strongly agreed 

with question 2.1 1. wrote. "Geography profs ask and encourage input." CI agreed with 

the item. expiaining that professors draw on foreign students "in linguistics courses [and] 

Education courses." BF wrote. "only in international studies and pst-colonial English 



courses." BC. an Education student who agreed with the item, said that in her experience 

professors drew on foreign students "in third-world history and British lndia [sic]." 

"Sometimes in Economics." was D's explanation for agreeing with item 2.1 1. 

Prokssors Do Not Draw on Foreign Students in the Classroorn 

Slightly more people ( 16 of 55. or 29%) indicated that professors do not draw on 

foreign students in the ciassroom than thow who said they did. Three of these people 

were speciiic about the courses or programs on which their responses were based. "Not in 

biochemistry." wrote CF. an Education student who strongly disagreed with item 1.1 1. 

"Not in science and math." was BH's explanation for strongly disageeing with the item. 

"Not in Cornputer Science." wrote D. who also strongly disapeed. 

The rernaining fourteen responses were not specific beyond simply indicating that 

professon do not draw on foreign students as a learning resource in the classroom. For 

example. when asked to respond to this statment. CN wrote. "Not one bit." CN was an 

Education student who strongly disagreed with item 7.1 1. "Not in my experience." 

responded BA. who explained that this was probably because most of her courses were 

lecture courses. BA was an Education student. "I don? rernember this ever happening," 

wote 1. an Economics student who strongly disagreed with the item. "1 have not been 

witness to such events." was H's response. H was an Economics student who strongly 

disagreed with item 2.1 1. 



Eighteen of the 55 people.(33%) would not generalize in their response to item 

2.1 1. saying that the answer to this item ei ther depends on the professor and the nature of 

the course, or that it is different fiom one coune to another. Five people used the word 

"depends" in their response. For example. "lt depends on the course and the instructor." 

wrote BM, an Education student who neither agreed nor disagreed with item 2.1 1. X 

agreed with the item. explaining. "it depends on the course." "It depends on whether it*s 

relevant." wrote N. a Sociology student. 

Thineen of the 55  responses (24%) indicated that professors had drawn on foreign 

students as a learning resource in their experience. but that it happened only sporadically. 

For example. CJ wrote. "Some do. sorne don't." She was an Education student who 

neitha apeed nor disagreed with item 1.1 1 . "Maybe once or twice," wrote AR. a 

Sociology student who disagreed with the item. BQ. an Education student who agreed 

with the item wrote. "Sometimes they do in a way that stereotypes the individuai." AM 

responded. "Only once in one course. to the point where 1 would have had no idea there 

were foreign students in my class." AM was a Sociology student who neither agreed nor 

disagreed with item 2.1 1.  

The interviews provided additional support to the view that professon don't draw 

on foreign students as a learning resource. For exmple. DS-4 said. 

1 c m  only speak for Economics obviously. I don't think that they did. but at the 

same time. 1 don't think they dnw on the expenences of students generally. 1 

don't find there to be that much interaction. There were a few.. ..last year. 



economic history courses where we talked about certain economic history 

developments in Europe. and two people from England. they tossed in little 

anecdotes. but generally there's not that much. (DS-4, p. 2) 

DS-5. a second-generation Canadian. offered her thoughts. She said, 

It depends on the type of class I'm in. In some classes. profs will actually try to 

get things out of me.. ..It's not really typical. Like. fint-year profs didn't know me 

so they didn't really cd1 on me. Again. second year it didn't really happen either. 

But in third year and this year. the profs know me better. so they don't mind 

calling on me. (DS-5. p. 1) 

Prokssors S hould Utilize Foreign S tudents More in the Classroom 

It was the view of three students that professon should make more effort to use 

foreign students as a leaming resource in the classroom. For example. when asked to 

respond to item 2.1 1. CP wrote. "Not enough. Facul ty ofien don't know who the foreign 

students are and don? care." CP was an Education student who neither agreed nor 

disagreed with the item. CE was an Education student who strongly agreed with item 

1.1 1. He wroie. "They should." 

DS-S said the following in our discussion about how professon use foreign 

students as leaming resources in the classroom: 

1 f [pro fessors] can admit they 're human and they don't know everything.. ..and 

see that somebody else in this classroom might have better expexience than 1 do in 



this situation. It's kind of ignorant to think that you know more than 30 students 

in a class about a foreign place. (DS-8, p. 2) 

Results of Item 2. ! 2 

Item 2.12 asked students to respond to the statement, "The presence of foreign 

students has increased my awareness of other countries and world-views." The literature 

suggests that the presence of foreign students has an arneliorative effect on domestic 

students' undentanding of other countries. The scale results are presented in Figure I 2 

below . 

Scale Resuits 

The scale results showed strong agreement among respondents with the 

suggestion that the presence of foreign students had increased their awareness of other 

countnes or world-views. Sixty-two percent agreed with the suggestion. while only 1449 

disagreed. The mode was "agree." One scaie response was rnissing. The scale results are 

summarized below in Figure 12. 

Qualitative Resul ts 

There were 53 wrinrn responses to item 7.12. which could be divided into four 

categories: a) A noticeable impact. b) A weak impact. c) No impact, and d) 

Miscellaneous responses. 



Responses to survey item 2.1 2 

Fi.wre 1 2. Summary of responses to survey item 2.1 2 .  "The presence of foreign students 
nt Queen's has increased my awareness of other countries and'or world-views." 

A Noticeable Impact 

The largest single group of written responses to item 2.12 indicated that foreign 

students had increûsed domestic students' awareness of other countnes and world-views. 

Twenty-four of the 53 people (4596) who gave a written response desaibed either what 

they had learned about other countries or how thot learning was facilitated, as follows. 

Discussion or interaction. h l e n  asked how forei gn students and increased their 

awareness of other countries and world-views. 14 of these 24 people referred directly to 



the notion of discussion or interaction. For example. C. a Cornputer Science student who 

strongly agreed with item 2.12. wrote. "They talk about their lives before they came to 

Quren's." N. a student fiom SOCY 321 who was majoring in business. wrote, "In 

marketing. 1 learned more through class discussion than through the text." In a similar 

fashion. BZ wrote. "Able to ask thern questions that 1 am not able to research in a text." 

F simply stated. "Fascinating and enlightening discussions." And Iinally, BX wrote. "If 

they talk about their country. I am more likely to care about it because 1 have made a 

connection." 

The remaining I O  responses that supponed the view that foreign students increase 

the awûreness of other countries and world-views among domestic students were varied 

in nature. K strongly agreed with item 2. IZ because she had visited "ex- foreign students" 

tiom Queen's in their home countries. BR. an Education student, wrote. "My previous 

beliefs have been challenged." Along similar lines. 1. an Economics student. wrote. 

"Being contionted with other views forces you to think about them much more than mass 

media." CH said. "The foreign students 1 live with have opened my eyes to things 1 did 

not see before." BB. a Sociology student. pointed to "displays and presentations on 

campus and articles in the [Queen's] Journal" by foreign students as things that had 

increased her awareness of 0 t h  countries. 

References to what domestic students leamed about foreign countries tended to be 

more specitic in the interviews. The fint exarnple is an excerpt fiom the interview with 

DS-2. an Economics student. Here. she describes how one foreign student tau@ h a  that 

her previously held conception of Australians. shaped largely by the media, was not 

accurate. 



1 met a girl From Australia who was on exchange. She was Asian, but she had this 

accent that was just so interesting. She told me that . . ..there was a lot of diversity 

in Australia. Yet what we see on TV is not so. We see blond hair and blue eyed 

Australians. She's like. 'No. there's a lot of diversity.' So even something as 

small as that changes my perception of Australia. or at least manipulates it a bit. 

(DS-2. p. I ) 

DS-3. a student from ClSC 365. begins to describe below what he leamed about 

China tiom a Chinese breign student in his progam: 

One of my tiiends (name). he was talking about where he was coming from. 

Sometimes he has trouble explaininp it out. but 1 find it very interesting. I'm 

finding a lot more about. for example. his is nonhem Chinese culture.. .just the 

languape.. if ive talk about kanji or sornething like that and I found out that. wow. 

kanji actually gooes through multiple countries that are using the same alphabet 

system. and almost the same words. 1 tind it vety interesting. It's one of the fint 

thinp that 1 always bring up because I've been told dieerent things depending on 

the person. of course. 1 find that somewhat interesting: it's something that 1'11 

bring up and ask about. (DS-3. p. 2 )  

There were three written references by domestic students to learning through 

toreign students about products of a country's culture. CC mentioned leaming songs. 

dances. and traditions of a certain country. DS-6. a student fiom ClSC 365. described a 

piece of Chinese folklore that she leamed about through a friend who was a foreign 

studeni at Queen's. The following excerpt relates to a discussion that DS-6 describeci 



having with this hend about a contemporary Hollywood film, in which the characters 

had the ability to fly. 

CAL: Do you think it would be possible to describe what you have learned from 

the foreign students that you've interacted with? 

DS-6 .... the girl 1 was talking to a couple of weeks ago. we were talking about 

(a certain movie). She was talking about how they believe that a long time ago 

there were these people that c m  jurnp. And she was just telling me a legend about 

it. which 1 would never have heard about fiom anyone else. (DS-6, p. 4) 

1 intewiewed a staff member who is involved with the international exchange 

program at the Queen's University School of Business. As a liaison between exchange 

students and faculty members. he deals regularly with foreign students at Queen's. as 

well as those of the hculty members who corne into contact with them. Below. he 

describes one exarnple of country-speci fic perspectives that foreign exchange students 

have been exposed to: 

I think it's a way for students that haven't had a chance to go away. to see how 

other cultures and business function. and it's quite interesting to see how different 

cultures will approach a problem differently. M e n  they get in their case 

discussions. we'll talk about the Canadian response.. . and a y y  fiom Norway 

will go. 'What? See. we would look at it from this point of view. You have to 

consider what is the environmental impact fiom it.' Well. of course. they 're fiorn 

Nonvay. 1 mean. huge: what's going on there. You don't like to stereotype. but 

i fs  interesting to see how consistently different cultures attach the problem 

differently. (SM-1. p. 3) 



A Weak Impact 

Eight of the 53 responses ( 1 job) to item 2.1 2 indicated that the presence of 

foreign students only slightly increases domestic students' awareness of other countries 

and world-views. "To some degree." wrote B. a Computer Science student who neither 

agreed nor disagreed wi th item 2.1 2. "Some have. but not al\ foreign students have a 

voice." wrote CS. an Education student who agreed with the item. "It would more so if 

there were more foreign students." was R's explanation for neither agreeing nor 

disagreeing with the item. AD responded straightfonvardly. "Slightly." 

No Impact 

Five out of the 55 responses (9%) described why foreigi students had not 

increased their awareness of other countries and world-views. "They never brought it 

up." wrote CN. an Education student who strongly disagreed with question 2.11. 

"Nothing has affected my view except my own enpenences in leaming." wrote G. an 

Economics student who neither agreed nor disagreed with the item. H's response 

provides interesting insight into the item. She wrote. "1 was globally inclined before 

coming to Queen's. Q offered this response: "Incentive to tnvel and study abroad is fiom 

tiiends. not necessarily foreign students." Finally. Ch' wrote. 'lThey never brou@ it up." 

in regards to leaming about foreign students' home countries. 



Miscellaneous Responses 

There were 15 rniscellaneous responses to item 2.12. R. a Sociology student who 

neither agreed nor disagreed with item 2.12 suggested that she would have a better 

awareness of other countries "if there were more foreign students." Three other people 

focused directly on Queen's as a factor. When asked if foreign students at Queen's had 

inçreased her awareness of other countries. AY said that this was true of her high school 

rxperience. but "at Queen's this hasn't happened." BQ wrote. "Queen's is not a diverse 

population. but the people I have met have made a lasting impression." BQ was an 

Education student who strongly agreed with item 2.12. 

Results of Item 2.13 

hem 2-13 asked students io respond to the statement. "Foreign students at 

Queen's tend to associate with other foreign students more than with Canadian students." 

Across the literature. foreign students are widely ponrayed as clustering among people 

tiom their home country and other foreign students. which has implications on the 

leaming tnnsfer between foreign and domestic students. The purpose of this item was to 

determine if domestic Queen's students view foreign students as having this tendency. 



Scale Results 

The scale results to item 2.13 showed ovenvhelming agreement with the 

suggestion that foreign students tend to associate with other foreign students more than 

with domestic students. Fifiy-eight percent of the respondents agreed. while only seven 

percent disagreed. Thirty-two percent of respondents neither agreed nor disagreed with 

the suggestion in item 1.13. The scales results are summarized in Figure 2.13 below. 

Responses to sunrey item 2.1 3 

Fimire 13. Summary of responses to survey item 2.13. "Foreign students at Queen's tend 
to associate with other foreip students more than with Canadian students." 



Qualitative Resul ts 

The qualitative responses to item 2.13 c m  be grouped into three categories: a) 

Foreign students associate more with other foreign students than Canadian students. b) 

Foreign students associate more with Canadians students than foreign students. and c) It 

depends on the individual. 

Foreign Students Tend to Cluster Among Themselves 

As retlected in the results of scale item. by far the largest group of qualitative 

responses to item 7.13 ageed that foreign students have a tendency to associate with 

other foreip. students more than Canadian students. Thirty-eight of the 62 writtcn 

responses to item 2.13 supponed this view. For examplr CN. an Education student who 

strongly agreed with the item. wrote. "They rarely interact with Canadian students." AL. 

a Sociology student who agreed with the item. wrote. "1 have noticed this. There is 

nothing wrong with this. thou&." 

Seven people suggested that clustenng among other foreip students is a natural 

tendency. For example. CL explained. "There is a greater sense of comfort to be with 

your own people." CL was an Education student who strongly agreed with the item. 

"Canadians already have cliques. Foreign students know no one, so land quickly with 

each other." wrote AB. a Sociology student who strongly agreed with the item. BX 

suggested that being among other foreign students provides a sense of "cultural comfort." 

while in CE'S view. this is "natural." 



The respondents provided a variety of suggestions as to why foreign students tend 

to associate more arnong themselves than with Canadian students. For example. "Many 

Canadian and foreign students rnaintain a circle of fnends within their own cuiture." was 

the reason that BH cited for this behaviour. Eight people cited the separate orientation 

week and the various clubs organized specially for foreign students as a factor that 

encourages them to cluster. Also they "tend to be on the same tloors in [residence]," 

wrote AV. a Sociology student who agreed with the item. "Because they live with foreign 

students and have the international centre [as a place] to hang out." wrote AC, a 

Sociology student who agreed with the item. "Clubs and associations tend to be geared 

for t hem." wrote AJ. another Sociology student. 'These are the people they are first 

introduced to." wrote N. a Sociolow student who ogreed with item 2.13. 

DS-7 had this to say when I asked her if fureign and Canadian students tend to 

interact: 

Tend not to. 1 just think that when international students are brought into the 

school. the first people they are introduced to are facilitators and each other. 

They're al1 stransn in a new land. You have al1 these people around thern who 

have been going to Queen's for a few years [and] have already made their 

hendships and made their collectives.. ..so 1 think it's natunl that they tend to 

tlock toward each other. 1 think it's human nature. (DS-7. p. 2). 

Lûnguage ernerged as a strong theme in the written responses to item 2.1 3. Eight 

people cited language as a factor that influences the social interaction patterns of foreign 

students. For example. AU wote. "Most seern to spend more time together than with 

English speakers." AU was û Sociology student who strongly agreed with item 2.13. 



"They feel more comfortabie with others who speak the same language," wrote AT, a 

Sociology student who agreed with the item. D. a Computer Science student, also agreed 

with item 1.13. writing, "Especially with people for whom English is not their fint 

language." B. who strongly agreed with the item, wrote. "Especially in Computer 

Science. mainly because of the language bbarer." 

In the interviews. nine people said that they perceived a tendency for foreign 

students to associate more with other foreign students than Canadian students. For 

example. DS-3 was a Cornputer Science student who offered these comrnents about 

students in his department tiom Hong Kong. and how language is a factor that 

encourages them to stick together: 

English is not their first langage. and there tends to be a bit more of a cliquing 

there becausr. 1 suppose. the larger number of people and the differenses in the 

lanaguage. 1 wouid consider it more of a Hong Kong cliquing than any other 

thinp. 1 don't know of a large number of Japanese students in my classes or 

anything dse. If you're going to say Asia as an entire continent. they tend to 

clique more because they're .... a lot of times speaking the same language. If 

you're talking about Europeans. they're often not speaking the same language, so 

it tends to spread around a bit more. (DS-3. p. 1 ) 

One excerpi tiom my interview with DS-3 provides useful insight into the role of 

ianguuage in the interaction between foreign and domestic students: 

1 have a Bio-Psych media1 before this and the number of foreign students, like. 

nothing in compan3on to Cornputer Science. 1 was much more likely to 

communicate and socialize with foreign students. If one person spoke Cantonese, 



they didn't have 18 other people that could speak Cantonese, so they were son of 

forced into convening and communicating with everyone else.. ..there [was] a lot 

more social interaction. (DS-3. p. 3) 

Seven of the 38 raponses in this category. the majonty of which were fiom 

Economics and Computer Science students. specifically cited Asian students as having a 

tendency to cluster together. "There is a distinct division between Asian and non-Asian 

students in bio-chemistry." wrote CF. an Education student. "Many of the Asim students 

associate with each other." was BL's explanation for agreeing with the item. 

bbJapanese/Asians tend to stick together. but others diversi@ their social groups." wrote 

AX. a Sociology student. 

One of the Cornputer Science students 1 interviewed was in the unique position of 

having immigrated to Canada h m  Asia as a high school studcnt. She viewed her 

cxperience at Queen's as that of both a fore@ and dornestic student. Hers was one of the 

interviews that 1 was askrd not to record. She explained in our conversation that. in her 

view as a Computcr Science student. there was not much interaction between foreign and 

domestic students. As a student of Asian background. she felt isolated at Queen's. She 

described most of her fiends as Asian. saying this is typical among Asian students 

because associating with other Asians. she said. gives them a sense of "cornfort" (DS-13. 

p. 1). 

An Education student who lived on the international floor in residence during his 

tint year described how he perceived interaction between foreigi and domestic students: 

"1 think they tend to mix a lot. 1 know one other German student. and the rest of rny 

friends are tiom al1 over the place. But 1 find the Asian students tend to really group 



and.. . they have their separate thing going on and they don't mix a lot, whereas most of 

the other international students do." (DS-1, p. 3). Later. he said, "We had three [Asian 

students] on Our fioor. and they were gone most of the time. They were really separate" 

(DS-4. p. 4). Another CISC student said. "1 think [that] in Computer Science there are so 

many [Asian students] that they don? have to mix" (DS-6. p. 3). 

Foreign Students Associate More With Canadian Students Than Foreign Students 

Two of the 62 written responses generated by item 2.13 supported the opposite 

view that foreign students tend to associate more with Canadian students than other 

foreign students. CD wrote. "They try to mingle with Canadian students because that's 

one of the reasons they carne." AH wrote. "Foreign snidents are more eager to meet 

Canadian students." 

It Depends 

Ten people would not genmalize about whether or not foreign students tend to 

associate more with othrr foreign students. saying that it depends on the individual. For 

example. BG. an Education student who ageed with item 2.13. wrote, "1 don't want to 

assume this would be the case for al1 foreip students." AZ responded, "Some do. many 

don't. This is too big a generalization." AZ was a Sociology student who disagreed with 

the item. X provided an insighthl response. saying that the answer to this item "'depends 



on the amount of foreign students there are [at Queen's]." X was a Sociology shident who 

agreed with item 2.13. 

Results of Item 2.14 

Item 2.14 asked students to respond to the statement, "Enrolling foreign students 

makes Queen's University a more intemationalized institution." Enrolling foreign 

students is seen as part of the broader strategy to intemntionalize higher education. as 

descnbed in chapter 2. The purpose of including this item on the survey was to get a 

prrliminary sense. from students' perspectives. of whether foreign students have 

successtùlly contributed to internationalizing Queen's University. 

Sale  Results 

The scale responses showed that respondents tended to agree that enrolling 

forei gn students makes Queen's University a more intemationalized institution. Overall. 

779'0 of the participants agreed with item 2.14. Only four percent disagreed. and 18% 

neither apeed nor disagreed. One person did not provide a scale response. These results 

are summarized in Figure 14 below. 

Oual itative Results 

Two strong categories emerged from the qualitative responses to survey item 



Response to item 2.1 4 

Figure 14. Summûry of responses to survey item 3.14. "Enrolling foreign students rnakes 
Queen's University a more intemationaiized institution." 

2.14: a) Foreign students alone are not sufficient to intemationalize the university, and b) 

Queen's University benefits fiom its reputation being strengthened on an international 

basis. In addition. there were a number of miscellaneous responses to item 2.14 that were 

not sufficient in number to be classifieci as a category. 



Foreign Students Are Not Sufficient to Internationalize a Universitv 

Sixteen of the 43 witten responses (37%) to item 2.11 indicated that enrolling 

foreign students alone was not a sufficient means io intemationalize the university. This 

was. by a wide margin. the most common written response to this survey item. For 

example. J wrote. "There are more effective ways. like international conferences or 

exçhanges." N explained. "Foreign students need to be accompanied by Foreign courses." 

F indicated that foreign students do make Queen's University a more internationalized 

institution. but that the university "needs more foreign students" to do this. Two other 

respondents made the same suggestion. 'Yust enrolling thcm docsn't [make Queen's 

University more internationaiized] but drawing on their li fc experiences does." wroie BJ. 

"It's a step. but thrrr's got to be more" was BM's response. BC responded. "To become a 

more interationalized institution. you need more diverse faculty and an international 

cumculum." BM stated. "No. It's a step toward it. but there has got to be more." 

The Universitv Benetits fiom International Exposure 

The second most common written response to survey item 2.14 referred to 

Queen's University's reputation worldwide. Seven people ( 1 6% of the responses) 

indicated that enrolling foreign students generates wider international exposure for the 

university. and that this in itself helps the institution become more internationaiized. For 

exampie. it was CB's opinion that "Queen's will better make its name known around the 

world." BF said that enrolling foreign students "raises awareness of our university around 



the world." AG said that foreign students "spread the word in their country that Canada 

and Queen's are a good spot to be." So for the seven students whose responses fell under 

this category. internationalization appeareù to be swngly connectai to the univenity's 

exposure and reptation on the world stage. 

Miscellaneous Resvonses 

Seven people ( 16% responded in a general way that foreign students help make 

Queen's University a more intemationalized institution. For exarnple, AA wrote, 'On 

papa. this must be mie." AW responded. "bObviously" to the suggestion. BX wrote. 

9"s. but I wouldn't cal1 Queen's international.'' CF wrote. "True, but it seems as though 

many come frorn the sarne international areas." 

Three people (796) disagerd with item 2.14  indicating that enrolling foreign 

students does not makr Queen's University a more intemationalized institution. For 

example. P wrote. "Queen's is not international becausr it doesn't offer the sarne 

oppominities to everyone who is foreign." It was 1's opinion that. "Where students come 

%om has no effect on how Queen's directs its attention to a global view." G disagreed 

with item 2.11. saying that enrolling foreign students "does not apply to learning." 

Three people (796) suggested that a diverse student body hel ps intemationalize the 

institution. Two people again referred to Queen's as a bubble. AR. for example. apeed 

with item 2.11 and wrote. %ue .  but it seerns as though many [foreign students] come 

from the same international areas." Finally. two people indicated in their responses that 



they simply did not know the answer to this suggestion. and one person (CN) simply 

stated. "It enhances the bank account of the university." 

Results of Items 2.15 and 2.16 

The results of items 2-15 and 2.16 are presented ai the beginning of this chapter as 

part of the demogaphic profile of the sample. 

Results of Item 2.17 

Item 2.17 asked respondents to describe in their own words the impact that 

forcie students had made on their education at Queen's University. The purpose of this 

item was to provide students the opportunity to describe anything related to the 

educational impact of foreign students that the survey items did not cover. Seventy-eight 

people (82%) responded to this item. The majority of people. however. either reviewed or 

summarized in item 2.17 what they had already written in the previous items. 

Seven of the 75 people (9%) indicated in thrir written response that the presence 

of foreign students at Queen's University had made a positive impact on their education. 

An additional four people (5%)  specified that the impact of foreign students was felt 

outside of the classroom. ln contrast seventeen people (2296) indicated that foreign 

students had made no noticeable impact on their education. while an additional four 

people ( j O o )  said that the impact of foreign students on their education was not 

distinguishable from that of any other student. Four people (5%) referred to the nature of 



Queen's University as being a particularly white institution, and that foreign students 

help to add diversity to its homogeneous environment. 

Twelve people (1  5%) referred to the personal benefit they had accmed fiom the 

presence of foreign students. For example. CR wrote. "[Foreign students] challenge me to 

change the way 1 see myself. and tau& me to leam about myself and others." CR was an 

Education student. BQ, also an Education student. responded. "Foreign students have had 

a very large impact on what 1 think and want to do with my funire." AE said that foreign 

students "broadened [his] spectmm and outlook." 

The remaining 30 responses were miscellaneous ones that, for the most part. have 

already been reported earlier in this paper. Five of these had not been observed in 

previous answers. BV wrote. "1 would never ask someone where they're frorn. 'You're 

here. great. "' AY. a Sociology student. wrote. "ln a school the size of Queen's. it's hard 

to know everybody. 1 was able to meet foreign students in 3 srnaller environment. AT. 

retlecting on the impact that his Jordinian roommate had made on him. wrote. "I kl 

more connected to what's happening in other countries because 1 cm put a face to what is 

happening there." Al wrote. "[Foreign students'] presence at Queen's rnakes me realize 

that Queen's is a multicultural institution." CF wrote. "My contact with foreign students 

has mainly been through my own initiative." 

S ummary 

This chapter presented the results of the study. A summary of the demographic 

profile of the sample (section 1 of the survey) was presented first. The results of each 



survey item were then presented in separate sections, dong with relevant data from the 

interviews. The following chapter will discuss the results of the study. 



CHAPTER 5 

ANALYSIS AND DISCUSSION 

This chapter will examine the findings and compare them to the literature on 

foreign student impact and situated learning theory. It is divided into five main sections. 

each derived tiom the main rssearch questions and representing a theme that emerged 

tiom the study: a) Analysis of the sample, b) Relationship between the demographic 

characteristics of the sample and foreign student impact. c) Discussion of the impact of 

foreign students on the education of domestic undergraduates, d) Characteristics of 

foreign student impact and factors that contribute to the enrichment of domestic students' 

education. and e) Factors that help explain the absence of foreign student impact. A sixth 

section discusses the limitations of the study. 

As noted in chapter 4. an ANOVA revealed no siçnificant differences arnong the 

four classes at the p<0.05 level in their responses to five of the six core survey items 

about the impact of foreign students on the education of domntic undergraduates: items 

2.1 ("The presence of foreign students at Queen's University has enriched the education 

that I have received at this univenity"). 2.2 ("Foreign students have made no noticeable 

impact on my formal classroom education at Queen's University"), 2.3 ("Foreign 

students have made no noticeable impact on my broader education outside of the 

classroom at Queen's Univenity"). 2.6 ("The depth and scope of courses that 1 have 

taken with foreign students are no different than courses without foreign students"). and 

2.10 ("My education at Queen's would have been less e ~ c h e d  or enhanceci if the 

university did not e ~ o l  foreign students*'). Therefore 1 amalgarnated the survey results of 



al1 four classes into one group for the purpose of analysis. An ANOVA did reveal a 

statistically signifiant difference among the four classes in survey item 2.4 ("The 

presence of foreign students enhances the depth and scope of lectures.") This will be 

discussed later in section titled Variations in Foreign Student Impact by Class. 

Analysis of the Sample 

As the results of this study are based on the responses of a 94-person sample of 

domestic undergaduates ai Queen's University. i t  is important to understand the 

composition of the sample in order to put the conclusions into proper perspective. This 

section will discuss the nature of the sample. 

The original samplr was purposehily drawn (MçMillan & Schumacher. 1997) 

tiom two third-yeâr Queen's undergraduate classes. ECON 35 1 and CISC 365. which had 

comparatively hi@ enrolments of foreign students. The choice of using purposehl over 

random sampling was to increase the likelihood of detrcting an impact tiom foreign 

students. and to provide a solid base from rvhich to describe its characteristics. The 

unanticipated addition of participants tiom SOCY 324 and EDUC 255 mid-way through 

the data cooilection added a new dimension to the sample. These latter two classes were 

selected stnctly based on the quick access they provided me to undergraduate students. 

not the number of foreign studrnits enrolled in them. So. whereas the Cornputer Science 

and Economics classes had comparative1 y hi& enrolments of foreign students. the 

Education and Sociology classes did not. In the end. SOCY 324 and EDUC 255 added 84 



randomly chosen students to the 12 purposefully sampled ones ffom CISC 365 and 

ECON 351. 

These two additional classes had a strong effect on the sarnple. Unforeseen at the 

outset of the study was that ECON 35 1 and ClSC 365 provided only narrow examples of 

subject matter. teaching methodologies. and classroorn leaming environments at Queen's. 

According to the interviewees. the Economics and Computer Science classes were 

oriented towards lectures and assignments, and apparently. according to the students. did 

not encourage class discussions. Adding the Sociology and Education classes to the 

Economics and Computer Science classes provided a group of courses that was more 

interactive in nature. and whose subject matter was more regionaily based. which 

othenvise would not have been observed in their absence. The final outcome was a 

sample that was more representative of the diverse forma1 leaming environrnents at 

Queen's than what would have been discovered only fiom the CISC 365 and ECON 35 1 

classes. 

Questions still remain. however. about foreign student impact in the various 

disciplines and social environments at Queen's that were not captured in this sarnple. For 

exampie. one of the Sociology students 1 interviewed was actuaily a Commerce major. 

She indicated that the impact of foreigi students on her as a Commerce student was very 

strong because of the prominence of globalization in the study of commerce. as well as 

the School of Business' strong international exchange propam. My interview with FS-9. 

a facuity rnember in the School of Business who is closely associated with its 

international exchange program. also supported this belief. Little c m  be concluded about 

foreign student impact in the Commerce program fiom this study. but my interviews with 



these two people raise questions about how different disciplines foster awareness of 

internationalization in their cumcula. and the resulting impact that foreign students have 

on domestic students. Further research of the di fferent progams and di fferent pedagogies 

is wananted. 

Another aspect of the sample that deserves attention was the respondents' year of 

study. As a control measure. the methodology originally targeted only third-year students. 

But in the end. third-year students compnsed only 70h of the sampie (see Table 2 in 

chapter 4). Each survey question received answen fiom students in their first to fifth year 

of undergraduate study. It is ditficult to determine what impact this had on the results. 

Future research might consider how domestic students are impacted di tyerently by 

foreign students as their tirne in the institution increases. 

An important point surfûces with regard to the Education studrnts. An Education 

degree is taken either concurrently with or consecutively after another bachelor's degree. 

and one not necrssarily from Queen's University. In the haste that preceded my contact 

with the Education class. 1 overlooked moditjhg the survey to capture the Education 

students' academic backgrounds. So. the 47 Education students in this study were also 

exposed to a variety of disciplines and leaming environments in addition to those in the 

Faculty of Education at Queen's University. 

The gender distribution of the sample also deserves attention. Overall. 750'0 of the 

respondents to this study were female (see Table 3 in chapter 4). Females made up 3796 

of ECON 351.35% of ClSC 365. 8Zoh of SOCY 324. and 77% of EDUC 255. In the 

2000-200 1 academic year, Queen's University enrolled 8.843 fernale undergraduates and 

6.342 male undergaduates (58.2% and 4 1.8% respectiveiy) (source: Queen's University 



Office of Institutional and Research Planning, 200 1 a). In cornparison to the overall 

undergraduate student population at Queen's University. females were slightly over- 

represented in this study. However. there was little evidence that foreign students 

impacted domestic female undergraduates differently than males. Only one item in part 2 

of the survey (item 2.1) showed a significant difference between genders. Male 

undergraduates tended to disapee that foreiyn students enhance the depth and scope of 

lectures. while female undergraduates tended to rnildly agree (t(9 1 ) = 2.02. p<O.O5). T - 

tests revealrd no statistically significant diffetences between the responses of males and 

females on any of the other survey item. 

Finally. it is important to place into context the written survey responses in ternis 

of the overall rrsponse rate. Written explanations of the scale questions were somewhat 

sporadic. Many people did not providr a written explmation to each of thair sale 

responses. The reader should note that the number of witten responses reported for each 

survey item in chapter 1 is not a reiiable measure. In effect. the number of written 

responses reported for each survey item in çhapter 4 sirnply shows how many people 

chose to explain thar scale response. 

Relationship Between the Demopaphic Results and the lmpact of Foreign Students on 

the Education of Domestic Students 

Pan 1 of the sumey asked the respondents nine questions about their personal 

backgrounds (see Appendix A). Two of these factors showed a statistically significant 

effect on certain survey items in part 2. as follows. Fint. Canadian students who had 



attended school abroad tended to agree more strongly than those who had not that foreign 

students associate more among themselves than with Canadian students: t(90) = 2. 15. 

p<.Oj. The second effect was observed among Canadian snidents who had shared 

accommodations in the past with a foreign snident (30 of the 94 respondents fell into this 

category). Students who had lived with a foreign student showed a statistically significant 

effect on one of the suney items. These students tended to agree more strongly that the 

presence of foreign students at Queen's had enriched their education (Item 2.1 ): t(91) = 

1.563. p<.Ol. Increased levels of interaction with foreign students appear to be 

responsible for this finding. as suggested by situated learning theory. 

Discussion of the Impact of Foreign Students on the Education of Domestic 

Undergraduates 

This section discusses the findings in the light of the tint research question. which 

asked. "Does the presence of foreign students on campus enrich the education of 

undergraduate domestic students?" This discussion will  be divided into five sub-sections: 

a) Range and strength of the enrichhg effect of foreign student impact. b) Variations in 

foreign srudent impact by ciass. c) Foreign student impact outside the ciassroom. d) The 

contingent nature of foreign student impact. and e) The negative impact of foreign 

studrnts on campus. 



Range and Strength of Foreign Student Impact 

One of the noteworthy findings in this study was the wide range of responses 

fiom participants to whether foreign students have enriched their education. The literature 

tends to focus mainly on the enriching impact of foreign students. but the results of 

survey items 2.1 and 2.10 provide instructive examples. Item 2.1 stated. "The presence of 

forci&- students at Queen's University has e ~ c h e d  the education that I have received at 

this university." retlecting the tone of the current litenture. Thirty percent of the 

respondents ageed with this statement. w hile an additional 1 1 % strongly agreed. 

Thirteen percent of the respondents. however. disagreed with the statement, with an 

additional four percent strongly disagreeing. Moreover. 39?6 of the respondents. the 

largst single response group. nei ther agreed nor disagreed with item 2.1 (see the results 

of item 2 .  I on page 69). Similar findings were observed with survey item 2.  IO ("My 

education would have been less ennched if the university did not enrol foreign students"). 

reported on page 1 10. Furthemore. results of items 2.2 (impact of foreign students on 

classroom education). 2.3 (impact of foreign students on broader educotion outside of 

çlass). 2.4 ( foreign students enhance the depth and scope of lectures). 7.5 ( foreign 

students rnhance the drpth and scope of seminus). and 2.6 (foreign students enhance 

courses) al1 suggest that a sizeable portion of domestic students disagree with the 

suggestion that the presence of foreign students enriched these aspects of their education. 

These results make suspect the underl y ing beiief in the literature that foreign students 

ennch the education of domestic students unilateraily. 



Variations in Forei-m Student Impact by Class 

The results of this study suggest that foreign students might not impact the 

education of domestic undergraduates uni foml y across the university. another aspect of 

foreign student impact that is not accurately portrayed by the literature. As previousiy 

mentioned. results From the four classa were combined for the purposes of analysis 

because an ANOVA revealed no statisticaily siçnificmt differences among their 

responses to the çore survey items about educational impact. items 2.1. 2.2. 2.3. 2.6. and 

1.10. However. even though the four classes were combined. noticeable differences 

emerged in some of the survey items and intentiew topics betwten the two classes whose 

subjrct matter is not rcgionally based (CISC 365 and ECON 35 1 )  and the t ~ o  whose 

subjtct tends to be situated in Western perspectives (EDCC 255 and SOCY 324). The 

çlrarest exampies of this were in the quantitative results of survey items 2.4 ("The 

presence of foreign students enhmces the depth and scope of lectures") and 1.5 ("The 

presence of foreig students enhances the depth and scope of tutorials"). The mean 

responses to item 2.1 by students in the Economics and Computer Science classes were 

1.62 (SD = .74) and 1.66 (SD = 377)  respectively. showing their tendency to disagree 

that foreign students enhance lectures or seminan. In contrast. the Education and 

Socioloçy students tended to neither agree nor disagree to 2.4. with mean responses of 

3.17 (SD= 1.17) and 3.19 (SD=.S2) respectively. The results of s w e y  item 1.5 were very 

similar. 

There were also cases where individual classes were observed to deviate 

noticeably from the other three. For example. while the Sociology. Education, and 



Computer Science students' mean responses to survey item 2.2 ("Foreign students have 

made no noticeable impact on my forma1 classroom education at Queen's") were 3.00 

(SD = .755). 3.19 (SD = 1.28). and 3.25 (SD = 1.35) respectively. showing ambivalence 

or weak agreement with the statement. the Economics students clearly expressed strong 

agreement. with a mean response of 4.66 and the lowest standard deviation of the four 

classes (SD = .577). 

Economics students tended to agree more strongly than students tiom the other 

threr dasses with survey item 7.6 ("The depth and scope of courses 1 have taken with 

foreign students are no ditTerent than courses without foreign students"). Their mean 

response of 1.33 (SD = -577) to item 2.6 was noticeably higher than the three other 

classes. whose means were 3 3 7  for Economics (SD= 1.30). 3.30 (SD= 1 -03) for 

Sosiology. and i .O8 (SD= 1 2 9 )  for Education. DS- 1. an Economics student. best reflected 

these findings wwhen he said in his interview. "Overall. t'd aciually Say that foreign 

students go very unnoticed. They kind of fade into the background" (DS-1. p. 4). 

Economics students also tended to disagree more stronply to item 2.1 1 ("Faculty 

regularly draw on the enperiences of foreign students to enhance course content") than 

the other 3 goups. The mean scale response of the Economics students to item 2.1 1 was 

1.33. with a Iow standard deviation (SD = 377). Although item 2. I 1 is only indirectly 

related to the impact of foreign students. the results provide additional dues rhat help 

increase Our undentanding of foreip student impact. 

Finally. the Computer Science students tended to agree more strongly than those 

from the other three classes to survey item 2.13 ("Foreign students tend to associate with 

other foreign students more than with Canadian students"). Their mean response was 



4.75. with the lowest standard deviation (SD = .162). while the Econornics, Sociology. 

and Education students produced mean responses of 3.33 (SD=.577 ). 3.61 (SD4.1 O), 

and 3.65 (SD=.89 ) respectively. These results are most clearly reflected in DS-6's 

interview. when she said. 

1 think [that] in Computer Science there are so many [Asian foreign students] that 

they don? have to mix. There are problems with it. I t  doesn't add much if they're 

not interacting with us. But nobody minds. Sometimes it feels like there are a lot 

more foreign students than there are Canadian students. (DS-6. p. 3) 

It is important to emphasize the Iow numbers of respondents from Computer 

Science and Econornics students. A study dedicated to foreign student impact in different 

classes or prognms could more accurately judge this question. But these findings offer 

preliminary indications that diffrrent academic progams mi@ foster varying leçels of 

impact fiom the presence of foreign students. 

Foreign Student impact Outside the Classroom 

Findings tiom this study point to the possibility that the educational impact of 

foreign students is different outside the classroom than it is in formal academic settings. 

The quantitative results of survey item 2.3 ("Foreign students have made no noticeable 

impact on my broader education outside of the classroom at Queen's University) are 

important. The mean response to 1.3 was 2.13 ( S D  = 1-24). showing mild disagreement. 

ahile that of item 2.1 ("Foreign students have made no noticeable impact on rny formal 

classroom education") was 3.15 ( SD = 1.28). showing mild agreement. Twenty-two 



percent of students in each of items 2.2 and 2.3 neither agreed nor disagreed with the 

statements. Conversely, 57% of respondents disagreed that foreign students had not 

impacted their out-of-class education. while only 30K disagreed to this suggestion about 

foreign student impact on their in-class ducation. This suggests that the impact of 

foreign students in the university might be stronger outside of the classroom than inside. 

This ments further investigation. 

The Contingent Nature of Foreign Student Impact 

An important aspect of this study's findings is the weak. but consistent. voice of 

people who would not generalize about certain aspects of the impact of foreign students 

on campus. In their view. the effect of foreip students on domestic students is contingent 

on many personal and institutional factors that vary widely across the university. Such 

responses were observed in the rcsults of survey items 2.4.2.5. 2.7.2.8.1.1 1.2.11. and 

2.13. as weil as in some interviews. These were described throughout chapter 4 as "it 

depends ." 

It devends on the student. The factor most commonly cited for not being able to 

generalize about foreign student impact was individualism (see the results of survey items 

2.3.2.1. 2.7. and 2.8). For example. AZ wrote. "It depends on if [foreign students] decide 

to contnbute." In contrat. BC wrote. "[Domestic students] just have to make the effort to 

meet [foreip students]." Classroom participation and interaction with other students 

were seen by respondents as being determined by: one's penonality. a foreign student's 



ability and confidence in using English as a second language, and the noms that govem 

classroom protocol in the home country. 

It depends on the nature of the course. The course and subject material were seen 

as strong factors that detemine student participation regardless of one's status as a 

foreign or domestic student. The variety of disciplines sarnpled in this study served to 

highlight this contrast. On one level. there was the contrast between lecture courses and 

courses that relied on classroom discussion and interaction. On another Ievei there were 

scientific courses. in which students leamed an established body of knowledge and 

methods (e.g.. Computer Science and Economics). and courses in which the knowledge is 

regionülly based and open to interpretation (e.g.. Education and Sociology). In this study. 

participants indicated that the Computer Science and Economics provided few 

opportunities for class discussion. Differences among progms and within progams 

should also be investigated. 

It depends on the professor. On the same note. msny people also cited the 

professor as a factor that atfects the impact of foreign students on domestic students' 

classroom education (see the results of survey item 2.1 I ). DS-S. for example. was a 

visible minority student whose parents immigated to Canada before she was bom. She 

provided an illustrative example in her interview of how her firsthand knowledge of her 

parents' homeland surfaces in the classroom. She said. "It depends on the type of class 

I'm in. In some classes. profs will actually try to get things out of me. But it's not really 

typical" (DS-5. p. I ). An encerpt h m  DS-8's interview contrasts DS-5's experience. 

Below. he describes how the professor of one of his classes encourageci foreign students 

to share their perspectives and knowledge in class: 



DS-8: It definitel y [depends on the professor]. 1 can remember one geography 

class. It was basically run by international students saying, 'This is what it's like 

in.. ..' and the prof throwing in something, and the Canadian students go, 'Alright, 

tell me more about this. Let's figure it out.' 

Findings that point to the contingencies of foreign student impact shed valuable 

light on Our current undentanding of the foreign student phenornenon in universities and 

other institutions of higher education. The impact of foreip students appears contingent 

upon the type of class. perhaps the program. the professor. and perhaps even the class 

itsel f. 

Negative Impact 

.4 small poup of respondents in this study associated the presence of foreign 

students with a negative impact on their education. These findings emerged exclusively 

tiom the one class of Computer Science students. who expressed fhstration and 

resentrnent at seeking the help of gaduate teaching assistants who could not clearly 

express themselves in English. Thesignificance of lünguage in this study is that it 

highlights the ambivalent nature of foreign student impact. a point that should be clarified 

in the literature. 

Characteristics of Foreign Student Impact on Domestic Students' Education 

This section discusses the data from the point of view of the second research 

question. which asked. "Where a domestic student perceives his or her education as being 



ennched or otherwise positively impacted by foreign students, what are the 

chancteristics of that impact and what factors açcount for them?'it is divided into four 

themes that emeged tiom the data: a) What domestic students reported learning h m  

foreign students. b) Other educational outcornes of the presence of foreign students. c) 

How Impact Occun. and d) Why it is important to enrol foreign students. 

What Domestic Students Reported Leaming From Foreign Students 

Two categories emerged tiom the data regarding what domestic students lamed 

from foreip students: a) Perspectives. and b) Facts about foreign countries. which are 

rcported below. This sub-section also reports other outcomrs of enrolling foreign students 

reportrd by domestic students. of which thrre wrrr not a sutlicient number to tom 

categones. 

Perspectives. It was not unexpected that the most commonly reported benefit 

derived tiom the presence of foreign students was being exposed to new and different 

perspectives ( e g .  results of survey i terns 2.1 . L I .  2.3.2.4.2.5. and 2.6). Foreign students 

provide "different perspectives on educational issues" (CS): "They taught us other ways 

of doing things. how the subject might be approached at home" (CC): and "give 

examples fiom other parts of the world" (K). 

The vaiue of these explanations. fiom a research standpoint. is strongly 

undennined by their lack of specificity. However. perspectives or points of Mew do not 

necessarily have to originate h m  another country to be different or emiching. To that 

end. similar results could have been generated by a number of di fferent research settings 



or questions. Furihermore. to say that one has learned new perspectives only scratches the 

surface of the truly important items that this study attempted to uncover: narnely. the 

components of those new or different perspectives. and the degree to which they affect an 

individual's thinking. So. while this study found that the educational impact of foreign 

students on domestic students involves enhanced perspectives. it failed to adequateiy 

uncover the components of those new perspectives in a way that would advance our 

understanding of this aspect of foreign student impact. In-depth interviewing in this 

regard is required. 

Another question raised by this discussion on perspectives is the distinction 

between exposure to something -- for example. a skill. or a concept -- and learning it. lt is 

clear that many domestic students in this study are rxposed to different national and 

cultural perspectives through foreign students. But this study was not able to detemine 

that the domestic students a) had acquired those perspectives. or b) leamed something 

fiom those perspectives that changed them. 

Facts about other countnes. Domestic students reported learning facts about other 

countries. although rnuch less fiequently than perspectives. In addition to increasing their 

awareness of other countnes (survey item 2.12). items 2.1. 2.2. and 1.10 generated 

written responses that showed domestic students leamed facts aboui other countnes - as 

examples. "l've lerimed a lot about their way of life" (CD) and "1 learn about issues in 

their home country" (M). 

Other outcomes of enrolling foreim students. Important and insightful data 

revealed not what domestic students leamed fiorn the presence of foreign students. but 

rather what the presence of foreign students had encouraged or enabled them to do. For 



example, four respondents said that the new perspectives to which they were exposed 

through foreign students had challenged the way they saw themselves. An additional two 

students reported that they had become more sensitive and understanding of other points 

of view. and that the presence of foreign students had encouraged them to "look at two 

sides" (CE). Another (M) reported that the presence of foreign students made her reaiize 

how fortunate she is to live in Canada. 

Respondents said that havinp foreign students at Queen's enabled them to make 

important connections that would extend beyond their undergraduate years (e.g.. 1. AH. 

BG. and BM). Similariy. some domestic students were able to visit foreign students in 

their home countries (e.g.. K). Having made connections with foreign students makes 

their countries more personal and interesting to some domestic students. 

The results of this study suggest that the presence of foreign students also has an 

effect on some students' life shoices and future aspirations. The impact was diverse: to 

teach English as a second language. an interest in travelling or studying abroad. a 

motivation (academically and socially). and broadening the scope of future plans. 

Divenitv. Participants also reported diversity as being a positive educational 

impact of foreip students on campus. The new and different perspectives that domestic 

studcnts associated with foreign students were interpreted as an added measure of 

diversity to the classroorn. The presence of foreign students was seen as adding "depth to 

a predominately white Canadian school" (B). 

The question raised by these tindings is just how substantively foreigr students 

contnbute to the diversification of the campus beyond colour. Foreign students compnsed 

7.3% of the total undergraduate student population si Queen's University in 2000-2001 
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(Queen's University Office of Institutional Research and Planning, 2001 b). Such a low 

proportion of foreign students cannot have a substantive diversiS.hg effect. Moreover, 

other results fiom this study. discussed later in more detail. suggest that foreign students 

might have a tendency to cluster among their compatriots and other for& students. So. 

not on1 y is there. in effect. a low proportion of foreign students at Queen's University, 

there is reason to suspect that they have a tendency to interact among themseives more 

than with Canadian students. lmpact on divenity is an important finding, but 

unfortunately this study did not successtùlly explore how diversity affects education. 

How Foreign Students Impact the Education of Dornestic Students 

One of the goals of this study was to identi- how foreign students impact the 

education of domestic students. This knowledge will help to improve practice. as wel 

contribute to our understanding of how leaming ocçurs. 

Interaction emerged as the dominant means by which enrichment. or impact. 

occun. Working in groups with foreign students and leaming about other cultures (BR). 

making tnends with foreign students (BH). tutorhg foreign students (BE). living with 

foreign students (CH), and attending workshops and events with foreign students (AZ) 

were the ways that domestic students saw foreign students as enriching or impacting their 

education. Likewise. those who described themselves as not being impacted by foreign 

students commoniy cited lack of interaction as the reason. 

As an analytical perspective for understanding leaming, situated leaming theory 

proposes that what we leam is a tùnction of the activity. context, and culture in which it 



takes place. Social interaction and collaboration are critical components of this theory 

because leamine is seen to occur within a community that embodies the beliefs and 

behavioun to be acquired. 

The results of this study are compatible with some concepts of situated leaming 

theory. The respondents showed that learning advances through collaborative. social 

interaction and the social construction of knowledge. Knowledg is fomed through 

interactions with the environment. In this study. lack of interaction with foreign students 

resulted in domestic students saying that no new knnwledge had been acquired. 

W v  Enroiment of Foreign Students Is Important to Domestic Students 

The mean scale response to suney item 1.9 ("It is imponant for Queen's 

University to enrol foreign students") was 4 . 2  (SD=0.95). showing that doniestic 

students strongly support the view that foreign students are important to Queen's 

University. Moreover. the written response rate to 1.9 was panicularly high (66 writ~en 

responses. or 704'0). suggesting that domestic students have strong opinions about the 

contribution that foreign students makr to the campus environment. The responses show 

that domestic snidents view foreign students as important. mainly to ensure a diverse 

campus or leaming environment. but also to build future overseas connections and to 

increase the chances for other Canadians to study abroad. as reporteci in the previous 

section. Survey results also show that enrolling foreign students is one way that 

respondents think the univenity can contribute to international development. Diversity. 



though, clearly was the rnost commonly cited reason that Queen's should enrol foreign 

students. although it was not expanded upon in the written responses. 

It was interesting to note that more than 50% of respondents either flatly 

disagreed or were ambivalent that the presence of foreign students at Queen's has 

d c h e d  their formal education (e-g.. results from survey items 7.1.2.2,ZA. 2.5, 2.6. and 

2.10). Moreover. more than 50% of the respondents reponed having either no or low 

interaction with foreign students. In the light of these findings. the question that arises is 

whether domestic students value the added diversity of foreign students on campus for 

educational reasons or for appearances. Because so much attention in Canadian 

universities is focused presently on discrimination and fostering inclusive attitudes. the 

results of item 2.9 could have been a conditioned response to a politically sensitive topic 

rathrr than a tnie rrflrction of the educational value of foreip students on campus. In 

hindsight. survey item 2.9 was very loosely worded. The results of this question would 

have been of more value if it h3d tied educational outcomes directly to foreign students. 

Moreover. these findings could have resulted from the paucity of foreign students at 

Queen's with whom to interact. Perhaps classes with greater percentages of foreign 

students would facilitate increased interaction. 

Factors That Help Expiain The Absence of Foreign Student Impact 

This section discusses the findings in terms of the third research question. which 

asked. "What factors account for cases in which a domestic student perceives his or her 

education as not being enriched or othenvise influenced by foreign students?" This 



question will be presented according to three themes that emerged from the data: a) 

Foreign student factors. b) Domestic student factors, and c) Institutional Factors. 

Foreign Student Factors 

Foreign Students Are Invisible on Campus 

Respondents in this study who showed that their education was not enriched or 

generally impacted by foreign students conimonly reported that they either perceived no 

difference between foreign and Canadian students. or they simply hadn't noticed forcie 

students on campus. These findings are important because they expose an rrror in the 

assumption that many people hold about foreign students: namely. that they are 

identitiable by physical. intcllectual. cultural. or behavioural differences. and that these 

differençes will automatically become apparent and foster learning or enhance domestic 

students' educational rxperiennce at univenity. 

A number of reasons help explain why foreign students go unnoticed on campus. 

Most obvious is the relatively small percrntage of foreign to domestic students at 

Queen's in the 1000-200 1 academic year (696 ovenll. 7.391 at the undergraduate level: 

source: Queen's University Office of Institutional Planning and Research. 200 1 b), and 

the fact that. as a consequence. the vast majority of domestic students do not share 

classes. club membership. or living situations with a foreign student. In this study. rnany 

respondents sirnply had never knowingly shared a class with a foreign student or 

interacted with one outside of the ciassroom. This raises a complicated issue about the 



optimal percentage of foreign students in an institution to achieve a desired ducational 

etYect. These issues will be discussed in a later section titled Institutional Factors. 

Canada's status as an immigrant nation also helps explain why foreign students 

cm easily go unnoticed on campus. For exarnple, school children have been taught that 

Canada is too diverse to assume that someone is a foreign student when really they could 

be a Candian (Y). Funher research should investigate an operational definition for the 

term "Canadian student." 

Findings in this snidy also show that foreign students tend to be perceived as quiet 

or reserved in the classroom. which helps explain cases in which domestic students were 

not impacted by their presence. "They tend to be more quiet." was CD's response to item 

2.7. G wrote that foreign students are "rarely prominent in class." It follows that for 

domestic students whose only contact with forcign students is in the classroom. thcrc are 

bamers. reai or perceived. that prevent interaction with foreign students. 

Thrse findings. however. should be kept in balance. For exarnple. AU wrote in 

her response to item 2.7 that. in her experience. there was "no noticeable difference" in 

the slassroom participation between foreign and domestic students. To this end. some 

respondents pointed out that they had attended classes in which it is ditEcult to grt 

anybodv to participate. At the other extreme lies an experience that DS-6 reported in a 

class she took the previous year. where foreign students outnumbered domestic students 

by approximately 4: 1. DS-6 reported that as a group. the foreign students were much 

more vocal than the Canadian students. So. there was a wide range of perceptions of 

foreign students' prominence in the classroom. But overall, 55% of the respondents 

neither agreed nor disagreed that foreign students are prominent classroom participants, 



which adds support to the view that foreign students are seen as being no diffèrent than 

domestic Canadian students. Further research with a larger sample size might provide 

greater clarification here. 

One important question that this study did not explore was the degree to which 

foreign students share their expenences and perspectives with the domestic students 

around them. lt would be valuable to know whether they tend to hide their backgrounds 

(deliberately or otherwise) in an atternpt to assimilate with their Canadian peen. Based 

on the results of this study. however. perspectives and expenences that foreign students 

bring with them to Queen's do not seem to be reaching the surface as ofien as the 

litenture presumes. 

Findinp in this study point to language as playing a strong role in the impact of 

foreign students whose mother tongue is not English. Inside the classroom. a foreign 

student's ability and confidence in usine English as a second language could. io a large 

degee. affect their participation. Lesser-developed verbal communication skills could 

have the invisibie etTect of pushing ESL speakers toward the safety of silence when in 

croups of unfamiliar people. and away From situations where they could draw unwanted 
C 

attention to their language skills. This would help explain the remarks of one participant. 

who henelf immipated to Canada as a teenager fkom an Asian country. She explained in 

her interview that language is one reason that Asian foreign students tend to enrol in 



math-based courses because they require fewer verbal skills. Math is a universal language 

that is much easier for ESL speakers to work with than English. 

Outside of the classroom. language seems to have a subtler effect. Findings in this 

study suggest that language is a strong factor behind foreign students' observai tendency 

to cluster arnong other toreign students. DS-7 provided an exarnple in her interview of 

the powerful effect of language over foreign students' social behaviour, both inside and 

outside of class. She said. 

1 think most otten the benefits of having an international student in your class is if 

they do have ability with English. A prime example: 1 have a fnend who is in 

Commerce, not an international student. but his mother is French and his father is 

[ k m ]  Mauritius. so he speaks French.. .. He has a housemate who's from Egypt, 

so they just tend to rnigate to different international students. And I think 1 know 

a lot of international studrnts through thern. But then. this yen there are two girls 

tiorn France who are on exchange in the Commerce progarn, and I've only gotten 

to know thern because of this guy. He flocks right to them because they speak 

French. and that's part of his culture. But they were in two of my classes. and 

never. ever did they ever say a word unless the professor asked hem for their 

opinion. because he wanted their opinion because they were from another 

country.. ..They're not cornfortable enough with English. They won't talk in class. 

(DS-7. p. 2) 

From this example. lanyage appears to have a natural effect of drawing ESL 

speakers together into social situations or groups where they are not stigmatized by 

language. Overall. these findings suggest that language could be the invisible hand that 



determines whom foreign students interact with. and the arnount of exposure they have to 

domestic students. 

The litenture reports that foreign students have a tendency to cluster among peers 

h m  their home country or other foreign students (e.g., Altbach. 199 1 : Barde 8: Button. 

1985). With 35.90h of respondents in this study agreeing to this suggestion. and an 

additional 23.9?h strongly ageeing (see the results of item 2.13). there appears to be a 

strong perception amonç the respondents t hat this phenomenon exists at Queen's. 

Situated leaming theory suggests that social interaction is the medium of leaming. in 

much the sümr way that air is the medium that transmits sound. Leaming cannot occur in 

a vacuum. Clustenng among foreign students could be one of the root causes in cases 

where foreign students do not impact the education of domestic students. 

Nobody would argue that clustering among foreign students. or "polanzation" as 

one interviewee descnbed it (DS-2). is a desinble outcome of enrolling them at Queen's. 

Obviousl y the spin t of enrolling foreign and enchange students rests on interaction and 

collegiality. Yet tindings in this study show that foreign and domestic students tend not to 

intenct. Clustering among foreign students susgests that social interaction between them 

is uncornfortable. inconvenient. or somehow naturally impeded. Further research in this 

area is needed to respond to this question. These findings could provide preliminary clues 

to why some domestic students report foreign students as having no impact or e ~ c h i n g  

effect on their education. 



Country of Origin 

Responses to survey items 2.7 ("Foreign students tend to be prominent 

participants in the classroom") and 2.13 ("Foreign students at Queen's tend to associate 

with other foreign students more than with Canadian students") included references that 

were specific to a country or a region of the world, particularly Asia. For example, two 

people indicated in item 1.7 that the participation of foreign students in the classroom 

depends on the foreign student's country of origin. In item 1.13. al1 of the responses that 

made reference to a country or region of the world pointed to students of Asian 

background. For example. A Sociology student. V. wrote. "You tiequently see Asian 

groups of students together." This probably is relatai to the fact that Asian students (Le.. 

studcnts %om China. Hong Kong, Japan. South Korea. and Taiwan) formed the largest 

group' of foreign students at Queen's University in 2000-200 1 . 

The results of item 2.8 show that the respondents generaily cannot recognize with 

any degree of confidence if an unfamiliar student is. by definition. a foreign student. i t 

follows. then. that it would be equally difficult for them to generalize about foreign 

students' patterns of socializmion on campus. Accordingly. an important consideration is 

that the respondents in the above cases might actually be mistaking tint- or second- 

generation Canadians with foreign students. When considering factors that rnight impede 

interaction between foreign and domestic students -- and the eruîching efiect they have 

on domestic students -- the possibility that one's national. racial. cultural. or ethnic 

' Overall there were 612 foreign students fmm Asia a Queen's University in 200-200 1 .  The next largest 
group was what the university classified as "Northem Europeans." of whom there were 214 that year. 
(Source: Queen's University Office of Institutional Research a d  Planning, 2001 b). 



background is a factor that should not be dismissed. Al1 in dl, the reliability of the results 

must be questioned. 

Institutional Factors 

Three factors emerged from the results that suggest some practices within 

Queen's University might impede the e ~ c h i n g  rffects of foreigi students: a) Foreign 

studrnt enrolment. b) Faculty appointments. and c) Segregation. Each of these will be 

discussed beiow in a separate section. 

Foreign Student Enroiment 

As it relates to educationai considerations. foreign student enrolment at Queen's is 

a complen issue. The data in the study suggest that some people see a correlation between 

the number of foreign students on campus and their enriching effect on domestic 

undergraduate students. For example. a Queen's administrator said: 

One thing is that you'd probûbly have to pt the proportion of students up hi& 

enough so they have a cntical mass. If it's hovering at the one [or] two percent 

level. that's probably a sub-optimal. to say the least. level. They probably don? 

have an impact. 1 would be pulling a number out of the air. but 1 think when you 

get up closer to 10 percent. you would expect to see a material impact because the 

number of interactions. penon to penon interactions. would start to go up very 

rapidly. (FS-9. p. 5) 



Convenely. an equally compelling argument is that, as the number of foreign 

students on campus increases. the possibility exists that the division between foreign and 

domestic students becomes more acute, and that the foreign student population itself 

begins to t o n  clusters within the university based on race. culture. or nationality. much 

the same way that ethnic neighbourhoods corne into being in larger urban centres. Yet it 

appears that research in this area has not yet addressed the question of what an optimal 

proportion of foreign students in a univenity might be to achieve a desired educational 

etTect. No literature could be found on this topic. 

According to one tàculty member I interviewed. FS- 1 1. the university does not 

have a policy to guide the enrolment of foreign students. He also said. "The univenity 

needs to think. 'why are [foreign students] here?"' If the university devoted more 

attention to this question. the enriching rffect of their presence might stand a better 

chance of being more evenly distributed across the univenity. DS- I referred to the 

university's approach to foreign students as "laissez-faire" (DS-1. p. 3). But as it stands. 

the apparent lack of a foreign student policy at Queen's cannot be descnbed as a factor 

that arneliorates the educational benefits of their presence to domestic students. 

DS-5 was a Sociolou student and a visible minority. She criticized the fact that 

most of the professon are white. "1 think there's only one or two non-white Sociology 

profs.. .. If you get people who are [ot] non-European descent. then it might be easier for 

international students that want to Say something" (DS-5). She was one of two visible 

minority students 1 interviewed in this study. and the only person among the 94 



respondents to draw a connection between faculty members' ethnic backgrounds and 

foreign student participation in the classroom. Indeed. Queen's is not known for its 

diversity of professon or students. 

Segregation is a term that conjures harsh images of racism. but 1 use the term here 

softly to describe sorne practices of Queen's University that might unknowingly be 

inhibiting interaction between foreign and domestic students. and as a result. restncting 

foreign students' educatjonal effect on domestic students. 1 will dnw on two enamples 

tiom the data: a) the Commerce progrm. and b) support services for international 

students rit Queen's. 

Each year. 60 international exchange students tiom a variety of countries come to 

Queen's through the Sçhool of Business' international exchange progam. Each takes the 

place of a third-year Queen's Commerce student. But according to FS- IO. a member of 

the School of Business who is closely associated with this program. it is wrong to assume 

that the exchange students blend in nriturdly with their Canadian peen. He said. 

[Foreign studcnts] tend to interact a lot among themselves. They're the ones 

parachuting in third year. They're trying to crack an egg of students that have 

been togetha for two yean. [Domestic students] figure each other out in those 

two years. and they know who's who. . . . And it's hard for someone to come in 

and penetrate those bamers. So [foreign students] do tend to interact sornewhat 

among themselves for that reason. The second reason.. .. is purely out of housing 



arrangements. Because leases in Kingston function on 12-month lease, there are 

students who are coming here for 8 months ût the most. 4 months at the least. 

How do you get a house? Well. there are areas with services set up.. . for that 

market. So. it has mostly international students in them. For exarnple. Science '14 

Co-op takes an awtùl lot of our exchange students because they'll do the j-rnonth 

lease arrangement. . . . We're working very hard to try and break that up. The 

students realize it's a bit of an issue and they realize it's a very unconscious thing 

that they're doing, but it happens. 

The School of Business' policy that restricts participation in the exchange 

progam to upper year students. combind of course with the realities of the local housing 

market. appears to undemine the reason for hosting exchange students. Besides echoing 

the same assumptions in the literature that motivated this study (sec chapter 2). the 

School of Business' experience with foreign student clustering dnws attention to an 

additional assumption behind such initiatives: that foreign students will corne and 

semlessly intepte  with Canadian students. FS- 10's comment shows that structural 

factors throughout the university cm have an enormous etfect on foreip students' social 

interaction patterns. According to situated leaming theory. lack of interaction would have 

a direct effect on the educationai outcomes for domestic and foreign students alike. 

Three other services that Queen's University provides for foreign students might 

also. ironically. be encoumgmg segregation: the separate orientation week organized 

specially for foreign students. the International Centre. and the international floors in 

residence. For example. N. a Sociology student. agreed that foreign students tend to 

cluster together. In her response to item 2.1 3 she explained. '*because they have a 



separate orientation week and tend to be on the same tloon in residence." N. a Sociology 

student. also agreed with item 2.13. and referred to the international student orientation 

week. She explained. "These are the people they are first introduced to. and they have 

more in common (i.e.. new person in a new countrv)." The international tloor in 

residence and the International Centre each have the sarne effect: they encourage foreign 

students to congregate regularl y in the same place and establish personal relationships 

among each other. The more important question is whether or not this happens to the 

exclusion ot' domestic Canadian students. 

Another debate surfaces regarding the etTect of the international tloor in 

residence. international student orientation week. and the International Centre. These 

provide a strongly needed sense of cornmunity and support to students who corne to 

Qurrn's fimi abroad. But the rcsults of this study show that they are pcrcrived to have 

the rffect of çreating a ghetto of foreign students. Thc irony is that while the univrrsity is 

trying to provide a w m .  receptive environment for the needs of foreign students. it 

might well be preventing itseif tiom achieving its objectives of hosting them in the tint 

place. Presumably these goals would be the iniegration of foreign students into the 

mainstrearn Queen's population. and interaction with Canadian students. But. as it 

appean that no forrign student policy enists st Queen's. it is difficult to determine what 

the univrirsity's objectives are of hosiing foreign students and sending staffrnembers 

abroad to actively recruit thrm. 



Limitations of the Study 

There are certain limitations associated with this study that readers should take 

into consideration. First. and this was bnefly mentioned above. it was conducted on a 

very narrow cross-section of classes, prograrns. and students in just one university. 

Queen's. for example. was considered by many of the participants as lacking racial 

diversity arnong its students and faculty. It was impossible to characterize the diversity or 

character of Queen's without compaing it to other institutions. which in itself would be 

an enormous and cornplex task. Therefore. the effect that Queens' panicular institutional 

culture had on the results of this study is unknown. Likewise. with having st-udied just 

four of the university's many classes. there is the possibility that the results don't 

accuratel y or adequatel y reîlect the overall foreign student impact phenornenon ai 

Queen's University. It was by chance. for example. that one of the Sociology 

interviewes was actually a Commerce major. Among many other departments at 

Queen's. the School of Business. with its strong international exchange prognm and 

support system for toreign students. is a source for rich information that this study 

overlooked. Future research should either take a wider cross-section of a particular 

institution or explore in depth one of the six cornponents outlined above. 

Second. the results of the second and third research questions offer on1 y limited 

insight into the form of the impact of foreign students makes on dornestic students. and 

how that impact actually occurs. This study bmke ground in terms of uncovering and 

cornmitting to papa what was probably obvious in the first place. But the research 

questions did not go deep enough to dissect. for example. the "new perspectives" and 



"expanded horizons" that many domestic students reported accming from foreign 

students. Future research could address this limitation by taking the notion of new 

perspectives as the starting point and investigating the factors that account for them. 

Similarly. the results indicate that impact results from interaction. There is much more 

room in this area for specificity. 

One of the most elusive questions not identified by this study was. did the 

domestic students who reponed denving an enriching efrect fiom foreign students really 

l e m  sornething. and how do we know? Being exposed to new perspectives and facts 

about foreign countries is not a guarantee that one has actually learned them. By analogy. 

a person çould listen to piano music for an entire lifetirne and still never be able to play 

the piano. Future research in this are3 should consider a theoretical framework that helps 

determine i t . lw1  a person has lemed something. as opposed to the Framework used in 

this study. which focuses on how learning occurs. 

This chapter discussed the results of the study. I t  first analysed the sample in 

ordrr to provide a context for the results. It then discussed the relationship between 

cenain demographic characteristics that were explored in the study and foreign student 

impact. Then. the discussion addressed each of the three research questions. narnely. the 

impact of foreign students on the rducation of domestic undergraduates. characteristics of 

foreign student impact and factors that contnbute to the enrichment of dornestic students' 



education. and factors that help explain the absence of foreign student impact. Finaliy. it 

provided a section on the limitations associated with this study. 

The final chapter of this thesis will present the conclusions and suggest some next 

steps. 



CHAPTER 6 

CONCLUSIONS 

The final chapter of this study presents the conclusions. It is divided into four 

sections: (a) Overview of the study. (b) Major tindings, (c) Further research. and (d) 

Conciuding statement. 

Overview of the Study 

This was an exploratory study ihat investigated how the presence of foreign 

studrnts impacts the rduçation of domestic undergraduate students in the host university 

is impaçted. l developed m interest in this topic afier retuming to graduate school in 

Canada. having lived abroad for five yean. The lack of interest and curiosity in the 

knowledge possessrd by foreign students shown by most of my fellow students and 

professon prompted me to explore why universities across North America are making 

such concerted efforts to recruit foreign students into their ranks. 

1 developed three main research questions to guide the study. as follows: 

1. Does the presence of foreign students on campus enrich the education of 

undergraduate domestic students'? 



Where a domestic student perceives his or her education as being enriched or 

otherwise positively impacted by foreign students. what are the characteristics 

of that impact and what factors account for hem? 

What factors account for cases in which a domestic student perceives his or 

her education as not being enriched or othewise influenced by foreign 

students'? 

A review of the litenture. presented in chapter 2. reveaied an underlying 

presumption that the presence of foreign students has an enriching effect on the education 

of domestic students in the host institution. This presumption has not yet been 

substantiated by research. In addition. there have been many cails in the literature for 

more research into the international ization of higher education. 

The theoretical tiamework was also established in the literature review. 1 chose 

situated leciming theory as a tiamework to guide the study. because social interaction is a 

critical component of this theory of learning. Lave and Wenger ( 199 1 ) argue that leming 

is a hnction of the activity. content and culture in which it occun (i.e.. leaming is 

"situated"). 

The study initial1 y targeted domestic third-year students in the Computer Science 

and Economics propams at Queenbs University. Queen's offered a convenient. relevant 

research site. and rny preliminary research showed that these two programs had 

comparatively hi& numbers of foreign students. Students tiom a third-year Sociology 

class and a tifth-year Education class were later added to the sample because of the low 

response rate from the Computer Science and Economics students and time parameters. 



1 considered it important to explore the research questions from students' points 

of view because pior daims about foreign student impact have originated exclusively 

tiom researchen and administrators. 1 conducted a survey of 196 students in these four 

classes. which explored the educational impact of foreign students on domestic students. 

A total of ninety-six surveys were returned. 1 followed up these surveys by interviewing 

1 1 domestic Canadian Queen's students who agreed to discuss with me. in more detail. 

the research questions and their learning expenences wi th foreign students at Queen's. 1 

also conducted background interviews with six Queen's staff and tàculty members to add 

contextual understanding to the student data. 

Major Findings 

This section is divided into nvo pans. The first part will respond to the three 

central research questions that have guided this study. The second part will present 

tindings of this study that wme not anticipated. 

Res~onse to the Research Questions 

As for the first research question. data tiom this study support the view that the 

presence of foreign students enriches the education of domestic students. This confimis 

the views of. for exmple. Symons and Page (1984). the CBIE ( 1986). The Secretary of 

S tate of Canada ( 1 989). the 41E.4 ( 1 995). and Vertesi ( 1 999). The underl ying 

presumption in the literature that I ofien refmed to throughout this study appem to be 



justified with this sample. The quantitative data. for exarnple, showed that 42% of the 

participants agreed that their educational experience at Queen's has been e ~ c h e d  or 

enhanced by the presence of foreign students. Likewise, 39% of the participants agreed 

that their education would have been less e ~ c h e d  or enhanced in the absence of foreign 

students at Queen's. and more than half (57%) disagreed that foreign students had made 

no noticeable impact outside of the clûssroom. 

The qualitative data provided a more thorough description of how the domestic 

students thought their education had been ennched. The rnajonty of respondents 

suggested that foreign students bnng a world ofnew perspectives and experiences to the 

university classroorn. and that they leam fiom being exposed to these new perspectives. 

Outside of the classroom. the students were not specitic about how their education was 

enriched beyond indicating that enrichment was drrived fiom social interaction. So. in 

response to the fint research question. the results of ihis study reveal that there are 

domestic students who perceive that their cducarion has been e ~ c h e d  tiom the presence 

of foreign students. 

However. the resul ts also suggest that the Iiterature is not entirel y representative 

of the foreign student impact phenornenon. For example. one-fiflh of the participants 

M y  disagreed. and 39Oh (the largest single group) neither ageed nor disagreed. that 

foreign students have entiched their education. Almost half of the sample (47%) said that 

foreign students had made no noticeable difference to their formal classroom education, 

and 39?6 agreed that courses with foreign students are no different than courses without 

them. One-fifih of the respondents indicated that foreign students had not made an impact 

on their education outside of the classroom. The litenture to date has only prescnbed one 



perspective. narnely the ameliorative etrects of enrolling foreign students. The range of 

impact. as found in the results of this research. begs fiu-ther investigation. 

The second research question asked. where an enriching efiect is found. what are 

the characteristics of that effect and what factors either encourage it or allow it to occur? 

The purpose of this question was to address an existing gap in the literature. Two factors 

dominated domestic students' enplmations of what they had leamed fiom foreign 

students. The most cited response \vas being exposed to the new or different ways of 

thinking that foreign students embody. The undergraduates descrîbed this in many f o n s  

(e.g.. forcibm students' different "perspectives" and "points of view." "new approaches to 

issues." "expanded horizons." and "different ideas"). Another solid factor that emerged 

regarding the elements of an enriched education was that domestic students reported 

Ieaming facts about foreign students' home countries. Finally. the respondents indicated 

that the presence of foreign students has a positive impact on domestic studcnts' life 

choices and opportunities. Domestic students in this study reported the positive banefi ts 

of making international persona1 connections. and how foreign students had impacted 

their acüdemic. career. and travel aspirations. 

The second part of this question asked. what allows this e ~ c h i n g  effect to occur'? 

The one factor that continued to emeqe throughout this study was the central role of 

social interaction. In forma1 educational settings like the classroom. domestic students 

gained fiom listening to foreign students present ideas. working directly with thern in 

eroups. and discussing classroom topics with thern. The same held true outside of class. 
C 

where the participants showed that enrichment was derived fiom social interaction in any 

situation in which national. cultural. historical. or racial differences between foreign and 



domestic students surfaced and gave the domestic students an opportunity to see 

themselves in a different light. The out-of-class learning also requires further explanation. 

The third research question asked. what factors account for cases in which 

domestic students derived no educational benefit from the presence of foreign students? 

Once again. social interaction emerged as the prime factor, both inside and outside the 

classroom. Domestic students who reported deriving no enrichment fiom foreign students 

typically had never anended a class with one. did not know or associate with my foreign 

students. or suggested that foreign students' reclusive ciassroom behaviour was a barrier 

to leaming fiom them. Secondly. the nature of a particular course and its subject matter 

also appear to be factors that determine the ennching effect that dornestic students 

accrued fiom foreign students. The participants from the two Economics and Computer 

Science classes tended tto report littie or no etfeçt at al1 from foreign students, explaining 

that the passive leaming style in those courses involves little social interaction. and 

because the subject matter fosters little subjective interpretation and retlection from 

penonal enperience. 

To summarize the responses to the research questions. the presence of foreign 

students at Queen's e ~ c h e s  the rducation of some domestic students. but an equal 

number of students reponed that they accrued no educational benefit fiom their presence. 

The literature does not hlly account for this dual or inconciusive finding. Arnong the 

domestic students who reported an enriching effect. learning new perspectives or ways of 

thinking. and facts about foreign students' home countries. were the most commoniy 

reponed elements of an enriched educational experience. E ~ c h m e n t  occurred through 



social interaction between foreign and domestic students. Likewise. interaction was the 

dominant missing link where no enrichment effect was reponed. 

Further Research 

The results of this study raised many questions about the educational impact of 

foreign students on domestic students in the host institution. 1 have grouped these 

questions into broad categories. presented below. which should guide hiture research in 

this area. In addition. çornments at the end of this section retlect on the methodological 

weaknesses of this study that should br considered in hture research. 

Symons and Page ( 198-1) questioned whether Canadian univenities are making 

the most of the educationûl opportunities presented by foreign students. More than 15 

years later. this still appears to be an unanswered question (Goldstone. 2001 ). Results of 

this admittedl y nmow study suggest that Queen's University does not systematically 

cultivate the potential educational benefits that foreign students hold for its domestiç 

students. Quren's University seems to be taking a laissez-faire approach to foreign 

students at the policy level. viewing them no differently than domestic students. This 

could be a strong çontnbuting factor that underlies why some domestic students in this 

study reported no enriching effect fiom foreign students. Enrolling foreign students 

shouid be seen as an allocation of a very scarce resource (i.e., positions in higher 



education). Research on the relationship between universities and foreign students should 

address what universities wn do to help maximize the benefits their students from the 

presence of foreign students. 

1 initially targeted students in a Computer Science and an Economics class. 

assuming that the compantively high numbers of foreign students in those two programs 

would yield a rich samplr of domestic students whose education had somehow been 

impacted by their presence. Although the results of these two classes were based on a 

very srnall sample. they hint that the domestic students in these two classes derived little 

or no educational benefit tiom foreign students. This nises questions about our 

understanding of the correlation between the number of foreign students on campus and 

their educational impact on dornestic students. A low number of foreign students would 

seemingly restrict thrir ability to have any far-reaching impact on a university's domestic 

student population. Yet it would appear ftom this study. as well as the literature. that as 

their number inçreases. so does their tendency to cluster into goups of their compatriots 

or other foreign students. This reduces thrir contact with domestic students. which 

situated leaming theory suggests is necessaiy for leaming to occur. Questions about the 

optimal number of foreign students in an institution to create an intemationalized leaming 

environment do not appear to have been addressed yet by research. So. this study either 

points to a paradon between the number of foreign students and iheir esuiching effect on 

campus. or suggests that their enriching effect is not related to their population. and is 

more dependent on other. less visible factors. 

Judging from my i n t e ~ e w s  with faculty mernbers and administraton, 1 m led to 

believe that the university's current approach to foreign student enrolment is mostly 



focused on two areas: (a) recniiting foreign students. and (b) numiring foreign students' 

persona1 needs as expatriates afier they amve at Queen's. That is to Say, Queen's 

University seems to be onented much more towards the senice it cm provide foreign 

students to rnake their social environment more cornfortable than on what it can do to 

strengthen itseif as an institution and the quality of teaching and learning for its students. 

Documents published by Queen's over the years (e.g.. Quren's University. 1985. 1996) 

show that there is a strong belief at the administrative level of the educational benefits of 

enrolling foreign students. but there was no evidence in this study that the university is 

active1 y trying to cul tivate these benetï ts to advance its mission to "prepare leaders and 

citizens for a global society" (Queen's University. 1996). Considering that the 

univenity's basic mission is to advance knowledge. this is a surprising and ironic finding. 

Future research should tùrther investigate whether Queen's University's somewhat 

ideaiistic views of enrolling foreign students is justified in practice. 

The Protèssoriate 

Wciler ( 1984) suggested that the academic subculture in Nonh America tends to 

"adhrre to a panicular fiame of reference to the exclusion of other. alternative 

pandi_gms" (p. 1 78). The resuits of this study support his view. Thirty-five percent of the 

respondents (the largesst single group) had no opinion about whether professors dnw on 

the experiences or perspectives of foreign students in the classroom to rnhance course 

material. Funhermore. compared to the number of students who said professors do draw 

on foreign students. 54 O/o more said that they do not. 



Professon play a key role in encouraging foreign students' to share their 

perspectives in the classroom. But defining that role raises many difficult questions. For 

example. promoting intemationalization in the universiry classroom or laboratory is not a 

simple matter of choice. It is one of ability. particularly for professon whose subject 

rnatter is not regionally based (like the natural sciences), or who have not spent enough 

time in a foreign setting to undentand. appreciate. or care about the siniated character of 

knowledge. The intemationalization of higher education is a complex issue. to which an 

entire field of research is devoted. But professors are at the heart of this issue by virtur of 

what and how they teach. Future research should consider what role professon play in 

enhancing the educational impact of foreign students. and what is desirable. 

Academic Discipline 

The results of this study suggest that academic discipline piays a major role in the 

impact of foreign students on the education of a university's domestic students. The 

etTect of foreign students on domestic students in the Computer Science and Economics 

classes was. in some cases. different than on those in the Education and Sociology 

classes. although this. admittedly. is based on a very small sample. The participants fiom 

the Economics and Computer Science classes in this study inferred that the content of 

classes in Cornputer Science and Economics leaves no roorn for experiential. cultural- 

specific input. Future research should work towards uncovering how the academic 

discipline affects the educational impact of foreign students on domestic students: i.e.. 



whether this is a content issue (whut is taught and leamed), or a process issue (how it is 

taught or learned). 

Impact lnside and Outside the Classroorn 

The participants in this study reported foreign students io have had a stronger 

impact on their education outside the classroom than inside. Considenng situatrd leaming 

theory and the role of interaction in leaming. this likely stems fiom the finding that 

domestic students reported having more contact with foreign students outside the 

classroom than inside. Even though this is only a preliminq finding based on a sample 

of just four classes at one univenity. it raises questions about the cornmitment to 

intemationalization iit Queen's University. and how active a role the university tükes in 

its mission to "prepare leaders and citizens for a global society" (Queen's University. 

1 996). Li ti lizing the potential resources of foreign students in the classroom would be one 

of the most obvious and effective ways to prepare Canadians for a "global soçiety." Yet 

the results of this study hint that the education of domestic students is impacted more 

from foreign students in situations where the university is least forrnally involved. An 

alternative. and more radical. possibility is that the university classroom is actually a 

barrier to the potential ennching effect of foreign students. something that has been 

overshadowed by the prevailing optimisrn in the literature. This would underscore the 

weakness of Quren's University's embnce of intemationalization and suggest that its 

mission is somewhat lacking in substance. Either way. this question deserves more 

attention. 



Negative Impact 

Three dornestic students in this study from the Computer Science class reported 

that foreign students have negatively impacted their education. This deserves follow-up 

investigation. It is unknown whether the problems that participants reponed in this study 

(such as language deficiencies among foreip teaching assistants in the Computer 

Science progrm) are recopized rit administrative levels in the department or at the 

university-wide level. Again. the optimism in the literature about the benefits of enrolling 

foreip students might be pre-empting the perceived need to take a more critical viaw of 

the presence of foreign students in Queen's University. The results of this snidy point to 

the need for a more critical evaluation of the ovenll effects of foreign students in the 

institution. 

Foreign Students 

Although Foreign students themselves were not the primary focus of this study, 

they are an obvious source of tich information and clues about how and why the 

enriching effect of their presence does. or does not. occur. For example. foreign students 

can provide insight into the perceptions about their behaviour that dornestic students 

reponed in this study. like not having a strong presence in the classroom or clustering 

with other foreign students. Many studies have exploreci foreign students' experiences in 

adjusting to life on their new campus in order to understand their needs and how 



universities cm serve them better. 1 suggest that research in this area needs to place 

greater emphasis on the university's own needs as an institution whose mission is to 

advance leming. 

Domestic S tudents 

Lefi in the wake of this study are questions regarding Cünadian students' 

awareness of the limitations of knowledge situated in one (e.g.. Western) frame of 

reference. and the importance they attach to expanding their knowledge of other 

countnes. cultures. and worid-views. In order for foreign students to have an 

educationally enriching effect. an intellecnial space must exist where their perspectives 

cire welcomed. valued. and engaged. tiltimately this depends on the receptiveness of 

domestic students to the knowledge and experiences that foreign students bnng to the 

university. 

The results of this study raise the possibility that domestic students themselves are 

a factor that impedes the enriching effect of foreign students. There are two views to 

consider. First. if learning is predicated on interaction. as suggested hy situated learning 

theory. we must consider what dornestic students themselves are doing to facilitate. or 

likewise avoid. interaction with foreign students. The second consideration is if. or when. 

interaction occurs between foreign and domestic students. do domestic students show an 

interest in their backgrounds and make an atternpt to learn tiom them? The literature 

typically ponnys the enrolment of foreign students as creating a window to the world. 

especially for those students who do not study abroad. Certainly. the supply side of this 



equation, i.e., the nurnber of foreign students in Canadian universities, is relatively strong 

at Queen's compared to other universities across Ontario and Canada: but the demand 

side. narnely domestic students' inclination to lem tiom their foreign peers, or the 

necrssity that they anach to learning fiom them. is unknown. As the saying goes. "You 

c m  lead a horse to watrr. but you can't force it to drink." 

Most Canadian students already speak English (the international language of 

business). are comparatively wealthy. and do not generaliy grow up with the intention to 

emip te  tiom Canada. Moreover. living beside the world's rnost powertùl nation and 

sharing so many characteristics with it. as well as Canada's status as an immigrant 

country. might implicitly teach Canadian university students that. as a nation, we have 

little to leam tiom other countries. So. a topic that I propose for further exploration is the 

importance and value that Canadian (and Amencan) students place on icarning about the 

world outside of their national borders. 

Race or Ethnicitv 

1 was particulxly careîùl not to make reference to any particular race or ethnicity 

in the survey and interview questions. or phrase the questions so as to invite students to 

do so in their responses. Despite this. many of the participants made reference to one 

particular racial group on campus. Participants repeatedly indicated that Asians have a 

strong tendency to poup togetha among themselves. Pariicipants mentioned no other 

ncial group in the entire study. The principies of situated leaming theory suggest that, if 

this is indeed true. some foreign student ncial groups might have a different impact in the 



university than others. Research should explore if foreign students of different racial or 

ethnic backpounds have ditTerent effects on the education of domestic students in the 

host institution. 

Methodolo~cal Considerations 

This was a small-scale study conducted at a single university not known for its 

divenity. Participants in this study widely referred to Queen's University as a very white 

institution. In 1995. the most recent year for which comparative statistics are available. 

4.596 of the overall student population at Queen's University was foreign students. the 

second highest among Ontario univenities (Statistics Canada, 1998b). But the number of 

toreign students at Quern's that year was average cornpared to other doctoral and 

professional degree granting univenities of similar calibre across Canada (Statistics 

Canada. 1998b). As Grittin ( 1995) reminds us. a school is a unique culture in itself. One 

of the (many) next stcps to understanding the educational impact of foreign students is to 

conduct similar studies in ditrerent universities to detennine how the culture of the 

specific institution affects the impact of foreign students. Future research in this area 

should target universities of different sizes. domestically and intemationally. in order to 

work towards a more thorough undentanding of foreign student impact. 

The proposal to conduct this study was presented in November 2000. Data 

collection began in h n u û ~  2001 and finished in March 1001. Overail. the combination 

of a survey and interviews provided a good balance between the breadth and specificity 



that is required of an exploratory study. Future research in this area, however, need not 

necessarily use both of these methods simultaneously. 

No research project is fiee of barriers. 1 encountered two obstacles in the course 

of this study that fùture researchers should note. The tint was the process of securing 

ethicai approval. which the university requires before it will sanction data collection tiom 

human subjects. It took a total of eight weeks in two separate stages to get approval to 

conduct this research. Graduate students in particular should anticipate these idle penods 

in the data collection procrss so that other aspects of the snidy can advance during this 

time. 

The second obstacle was arranging to conduct the data collection within the achial 

classes. For example. in two of the four classes. the professors could only afford to give 

me a few minutes at the end of a two-hour lecture to introduce myself and the study. and 

çonvince the students to voluntanly fil1 out the survey at home and return it to me 

through the campus mail systern. 1 recommend where possible tiying to build a rapport 

with the professor before soliciting the iwolvement of an unfmiliar class in order to 

avoid indifierence. The most efficient way of rnaking focused (non-random) contact with 

university students is directly through their classes. Where the data collection strategy 

involves approaching students in their c!asses. professors are a key link because they 

have influence in getting their students to participate in the research. This was. 1 believe. 

the main reason why the response rate was so hi& from the Education and Sociology 

students. 

The students who volunteered for the interviews were eager to share the 

expenences they had had with foreign students. Once the initial barriers of actually 



making contact with participants had been overcome, the topic itself seemrd to rouse a 

great deal of interest. 

The survey (see Appendix A) functioned effectively as a data collection 

instrument. The questions generated a useful set of data. 1 would. however. recommend 

making three changes to the survey. The tint modification would be to 1 tems 2.1.2.2, 

and 2.3. These are the central questions of the entire study. but they appear too early in 

the survey for respondents to have adequatrly retlected on their expenences. I 

recommend positioning these three items closer to the end of the survey so that the 

survey design encourages respondents to consider different aspects of their expenences 

with foreign students before answering questions that are of central importance. 

The instructions that prompt respondents to give a written expianation of their 

scüle responses were. in many cases. too vague. As a result. they iended to rvokr vague 

answers. Rather than saying. for example. "Please explain." thry would have yielded 

higher quality data if they had been more precise. for example. "Please describe a foreign 

student's contribution to û class and why you çonsider that enriching." As another 

example. item 2.9 produced intercsting data. but it  did not provide direct insight into the 

research questions. To do that. it should have read. "Foreip students play an important 

role in enriching Canadian students' education at Queen's." Providing more space to 

rxplain each question might also encourage students to çive more detail in their written 

responses. 

Finally. the survey item about whether enrolling foreip students makes Queen's 

University a more intemationalized institution (item 2.14) produced interesting data. but 

ultimately contributed nothing towards our understanding of the three centrai research 



questions. The intemationalization of universities is a separate. albeit related. issue to 

foreign student impact. 

Concluding Staternent 

This study set out tu explore the impact that foreign undergraduate students have 

on the education of Canadian undergraduates at Queen's University. Research on foreign 

students has tended to focus largely on their experiences in adjusting to life in a oew 

cuiture so as to better understand how universities cm attend to their needs as students. 

The study descnbed in this thesis is one of a very few to break away îiom this trend. 

instead asking questions that will help inform univenities how they cm use foreign 

students to their own brnefit. That is. whereas research on foreign students has largely 

addressed what universities cm or should do to help foreigi students. this study was 

conducted to hnher our understanding of what universities can get in renirn From 

enrolling foreign students in order to hel p themselves. 

Overall. the only finn conclusion 1 cm make fiom the results of this s ~ d y  is that 

much more research is needed to undentand how foreign students impact the education 

of domestic students. This chapter has identi fied a number of specific areas. However. 1 

believe the results of this study are still valuable in that they provide preliminary clues 

about this phenornenon in certain areas of Queen's University. More importantly. the 

results highlight Canadian Queen's students' experiences with foreign students that are at 

odds with the literature. 



As one faculty interviewee in this study told me. "The university has to think. 

'why are they here?"' That Queen's has not approached this question from a cntical 

perspective likely stems from the fact that very few people. if any, have challenged the 

rhetoric surrounding the educational value of foreign students on campus. The results of 

this study do not. by any means. suggest that domestic students are not benefiting fiom 

iheir presence. or that foreign students are not valued. But the results do suggest that not 

al1 students benefit tiom their presence in the way described by the literature. This might 

b r  a result of the univenity not having ~ritically evaluated the role of foreign students on 

campus. or its own role in cultivating these benetits for its students. For a univenity that 

desçribes its mission as being "20 prepare leaden and citizens for a global society" 

(Queen's University. 1 9%)' this point deserves much more attention. 



Appendix A - Survey on the Impact of Foreign Students 
at Queen's University 

The purpose of this study is to explore the degree to which the presence of foreign studcnts (aiso 
referred to as "international students") at Queen's University has an enriching effect on the 
education of domestic Canadian undergraduate students. -4 foreign student is considerd to be a 
non-Canadian student who does not have permanent resident status in Canada and has received 
permission h m  the Canadian government to enter Canada for the purpose of study. 

This survey should take less than 15 minutes to cornplete. Please respond to the survey questions 
based not only on this course. but on your entire rxpencnce at Queen's University, both inside 
and outside the ~Iassroom. Your responses on this survey will be used as data for the study. 

Please retum the survey and the consent form to Calvin Bowry at the Faculty of 
Education in the enclosed envelope via the internai campus mail system. 

Section 1 

b l a t  year of study are you now in? 

Gender 

Were you born in Canada? 

. b e  you a Canadian citizen? 

Are you a foreign student at Queen's University'? 

3) Have you iived in a country other than Canada? 

b ) If Yes, for how long'? 

a) Have you attended a school or educational pro- 
outside of Canada'? 

b) If Yes. for how long? 

a )  Did you occasionally or frequently comrnunicate in a 
langurige other than English when you were growing up? 

b) If Yes. what language'? 

Male Fernale 

Y es No 

Y es No 

Y es No 

Y es No 

9. Have you wer shared accommodations with a foreign student? Yes No 
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Section 2 

In responding to the following questions. piease reflect on your entire educational experience at 
Queen's University, both inside and outside the classroom. Circie the number that most 
accurately retlects your response. I f  possible, pleass provide a short written explanation to 
elabomte on your response. 

1. The presence o f  foreign students at Queen's University bas enriched the education 
that 1 bave received a t  this university. 

1 - 3 3 4 
Strongiy Disagree Neither 

Agree or Disagree 

5 
Strongly Agree 

Please explain: 

2. Foreign students have made no noticeable impact on  m y  formal  classroom 
education at Queen's University. 

1 - 3 

Strongly Disagree 
3 

Neither 
Agree or Disagree 

5 
Strongly Agree 

Please explain: 

3. Foreign students have made n o  noticeable impact on m y  broader education outside 
o f  the classroom at  Queen's University. 

1 - 3 3 
Strongly Disagree Neither 

Agree or Disagree 

5 
Strongly Agree 

Please explain: 
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1. The presence of foreign students enbances the deptb and scope of lectures. 

1 - 7 3 
Strongly Disagree Neither 

Agree or Disagree 

5 
Strongly Agree 

Expiain or give exarnple: 

5. The presence o f  foreign students enhances the depth and scope of  seminars and 
tutorials. 

I - 7 
Strongly Disagree 

3 
Neither 

Agree or Disagree 

5 
Strongly Agree 

Explain or give exarnple: 

6. The depth and scope of courses that I have taken with foreign students are no 
different than courses without foreign students. 

1 - 7 3 
Strongly Disagree Neither 

Agree or Oisagree 

5 
Strongly Agree 

Please explain: 
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7. Foreign students tend to be prominent participants in the classroom. 

1 - 3 

Strongly Disagree 
3 

Neither 
Agree or Disagree 

5 
Strongly Agree 

Please explain: 

8. It  is easy for me to recognize i f  a student i s  from another country. 

1 - 1) 3 4 
Strongly Disagree Neither 

Agree or Disagree 

5 
Strongly Agree 

Ptease explain: 

9. It is important for Queen's University to eorol foreign students. 

1 - 7 

Strongly Disagree 
3 

Neither 
Agree or Disagree 

5 
Strongly Agree 

Why? 
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IO. My educatioa at Queen's would have beea less enricbed or enbanced if tbe 
university did not enrol foreign students. 

Strongly Disagree 
3 

Neither 
Agree or Disagree 

5 
Strongly Agree 

Please explain: 

11. Faculty members regularly draw on the enperiences and perspectives o f  foreign 
students to enbance course content. 

1 - 3 3 1 5 
Strongly Disagree Neither Strongly Agree 

Agree or Disagree 

How ? 

12. The presence o f  foreign students at Queen's has increased my awareness o f  other 
countries and/or world views. 

L 
Strongly Disagree 

7 - 3 
Neither 

Agree or Disagree 

4 5 
Strongly Agree 

How ? 
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13. Foreign students a t  Queen's tend to  associate w i t h  other foreign students more than 
witb Canadian students. 

1 - 7 

Strongly Disagree 
3 

Neither 
Agree or Disagree 

5 
Strongly Agree 

Please explain: 

II. Enrol l ing foreign students makes Queen's University a more intcrnationalized 
institution. 

1 - 7 3 3 5 
Strongly Disagree Neither Strongly Agree 

Agree or Disagree 

Please explain: 

15. Please indicate the amount o f  direct interaction that you have w i th  foreign students 
at Queen's through course related activities: 

None Low Medium High 

16. Please indicate the amount o f  direct interaction that 'ou have w i th  foreign students 
a t  Queen's outside o f  the dassroom: 

None Low Medium High 
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17. Describe in your own words the impact tbat foreign students bave made on your 
education at Queen's University. 

Please renim this survey and the signrd consent fom on the following page to: 

Calvin Bowry 
Faculty of Education 
Queen's University 

If you have any ditliculty in getting your completed survey into the campus mail system. 
please contact me to pick it up. 

Phone: (6 13) 634-9668 

E-mail: 7cjbl@qiink.queensu.ca 
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Appendix B - Consent Form 

CONSENT TO PARTICIPATE IN THE STUDY 
INVESTIGATING THE IMPACT OF FOREIGN STUDENTS 

The participant agrees to complete one survey and/or participate in a maximum of two 
interviews as indicated by signature below. The participant gives consent for the data in 
the survey and/or interview@) to be used in the researcher's thesis and for 
publication. The participant has the right to withdraw tiom this research at any time. and 
does not have to answer any question that he or she Ends objectionable or makes them 
tèel uncornfortable. If participating in an interview. the participant will receive a copy of 
the transcnpt and will be the one to decide how much or what pari of it. if any. can be 
used. The participant hrs the right to review her or his transcnpt and make necessary 
changes or alterations. 

I as the researcher will ensure that the participant will be kept anonymous. The results of 
this study will not be described in the thesis or in any publication in such a way that 
allows the identity of participants to be determined. I will keep the survey and the 
trmscript in a secure location. and only my thesis cornmittee and 1 will have access to it. 
Survey and interview data will be used only for research. One year following the issuing 
of my degree. 1 will destroy the survey andior the transcript. 

Consent to Participate in the Survey 

I agree to complete the survey on the impact of foreign students 
under the terms outlined above ................................................... Y NO 

Consent to Participate in the Interview 

1 agree to participate in an interview(s) under the terms outlined above.. . . . . ..YES NO 
(If 'YES" please indicate below how I can contact you to arrange the interview.) 

Contact information (for people who are willing to be interviewed): 

Name of Participant: (print) 

Signature of the Participant: 

Researcher: 

Signature: 

Date 

Calvin Bowry 
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Appendix C - Core Interview Questions for Students 

Theme A: The impact of foreign students on the education of undergraduate 
Queen's students. 

Are foreign students in your classes here at Queen's'? 
There is a strong and widespread presumption in internationalization literature 
that foreign university students enrich domestic students' education. Retlecting on 
your expenence at Queen's, to what degree do you think ths  is m e ?  
Have foreign students made an impact on your education at university? Why/why 
not? How? 
Outside of the classroom at Queen's. has the presence of foreign students in 
general impacted your education? How'? 
Do you think your university educûtion wouid have been different in the absence 
of foreign students? 
Are classes with foreign students any different than the ones without foreign 
students? If so, how? 
Does having foreign students in your class help foster "global perspectives" in 
Canadian students. as is envisioned by the university? 
Have you benefited educationally tiom the presence of foreign students? 

Theme B: Foreign student participation in the rlussroom. 

1. Retlecting on your expenence. do you think foreign students tend tu participate in 
the classroorn*? 

Theme C: Identifying foreign students on campus. 

1 .  1s it easy for you to identiS whether a student is a foreign student? Why or why 
no t? 

Theme D: Interaction between foreign and domestic students on campus. 

1 .  Retlecting on your experîence as a Queen's student. do you think foreign students 
tend to interact more with other foreip students or with Canadian students? 

Theme E: Faculty members drawing on foreign students as leaming resources. 

1. Have you had foreign students in p u r  classes here at Queen's? 

2 .  Do fûculty memben treat foreign students as a learning resource? If so. how? 

S. Have your instnictors drawn on ttiem? How? 



~lemi-~n~ 
Queen's University 
Kingston, Ontario, Canada K7L 3N6 
Tel 6 13 533-608 1 
Fax 613 533-6806 

GREB No.: GEDUCb0441 
Title: "The Impact of Foreign Students on the Undergraduate Education of 

Dornestic Studen ts" 

Mr. Calvin Bowry 
Faculty of Education 
Queen's U nivenity 

Dear Mr. Bowry. 

The General Research Ethics Board (GREB) has given expedited approvai to your 
proposal entitled "The impact of Foreign Students on the Undergraduate Education of 
Dornestic Students". This approval is valid for one year. Pnor to the renewal date you 
wi1l be sent a reminder to apply for renewal. 

You are reminded of your obligation to advise the GREB of my amendments or 
changes to the procedures in your study that might affect the human participants. You 
are also advised that any adverse events must be reported to the GREB within 48 hours. 

On behalf of the General Research Ethics Board, 1 wish you success in the 
conduct of your reseuch. 

Research Ethics Board 
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